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I.

NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

The University of Massachusetts Building Authority (the “Authority”) requests proposals from
qualified firms to provide Owner’s Project Manager (“OPM”) services for the Authority’s
McGuirk Stadium, Upgrades project for the University of Massachusetts Amherst (sometimes
“UMass Amherst” or the “University”).
Proposals shall be submitted to the University of Massachusetts Building Authority, in care of
Patricia Filippone, Executive Director, One Beacon Street, 31st Floor, Boston, MA 02108, so
that they are received by 2:00pm on June 7, 2018. Each Respondent shall submit in a sealed
package six (6) hard copies of its proposal and two (2) electronic copy in PDF format. The
package shall be clearly marked on the outside, “Owner’s Project Manager Services for McGuirk
Stadium, Upgrades for UMass Amherst, UMBA Project No. 18-A1,” and shall clearly identify
the Respondent’s name and business address, and the name and telephone number for the contact
person.
A pre-proposal briefing will be held on May 21, 2018 at 10:00am, at the Football Performance
Center, 290 Stadium Drive, Amherst, MA 01003. Parking is available on the East side of the
Stadium within the fencing, which can be accessed from the Stadium Gate at the South Facilities
Building. Proceed to the Football Performance Center’s Northeast Main Entry.
The Authority reserves the right to reject any or all proposals submitted in response to this
Request for Proposals (“RFP”) and to take any other action, as the Authority may deem to be in
its best interest.
II.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY, NON-DISCRIMINATION AND
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

The Authority is committed to equal employment opportunity and non-discrimination in
contracting for goods and services necessary to perform its business. Respondents are advised
that the UMBA will take affirmative action to ensure equal employment opportunity and to
eliminate discriminatory barriers. The Authority strongly encourages minority and women
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business owned (MBE/WBE) firms to respond to the RFP. The Authority will strongly consider
the Respondents’ commitment to equal employment opportunity and affirmative action in
selecting the individuals or firms for Owner’s Project Manager Services and Respondents are
encouraged to propose a team that reflects such diversity. As set forth in Section X(13) of this
RFP, Respondents are required to submit copies of their employment and affirmative action
policies demonstrating their commitment to equal opportunity, non-discrimination and
diversity. Respondents are encouraged to propose a team reflecting its commitment to diversity.
The Authority encourages interested OPM firms to partner and/or subcontract with minority and
women owned businesses in order to reflect this commitment.
In addition, the Project will have the following participation goals for minority business
enterprises (“MBE”) and women business enterprises (“WBE”) and for workforce utilization:
Design: Combined MBE/WBE participation goal 17.9%
Construction: Combined MBE/WBE participation goal 10.4%
Construction workforce: Minorities: 15.3%; Women: 6.9%
The selected OPM shall be responsible for monitoring compliance with these goals.
III.

THE AUTHORITY

The Authority is an independent body politic and corporate and an authority of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts created by and existing under Chapter 773 of the Acts of 1960,
as amended (the “Authority’s Enabling Act”). The Authority is separate and independent from
the University of Massachusetts (the University), but provides dormitories, dining commons and
other buildings and structures for the use of the University, its students, staff and their
dependents and certain approved organizations. The mission of the Authority is to aid and
contribute to the performance of the educational and other purposes of the University by
providing high quality buildings and infrastructure that make a difference to the University
community and that meet and exceed the University’s needs. New facilities constructed by the
Authority as a part of any of its projects are owned by the Authority, but operated and
maintained by the University.
IV.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW
A.

Introduction: UMass Amherst has worked with several design teams over the last five (5)
years studying a variety of options to upgrade McGuirk Stadium. The results of those
study efforts have identified many critical needs for the University to provide its student
athletes with better facilities for games and practices, while also continuing to improve
the Stadium visitor’s experience as well. The Campus is now ready to take the next steps
in the form of a detailed programming and schematic design study, which will provide
the basis for a full design and construction project.
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B.

Project Vision: UMass Amherst intends to develop a new seasonal indoor training facility
at McGuirk Stadium to help provide a climate-controlled practice space for the all
athletic teams, with potential for additional use by the wider campus and regional
community. While developing the new seasonal facility at McGuirk Stadium, the
University expects to continue to work on its incremental improvements to the game day
experience at the Stadium.

C.

Background: McGuirk Stadium was originally constructed in 1964, with minimal
renovations until 2005 when the facility saw a series of limited upgrades with the
installation of field lighting and change from natural grass to artificial turf. From 20122014 the University undertook a more substantial upgrade with the construction of the
Football Performance Center along with the Martin and Richard Jacobson Press & Sky
Box Complex and replaced the artificial turf. Since 2015, the University has been
working to incrementally improve and make repairs at the Stadium, but much work
remains. This project will look to continue the investment into ongoing improvements at
McGuirk Stadium.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A. The concepts and major goals for the McGuirk Stadium, Upgrades 2019 project are as
follows:
1. Construction of a new seasonal air-supported indoor training facility.
2. Replacement of existing south end-zone scoreboard with new high-definition LED
videoboard, install new auxiliary scoreboard on the Football Performance Center
along with related operating/scoring system, and replace the existing Stadium sound
system.
3. Removal of existing south end-zone wall to allow for the creation of new fan/visitor
hospitality areas.
4. Continued accessibility improvements in and around the existing Stadium including
things such as handrails, walkways, ramps, pads for concession locations, etc.
5. Development of new restroom facilities on the east and west sides of the Stadium.
6. Any related site, utility, and/or or support work required to support the goals outlined
above.
7. Replace existing scoreboard on the south end of Garber Field with new highdefinition LED videoboard along with related operating/scoring system.
The Design for this project will incorporate and be consistent with all University Design
Standards and Guidelines.
The University is anticipating a construction budget of approximately $10 million for the project.
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In performing the Scope of Services for the Project, the Design Team will be considering energy
efficiency and sustainable design practices, using the U. S. Green Building Council’s LEED©
Rating System, and shall advise the Authority of any financial impact which may result. It is
intended that Project will look to provide an energy efficient and environmentally sustainable
facility that may need to meet the requirements of Executive Order 484, which would include the
project seeking a minimum LEED© Silver Certification, depending on the final scope of work.
The Project will be constructed using the Construction Manager at Risk procurement method in
accordance with Mass. Gen. Laws c. 149A, §§ 1-13, and the Authority’s related procedures.
V.

OVERVIEW OF OPM SERVICES

The OPM services will include all activities necessary or appropriate to efficiently manage the
design, construction, commissioning and closeout of the Project. The firm engaged by the
Authority pursuant to this RFP will be responsible to and will provide services to the Authority.
As the Authority’s OPM, the OPM will work with the Authority, and with any University
representatives designated by the Authority, in performing services in connection with the
Project.
The OPM will manage all aspects of the Project from the selection of the design team through
the close out and warranty period of the Project. It is anticipated that construction services for
the Project will be procured using Construction Manager at Risk (“CM at Risk”) procurement in
accordance with Mass. Gen. Laws c.149A, §§ 1-11 and the Authority’s Procedures for the
Procurement of Construction Management at Risk Services pursuant to M.G.L. c. 149A, §§ 1-11
(the “Authority’s CM at Risk Procedures”). A copy of the Authority’s CM at Risk Procedures is
attached hereto as Attachment 1.

VI.

SCOPE OF OPM SERVICES

The Owner’s Project Manager shall provide advice and counsel relating to the Authority’s
management, administration and fiscal oversight of all phases of the Project including, but not
limited to, the planning, design, construction and commissioning of the facilities, which are the
subject of the Project.
The services of the Owner’s Project Manager consist of all Owner’s Project Management
services necessary or appropriate to complete the Project (the “Scope of Services”). Such
services are outlined below, and specifically include: (a) all services described in the Agreement
for Professional Services between the Owner and Owner’s Project Manager, which is attached
hereto (the “Agreement”) and marked Attachment 2, including, but not limited to, design review
of architectural, structural, MEP, and fire protection disciplines as provided for in Section 4.3 of
the Agreement, (b) all services required by Mass. Gen. Laws c. 149, sec. 44A 1/2, and (c) all
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services customarily performed as part of owner’s project management for projects of similar
type, scope and complexity in order to appropriately manage and complete the Project in a timely
and cost effective manner, while constructing a facility of the highest possible standard.
In general, the Owner’s Project Manager (“OPM”) will oversee, monitor, analyze and report on
all aspects of the work in all phases, including, but not limited to, preparation and issuance of all
Requests for Qualifications, Requests for Proposals, and other similar documents, the schedule
for work, cost control, budget tracking, preparation of interim and final Guaranteed Maximum
Prices, as required, quality assurance, environmental compliance, safety compliance, site
logistics planning, coordination with campus design and construction requirements, and
coordination of communications with and among all team members.
The OPM will provide regular and timely written reports as required by the Authority, including
but not limited to, monthly updates on project schedule and budget in feasibility study,
programming, design and construction. In the buyout for the construction of the Project pursuant
to a CM at Risk procurement, the OPM will participate and track the open book procurement
process and results, which will include but not be limited to reports on the participation of
women-owned and minority-owned firms, workforce utilization, and the level of union and open
shop participation on the Project.
In managing projects, it is critically important to avoid interruption of or interference with
campus operations. In addition, given that multiple projects are often simultaneously undertaken
on any given campus by the Authority, the University and/or the Massachusetts Division of
Capital Asset Management, it is critically important to avoid all conflicts in site logistics. The
OPM will coordinate construction schedules and construction site logistics planning to ensure
that campus needs are met.
The OPM will be responsible for managing an interactive and integrated process for the
coordination of all programming, design, construction and commissioning information, which
includes the use of the University’s Design Standards and Guidelines in the design process and
construction.
VII.

SCHEDULE

Work will commence upon issuance of a Notice to Proceed by the Authority. The Authority
anticipates completion of the Project as soon as possible with the goal of having at least some of
the scope completed in time for the 2019 Football season. UMass Amherst will continue to
utilize McGuirk Stadium for all Football Games during the traditional season (late August thru
November) as well as the Spring Game in April, and for the University’s Commencement
Ceremony in May. Additionally, UMass will likely attempt to continue to use the Stadium
artificial turf field for practices throughout the project as much as practical. The OPM shall work
with the Designer, University, and the Authority to develop an overall project schedule during the
initial the study phase and cooperate with UMass Amherst to help facilitate use of the Stadium as
much as feasible during construction.
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VIII. FEE
Firms responding to this RFP shall include in their proposals a brief description of the
methodology they propose be used in determining the fees for services. However, no specific
fee proposal should be included or will be accepted at the present time. Those firms that are
chosen to be interviewed will be asked to submit fee proposals at the time of they are
interviewed.
VIII. FORM OF CONTRACT
The selected project manager firm shall execute a contract with the Authority, which shall be in
the form of the Agreement for Professional Services between Owner and Owner’s Project
Manager (the “Agreement”), which is attached hereto as Attachment 2. At the Authority’s sole
discretion, the Authority may make minor non-material changes to the form of the Agreement.
Please note that the submission of a proposal in response to this RFP shall be deemed an
acceptance of all terms and conditions of the Agreement and an agreement to execute same
without revision or modification.
IX.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
•

In accordance with M.G.L. c. 149, a. 44A½, the Owner's Project Management firm must
be independent of the designer, construction manager and subcontractors on the
Project having no prime or sub-contractual relationships with such parties or their
subcontractors or consultants on the Project.

• In accordance with M.G.L. c. 149, §44A½, the lead member of the firm who will serve
as the designated Owner's Project Manager shall: (i) be registered in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts as an architect or professional engineer, and have a
minimum of five (5) years of experience in the construction and supervision of the
construction of buildings; or (ii) if not a registered architect or professional engineer,
have a minimum of seven (7) years of relevant experience in the construction and
supervision of construction of buildings.
• The lead member of the firm who will serve as the designated Owner’s Project Manager
shall be certified in the Massachusetts Certified Public Purchasing Officer (“MCPPO”)
Program as administered by the Inspector General of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
•

Thorough knowledge of Massachusetts public design and construction laws, including,
but not limited to M.G.L. Chapters 149, 149A and 30.
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•

Thorough knowledge of the requirements of the Massachusetts State Building Code,
the Americans with Disabilities Act, and the regulations of the Massachusetts
Architectural Access Board.

•

Demonstrated experience with the unique aspects of the Construction Manager at Risk
process including, but not limited to, Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) negotiations
and "open book" cost review, coordination of work of designers and construction
managers during the design process, and identification of and preparation for early
construction packages.

•

Prior experience providing construction management or supervision of the construction
of buildings to public agencies in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for the
construction. Additionally, show prior experience on athletic facilities projects, including
specific experience on at least two (2) projects, each of which is of similar size, scope
and complexity to the Project herein described that were successfully completed within
the last 7 years.

•

Documentation of financial stability, including but not limited to submission of annual
financial statements for the prior three (3) fiscal years.

•

Documentation of insurance including: (i) professional liability insurance of not less
than $2,000,000; (ii) commercial general liability insurance (CGL) of not less than
$1,000,000 per occurrence, with a $2 million general aggregate; (iii) automobile
liability insurance with a minimum limit of $1,000,000 covering owned, hired, and
non-owned vehicles. (iv) employer's liability insurance of not less than $1,000,000 (v)
umbrella or excess liability insurance of not less than $5,000,000 covering over the
COL, automobile liability and employer's liability coverages (vi) statutory workers'
compensation insurance coverage and all of such coverages to be provided on the terms
set forth in the Agreement.

X. SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Each proposal shall contain all of the information and documentation described below. The entire
proposal shall be double sided; Minimum font size is to be 12pt. Document size shall be no
greater than 8 ½” x 11”.
In order to facilitate the Authority’s review of submissions, applicants are encouraged to organize
their submission into tabbed sections corresponding to the following list of topics:
1. Description of the firm’s background.
2. Description of the firm’s experience, with particular attention to identifying and
describing projects in which similar services, BIM, lean construction concepts and
integrated project delivery techniques were utilized.
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3. A synopsis of the firm’s approach to project management services, including how teams
are organized to meet the needs of projects in general.
4. Identification of the Project management team, which must include the name of the
Principal-In-Charge and the Project Manager who will have overall responsibility for the
delivery of services and completion of the Project, and the specific responsibilities of
each member of the Project team. It shall also include a description of individual and
Project team experience, including experience with projects designed for energy
efficiency and sustainability, LEED certified buildings, and use of the LEED Rating
System and other similar guidelines, including at least one active member with a
minimum of LEED Green Associate accreditation.
5. A Project team organization chart listing all team members, whether employed by the
project management firm or by a sub-consultant, proposed to provide services on the
Project. Please note that the Authority requires that the key team members
identified in the proposal be the individuals who render services under the
Agreement, and such individuals must be fully available to devote the time and
attention necessary to ensure timely and complete delivery of required services. The
Authority strongly encourages interested OPM firms to propose a team that reflects
diversity, including MBE/WBE sub-consultants.
6. A resume and references for each Project team member. The resume shall outline the
individual’s academic and professional achievements including the number of years of
experience working on projects similar to the Project which is the subject of this RFP,
and tenure with the firm. Provide a cross-reference for each team member to any project
listed in Item No. 11 below.
7. A thoughtful, coherent proposed management plan for the Project, which describes in
detail the firm’s proposed approach to meeting Project goals – including schedule
management, budget management, quality management, and coordination goals.
8. A thoughtful analysis of how integrated project delivery principles and the use of tools
like building information modeling can be used effectively on the Project.
9. Identification of any firms or individuals not part of the responding firm that will be
collaborating on the Project. For each such firm, provide a detailed description of its role
in the Project, and a complete resume and description of the length and substance of its
experience as it relates to the Project.
10. Background data on all consulting firm(s) (representing the discipline(s) below) and other
consultants considered appropriate, who will play a role in the project, including an
identification of any such firm that is an MBA or WBE:
•
•

Cost Estimating
Technical Design Submission Reviewing

11. List of projects to demonstrate OPM services in general of comparable size, scope and
complexity that the responding firm has substantially completed within the past five (5)
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years. For each project, provide a complete description, including estimated and actual
project costs, total amount and percentage of change orders, estimated and actual project
schedule, and the names, current telephone numbers and other contact information for
reference person(s). If the Respondent is a joint venture, describe all projects on which
the joint venture partners have previously worked together identifying the duties and
responsibilities of each firm on each of such projects.
12. Evidence of the firm’s stability by providing detailed financial information that can be
used to evaluate and ascertain the firm’s ability to provide the required services for the
duration of the Agreement.
13. Completed and executed copy of the Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action
Survey in the form attached as Attachment 3.
14. Three (3) references of persons who are familiar with the work of the responding firm. In
addition, provide three (3) references of persons who are familiar with the work and
professional skills of the proposed Principal-in-Charge and Project Manager. By
submitting a proposal, a responding firm expressly authorizes the Authority and its
representatives to contact all named references regarding the past performance of the firm
and any of the proposed team members identified in the proposal.
15. Executed copies of each of the following documents in the form attached as
Attachments 4 through 8: (a) Conflict of Interest Statement (Attachment 4),
(b) Certificate of Non-Collusion (Attachment 5), (c) Certificate of State Tax Compliance
(Attachment 6), (d) Certification regarding Undocumented Workers (Attachment 7),
and (e) Certification regarding Equal Employment Opportunity, Non-Discrimination and
Affirmative Action (Attachment 8).
XI.

SELECTION PROCEDURES

Each proposal will be reviewed by the Authority to determine if it is complete prior to actual
evaluation. The Authority reserves the right, but shall have no obligation, to eliminate from
further consideration any proposal deemed to be substantially or materially non-responsive to
the RFP. The Authority will review all proposals and may select one or more responding firms
who best meet the qualifications set forth in this RFP for personal interviews. Additional
information may be issued to those firms selected for interviews. The selection of the finalists
will be based on the following criteria, as applied by the Authority in its sole and absolute
discretion:
(A)

Prior experience and performance on projects of similar type, scope of services,
and complexity, including the quality, depth and relevance of the respondent's
prior experience and expertise in providing similar services to public agencies.
Prior similar experience, including work on athletic facilities projects of at least
eight million dollars ($8,000,000).
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XII.

(B)

Quality, clarity, and completeness of Respondent's approach to project
management and the Authority's judgment as to the compatibility of
such approach with the Authority.

(C)

Organization, project staffing (Key Personnel) and capacity, including: the
effectiveness of the Respondent's proposed team organizational structure, the
qualifications of Respondent's key personnel and staff who would be
responsible for providing services to the Authority, and the qualifications of
the key persons and consultants who will work on the Project.

(D)

Prior experience of specific staff members proposed, including their
availability, their capacity to manage architect and construction management
teams, and performing quality of work on projects with specific budget and
schedule limits.

(E)

Financial stability of the firm.

(F)

Identity and qualifications of consultants that will work with the Respondent.

(G)

Understanding of the Authority's priorities and operations, and the Project.

(H)

Current total workload with private clients and public agencies and the ability
of the firm to meet the Authority's project schedule and demands.

(I)

Experience managing projects utilizing Building Information Modeling (BIM),
“Lean” construction processes, and Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) tools.

(J)

Experience with managing projects designed for sustainability and energy
efficiency, using the LEED rating system.

(K)

Overall commitment to equal employment opportunity and affirmative action.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Prospective respondents shall not communicate with the Authority, UMass Amherst or any of
their representatives, at any time during the RFP process except through written questions
submitted prior to the deadline set forth herein. All questions must be submitted in writing and
sent by email to:
Charles A. Paradie Jr
Director of Pre-Construction Project Planning
University of Massachusetts Building Authority
cparadie@umassp.edu
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The deadline for receipt of written questions is 5:00pm on May 25, 2018. The Authority will
respond to all written questions which in the Authority’s sole judgment may have a material
effect on the RFP by posting written responses on its website, www.umassba.net, not later than
noon on May 31, 2018.
XIII. OTHER PROVISIONS
The Authority reserves the right to modify this RFP, in whole or in part, prior to the date fixed
for submission of the Proposals, by issuance of an addendum or addenda, which shall be posted
on the Authority’s website. The Authority may extend the deadline for submission of Proposals
if, in the Authority’s judgment, such extension is necessary for any reason. It is the
responsibility of each responding firm desiring to submit a proposal to obtain the Request for
Proposals and any and all addenda that may be issued in connection with this RFP.
All expenses and costs, including but not limited to legal costs, associated with developing or
submitting a proposal in response to this RFP, or associated with oral or written clarification
thereof, including all presentation materials and related costs and travel expenses, shall be borne
solely by the responding firm, and under no circumstances shall the Authority be responsible for
any such cost or expense incurred by any responding firm. The Authority assumes no
responsibility for these costs and expenses.
Responding firms may withdraw their proposals, by written request only, received by the
Authority prior to, but not after, the time set for proposal submission. Thereafter, proposals shall
be irrevocable for a period of not less than forty five (45) days, and may not be withdrawn or
modified.
Any proposal which is not received by the Authority by the date and time and at the location for
submission of proposals set forth herein will be determined to be late and shall not be
considered.
The Authority may cancel or modify this RFP, in whole or in part, or reject all Proposals
submitted in response to this RFP if such action is determined to be in the best interest of the
Authority. The Authority also reserves the right to waive any irregularities or requirements; and
to negotiate with all respondents, in any manner necessary, in its sole judgment and discretion, to
serve the best interest of the Authority. Proposals that are incomplete, conditioned, or are
otherwise not in conformance with this RFP may be rejected at the sole discretion of the
Authority.
A proposal may be considered non-responsive if it includes extraneous information not
specifically requested in this RFP. Clarity and conciseness of proposals will be valued over
sheer volume.
The Authority reserves the right to request clarification of any aspect of any submitted proposal
or to request additional information that might be required to evaluate a proposal.
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By submission of a proposal, each Respondent acknowledges and agrees that all documentation
and/or materials submitted with its proposal shall become and remain the property of the
Authority. The Authority shall have the right to use all or any portions of any proposal, as it
considers necessary or desirable, in connection with the Project. By the submission of a
proposal, the Respondent thereby grants to the Authority an unrestricted royalty-free license to
use the proposal and all materials submitted therewith in connection with the Project.
Respondents are advised that, once an award has been made, proposals submitted to the
Authority in response to this RFP are considered public records as defined by Massachusetts
General Laws, Chapter 4, §7, clause 26.
XIV. ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1:

Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Attachment 4:
Attachment 5:
Attachment 6:
Attachment 7:
Attachment 8:
Attachment 9:
Attachment 10:

Procedures of the University of Massachusetts Building Authority for the
Procurement of Construction Management at Risk Services pursuant to
M.G.L. c. 149A, §§ 1-13 (dated February 17, 2010)
Form of Agreement for Professional Services Between Owner and Owner’s
Project Manager
Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action Survey
Conflict of Interest Statement
Certificate of Non-Collusion
Certificate of State Tax Compliance
Certification regarding Undocumented Workers
Certification regarding Equal Employment Opportunity, Non-Discrimination
and Affirmative Action
Project Location
10A. Indoor Training Facility Information
10B. McGuirk Stadium Improvements Information
10C. Garber Field Videoboard Replacement Information
10D. Project Schedule - DRAFT
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ATTACHMENT 1

Procedures for the Procurement of Construction
Management at Risk Services Pursuant to M.G.L. c.149A, §§ 1-13

Procedures for the Procurement of Construction Management at Risk Services
Pursuant to M.G.L. c.149A, §§ 1-13
1.0

Introduction

The following constitutes the procedures of the University of Massachusetts Building
Authority (the “Authority”) relating to the procurement of construction management at risk
(“CM at Risk”) services pursuant to the Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 149A, sections 1
thru 13 inclusive (“Chapter 149A”). The procedures outlined below (the “Procedures”) will be
used for Authority projects involving the construction, reconstruction, installation, demolition,
maintenance or repair of any building estimated to cost not less than $5,000,000 to be procured
using the CM at Risk delivery method under authority of Chapter 149A and any regulations
promulgated thereunder.
The Authority will seek CM at Risk services from contractors and other entities, including
joint ventures, that have the appropriate DCAM Certification of Eligibility in the category of
General Building Construction. The Authority has established a two (2) phase sealed competitive
process for the selection of a CM at Risk firm, hereinafter referred to as the “CM” or the “CM
Firm,” with which the Authority may enter into a contract to provide construction management at
risk services for a particular project. During the first phase, the Authority will “pre-qualify”
entities through dissemination of a publicly-advertised Request for Qualifications (“RFQ”).
During the second phase, the Authority will solicit proposals to provide CM at Risk services from
the pre-qualified firms, through a Request for Proposals (“RFP”) issued by the Authority. At the
conclusion of the RFP phase, the Authority will award a contract to the highest ranked proposer,
with whom it is able to successfully negotiate.
2.0

Overview of Selection Process

2.1
Prequalification Committee (Phase One). The Authority will appoint a
prequalification committee to review and evaluate all of the firms that respond to the RFQ issued
by the Authority with respect to the project. The prequalification committee will be comprised
of one (1) representative of the designer, the Authority’s project manager, and at least two (2)
other representatives of the Authority (the “Prequalification Committee”).
2.2
Request For Qualifications (Phase One). After the appointment of the
Prequalification Committee, the Authority will solicit CM Firms by inviting interested firms to
respond to a publicly-advertised RFQ. CM Firms will be requested to submit their qualifications
only, following the format that may be identified in the RFQ. The RFQ shall comply with the
requirements of Chapter 149A, including matters of content and public advertising. The
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Prequalification Committee will evaluate the qualifications of all CM Firms and select qualified
firms to participate in the RFP Phase (Phase Two) of the selection process.
2.3
Selection Committee (Phase Two). In Phase Two, the Authority will appoint a
selection committee, which selection committee may be the same as the Prequalification
Committee appointed by the Authority in Phase One. The selection committee will be
comprised of one (1) representative of the designer, the Authority’s project manager, and at least
two (2) other representatives of the Authority (the “Selection Committee”). The Selection
Committee will evaluate and rank the proposals submitted in response to the RFP issued by the
Authority.
2.4
Request for Proposals (Phase Two). After the appointment of the Selection
Committee, the Authority will solicit proposals from CM Firms that are pre-qualified in Phase
One. The RFP shall comply with the requirements of Chapter 149A, including matters of
content and public advertising. The CM at Risk contract shall be awarded to the CM Firm that
submits the highest ranked proposal with which the Authority is able to successfully negotiate.
3.0

Request For Qualifications (Phase One)

3.1.
Purpose. The Authority shall utilize a Request for Qualifications in order to prequalify CM Firms to participate in the Request For Proposal stage (Phase Two) of the selection
process.
3.2
Prequalification Committee. Prior to issuing a RFQ, the Authority shall establish
a Prequalification Committee the role of which shall be to review and evaluate the Qualification
Statements received in response to the RFQ. The Prequalification Committee shall be comprised
of no fewer than four (4) persons and shall include the Authority’s project manager, a
representative of the designer, and at least two (2) other representatives of the Authority.
3.3
Advertisement. The Authority will publicly notice the RFQ at least two (2) weeks
prior to the deadline for submitting responses to the RFQ. The public notice of the RFQ shall be:
(a) published in a newspaper of general circulation in the area in which the project is located; (b)
published in the Central Register; and (c) listed on the COMPASS system. The Authority will
make copies of the RFQ available to all interested firms on an equal basis.
3.4
Minimum Contents of the RFQ. The Authority shall issue a RFQ, which shall
include, at a minimum, the following information:
(a)

a general description of the project that may include, if available,
preliminary concept designs and key factors important to the final
selection;

(b)

identification of the owner, the designer, and the owner’s project
manager;
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(c)

a specific description of the scope of services that the CM Firm will
be requested to provide during the design, pre-construction, and
construction phases;

(d)

a general description of the anticipated project schedule and
estimated construction cost for the project;

(e)

a description of the submission procedures including the time, date,
and place for submission of responses to the RFQ, and information
regarding the general time frame in which the Authority will respond
to said responses;

(f)

a description of the format to which the responses to the RFQ shall
conform, including the number of copies required to be submitted;

(g)

a general description of the qualifications evaluation procedure and
criteria;

(h)

a description of the evaluation criteria that will be used in the CM
Firm selection process;

(i)

a strict prohibition against any unauthorized communication or
contact with the Authority or others involved with the project,
outside of official pre-proposal meetings conducted by the Authority,
if any; and

(j)

a statement indicating that the RFQ process is being used to pre-qualify CM
Firms that may be invited to submit a proposal in response to a RFP
pursuant to these Procedures.

The RFQ may also impose a limit on the size and number of pages to be included in the
response to the RFQ.
3.5
Qualification Statements. The RFQ shall provide that interested CM Firms shall
submit a Qualification Statement (the “Qualification Statement”) in response to the RFQ, that
every Qualification Statement must be signed under pains and penalties of perjury by a duly
authorized representative of the submitting CM Firm, and that a Qualification Statement failing
to conform to the foregoing requirement shall not be considered by the Prequalification
Committee. The RFQ shall inform prospective responders that notarizing a document is not the
same as signing a document under the pains and penalties of perjury and that notarizing the
Qualification Statement alone does not satisfy this mandatory requirement.
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The RFQ shall provide that a Qualification Statement submitted in response to the RFQ
shall include, at a minimum, the following:
(a)

a cover letter addressed to the Authority’s Prequalification
Committee for the project;

(b)

an executive summary detailing the response to each evaluation
criteria, if any are set forth in the RFQ, as well as the key elements
and factors that differentiate the submitting firm from other
responders;

(c)

completion of an application, such as the AIA Document A305,
1986 edition, or an SF330 or other similar application form that may
be identified in the RFQ, providing general business information and
financial capacity of the submitting firm;

(d)

a list of lawsuits and arbitrations to which the firm is a party relating
to construction contracts within the last three (3) years, including, if
applicable, any convictions or fines for violations of state or federal
law;

(e)

a project organization chart identifying key project personnel whom
the submitting firm proposes will have primary responsibility over
the specific project, including any key subconsultants identified in
the RFQ for the project, and a description of the respective roles and
responsibilities of each identified person;

(f)

an audited financial statement for the most recent fiscal year, which
financial statement shall remain confidential and shall not be deemed
a public record to the fullest extent permissible under the law;

(g)

a letter from a surety company confirming the CM Firm’s ability to
provide performance and payment bonds in the full amount of the
estimated construction cost for the project;

(h)

detailed information on the firm’s safety record including its
workers’ compensation experience modifier for the prior three (3)
years;

(i)

evidence of the firm’s compliance record with minority business
enterprise and women business enterprise inclusion goals and
workforce inclusion goals, if applicable;

(j)

information regarding the firm’s experience on prior projects of
similar scope, cost, and complexity including references from
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owners and architects (and current contact information) of no fewer
than three (3) such projects within a specified period of time;
(k)

information regarding the firm’s experience on prior projects
delivered using construction management at risk methods, including
references from owners and architects of such projects (and current
contact information for them);

(l)

a detailed list of any and all projects on which the firm was
terminated, failed to complete the work, or paid liquidated damages
to the owner within the past five (5) years, with an appropriate
explanation of the circumstances surrounding each incident;

(m) a summary of the firm’s project management capabilities including
specific examples of prior project management reports or other
illustrations of the firm’s operating philosophy, policies, and
procedures;
(n)

a Certificate of Eligibility issued by the Massachusetts Division of
Capital Asset Management and Maintenance (DCAM), pursuant to
section 44D of G.L. c.149, showing a capacity rating sufficient for
the project;

(o)

a current DCAM Update Statement; and

(p)

any other relevant information that the Authority determines to be
desirable.

3.6
Qualification Statement Evaluation Process. The Prequalification Committee
shall evaluate each Qualification Statement using the evaluation criteria provided in the RFQ.
The Prequalification Committee in its discretion may elect to conduct an interview with any CM
Firm that submitted a Qualification Statement if, in the opinion of the Authority, an interview is
necessary to determine whether such CM Firm should be deemed qualified. Only CM Firms
determined by the Prequalification Committee to be qualified pursuant to the qualifications
evaluation and criteria described in the RFQ will be selected to participate in Phase Two of the
selection process.
The Prequalification Committee shall pre-qualify a minimum of three (3) CM Firms.
During Phase Two, the Authority shall not accept proposals submitted by firms not pre-qualified
by the Prequalification Committee. The decision of the Prequalification Committee shall be final
and binding and shall not be subject to appeal except on the grounds of fraud or collusion. If the
Prequalification Committee is not able to pre-qualify a minimum of three (3) CM Firms, the
Authority shall either: (i) re-advertise the project pursuant to G.L. c.149A; (ii) procure the
project pursuant to the provisions of sections 44A to 44J, inclusive, of G.L. c.149; or (iii) procure
the project pursuant to any other method of procurement authorized by law.
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4.0

Request For Proposals (Phase Two)

4.1
Purpose. The Authority shall utilize a Request for Proposal process in order to
evaluate CM Firms pre-qualified in Phase One and to make a final selection of a CM Firm with
which to enter into contract negotiations for the project.
4.2
Selection Committee. Prior to issuing a RFP, the Authority shall establish a
Selection Committee, the role of which shall be to review and evaluate proposals submitted by
pre-qualified CM Firms. The Selection Committee shall be comprised of no fewer than four (4)
persons including the Authority’s project manager, a representative of the designer, and at least
two (2) other representatives of the Authority. The Authority may appoint any or all of the same
individuals who served on the Prequalification Committee to serve as members of the Selection
Committee for the same project.
4.3
Minimum Contents of the RFP. The Authority shall issue a RFP to each prequalified CM Firm that incorporates the elements of the RFQ and which RFP also includes, but
may not be limited to, the following additional information:
(a)

the date, time and place for submission of proposals;

(b)

a description of the submission requirements including separate price
and technical components;

(c)

information concerning the project scope including any preliminary
design information, geotechnical reports, existing condition surveys
and specifications that may be available;

(d)

information on the project schedule including design deliverables,
site availability, and occupancy expectations;

(e)

a detailed description of the scope of work and deliverables expected
from the CM Firm during the preconstruction phase and the
construction phase;

(f)

the minority business enterprise and women business enterprise
inclusion goals and workforce inclusion goals for the building
project;

(g)

a description of the communication guidelines to be followed during
the procurement process including any measures to assure that the
selection process will be open and fair;

(h)

the form of contract between the Authority and the CM Firm,
including general and supplemental conditions, and any incentive
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provisions allowable under Chapter 149A or any damages for delay
provisions;
(i)

the budget for the project;

(j)

a schedule of cost items including fee items, cost of the work items,
and cost of general conditions items;

(k)

specific information on the proposal evaluation criteria including any
rating system that will be used to evaluate and rank proposals;

(l)

a timetable and process for establishing the guaranteed maximum
price (“GMP”) for the CM at Risk contract, including, if known, the
level of design that will serve as the basis for the GMP and
limitations on the amount and use of contingency; and

(m) a list of the trade contractor classes of work to be required in the
trade contractor prequalification plan.
4.4
Price Proposal. The RFP shall require the submission of separate price and
technical proposals. The price proposal shall be submitted separately from, but at the same time
as, the technical proposal in a separately sealed envelope. All price information shall be
submitted with appropriate back-up in sufficient detail as required by the RFP. The price
proposal shall include the following information:
(a)

the preconstruction services fee, including appropriate detail, subject to the
maximum preconstruction services fee as may be established by the
Authority for the project;

(b)

the fee for construction services, including an explanation of the basis for
the fee, subject to the maximum construction services fee as may be
established by the Authority for the project;

(c)

the estimated general conditions costs with appropriate break-down thereof;
and

(d)

the construction contingency, including an explanation of the proposed use
thereof.

4.5
Technical Proposal. The RFP shall require the submission of a separate technical
proposal which shall include:
(a)
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(b)

supplemental relevant project references;

(c)

the project team members with position descriptions and relevant time
commitments of those team members throughout the course of the project;

(d)

a specific construction management plan indicating CM Firm’s approach to
controlling costs, schedule, quality, documents and claims;

(e)

preliminary definition of trade contractor and subcontractor bid packages
and scopes of work, and anticipated workers compensation payroll class
codes involved in the trade contractor scope of work;

(f)

affidavit of prevailing wage compliance pursuant to sections 26 through
27D, inclusive, of G.L. c.149;

(g)

a commitment letter from a surety company licensed to do business in the
commonwealth and whose name appears on United States Treasury
Department Circular 570 stating the surety's willingness to bond the
building project in the full sum of the contract at 110 percent of the budget
for the building project;

(h)

a technical challenges and potential solutions plan consisting of a detailed
discussion of the project’s technical challenges and potential alternative
solutions;

(i) any specific qualifications or exceptions to the terms of the form of contract,
general conditions, or supplemental conditions as included in the RFP; and
(j)

any other information deemed necessary or desirable by the Authority.

4.6
Selection Process. Upon receipt of the proposals in response to the RFP, the
Selection Committee shall evaluate and rank each proposal in accordance with the criteria set
forth in the RFP, which criteria may include any component of the technical and price proposals.
The Selection Committee may elect to interview all of the pre-qualified CM Firms who
submitted proposals in response to the RFP. If interviews are conducted, the Selection
Committee may, but shall not be required to, consider the interview when making its evaluation
of the CM Firms. The decision of the Selection Committee shall be final and not subject to
appeal except on the grounds of fraud or collusion. The list and ranking of CM Firms shall be
certified by the Authority and made available as a public record after such negotiations are
complete and a contract has been executed with a CM Firm.
4.7
Contract Negotiations. The Authority shall establish a schedule and process for
contract negotiations and execution of a contract between the Authority and the highest ranked
CM Firm and shall commence non-fee negotiations with the highest ranked CM Firm pursuant to
said schedule and process. At the conclusion of the negotiations, the Authority and the CM Firm
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shall initially execute a contract for construction management at risk services, which contract
may initially be limited to pre-construction services. The CM contract shall utilize a cost-plus
not to exceed guaranteed maximum price form of contract, which contract shall be acceptable to
the Authority in all respects. The CM contract shall stipulate that the Authority be entitled to
monitor and audit all project costs as it deems necessary and prudent. If the Authority
determines that negotiations with the highest ranked CM Firm will not result in a contract
acceptable to the Authority, the Authority shall terminate negotiations with the highest ranked
CM Firm and shall commence negotiations with the next highest ranked CM Firm. The process
shall continue until the Authority has reached an acceptable contract with one of the prequalified CM Firms.
4.7.1
GMP Negotiation Schedule and Process. The Authority shall establish a schedule
and process for determining the GMP and execution of the GMP Amendment to the selected CM
Firm’s contract, which shall comply with the following minimum requirements:
(a)

the GMP shall be established based on construction documents developed to
a minimum of sixty (60) percent completion;

(b)

the GMP shall include a pricing structure that specifically identifies the
following costs: (a) general conditions, (b) cost of the work, (c) construction
contingency, and (d) fee (or profit). The GMP shall be the maximum price
payable to the CM Firm for all project costs subject to modification only in
accordance with the changes provisions of the CM contract. The GMP may
include an Owner’s Contingency if the Authority chooses to include such an
item. The contract or the GMP Amendment shall allow the Authority to
monitor and audit all costs associated with the GMP;

(c)

the GMP Amendment may allow for incentives related to various
performance objectives so long as the total dollars available to the CM Firm
from incentive provisions shall not exceed one percent (1%) of the estimated
construction cost. However, the GMP Amendment shall not include any
incentive provisions related to the sharing of savings between the final GMP
and the final cost of construction services;

(d)

the GMP Amendment shall be executed before the commencement of any
construction work; provided, however, the Authority may choose to
authorize the commencement of construction work on so-called early
construction packages prior to the execution of the GMP Amendment. If, in
the opinion of the Authority, the project requires the implementation of one
or more early construction packages, the Authority and the CM Firm shall
execute a separate CM contract Amendment setting forth the scope of work
and price of each early construction package. The CM Firm shall be
required to provide payment and performance bonds covering the full value
of each early construction package. Each early construction package
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Amendment shall specify the cost of the work, the general conditions cost,
and the CM fee, if any;
(e)

if an early construction package is authorized by the Authority, the early
construction package scope of work shall be subject to the trade contractor
selection process for the stated scope of work only;

(f)

in the event that a GMP cannot be successfully negotiated between the
Authority and the CM Firm within the schedule established by the Authority
or on terms acceptable to the Authority, any existing trade contractor or
subcontractor agreements between the CM Firm and a trade contractor or
subcontractor for work associated with an early construction package shall
be assigned to the Authority or to another CM Firm designated by the
Authority in writing without the assent of the trade contractor or
subcontractor. The Authority, the CM Firm, the trade contractors, and the
subcontractors shall be bound by the terms of their respective trade
contractor and subcontractor agreement;

(g)

the GMP Amendment to the CM Firm’s contract shall include the following
information:
(i)

a detailed schedule of values including a line item breakdown
by trade of all costs associated with construction services
including any costs for early construction packages that are
be included in the GMP;

(ii)

dollar amounts of the CM Firm’s contingency;

(iii)

dollar amounts for the general conditions costs;

(iv)

dollar amount of the CM Firm’s fee, including any fee
associated with an early construction package;

(v)

a detailed list of all drawings, specifications, and other
information on which the GMP is based;

(vi)

a list of allowances and a statement of their basis;

(vii)

a list of any technical assumptions or clarifications on which
the GMP is based;

(viii) the dates for substantial and final completion on which the
GMP is based; and
(ix)
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(h)

within five (5) business days after the execution of the GMP Amendment,
the CM Firm shall provide all required performance and payment bonds in
the amount of the GMP.

4.7.2
Failure to Reach Agreement. In the event that the Authority is unable to negotiate
a GMP with the CM Firm in accordance with the schedule and procedure established by the
Authority, the Authority may commence non-fee contract and GMP negotiations with the next
highest ranked CM Firm in accordance with a revised schedule and procedure established by the
Authority. In the event that a contract and GMP Amendment cannot be successfully negotiated
between the Authority and the next highest ranked CM Firm within the schedule established by
the Authority and on terms acceptable to the Authority, the Authority shall terminate the Chapter
149A process and shall instead procure the project in accordance with sections 44A to 44J,
inclusive, of G.L. c.149. Following such termination, the Authority may not use the Chapter
149A CM at Risk delivery method for the same building project unless the building project has
been materially changed in form or function.
5.0

Trade Contractors and Subcontractors

5.1
Definitions. The term “trade contractor” shall be defined as those firms
performing any sub-bid classification of work listed in section 44F of G.L. c.149, or any other
sub-bid class of work specifically identified by the Authority for the project, provided that the
sub-bid work meets or exceeds the threshold sum identified in subsection (1) of section 44F of
G.L. c.149. The term “subcontractor” shall refer to those subcontractors who are not trade
contractors.
5.2
Applicability. The Authority shall establish separate processes with respect to the
prequalification of trade contractors. If the actual cost of trade contractor work falls below the
threshold sum identified in subsection (1) of section 44F of G.L. c.149, the CM Firm may award
such contracts using any reasonable and fair selection method, so long as such selection method
documented in writing by the CM and approved by the Authority in writing prior to
implementation.
5.3
Self-Performed Work. The CM Firm may submit its qualifications to bid on trade
contract or subcontract work in accordance with this Section provided that: (a) the CM Firm
customarily performs the work for which it submits qualifications; (b) the CM Firm performs
such work with employees on its own payroll; (c) the CM Firm meets all requirements of the
trade contractor or subcontractor selection process; and (d) the CM Firm does not participate as a
member of any prequalification or selection committee relative to a trade for which it seeks to
submit qualifications and/or bids. In such cases, the Authority shall appoint a person to carry out
the prequalification and selection committee responsibilities of the CM Firm.
5.4

Trade Contractor Selection Process.

5.4.1
Trade Contractor Prequalification. The Authority shall issue a Trade RFQ in
order to solicit Qualification Statements from all interested trade contractors, and to pre-qualify
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trade contractors to participate in the project. The Authority shall develop a Trade RFQ for each
category of trade contractor work. Any entity performing trade contractor work on the project
shall be pre-qualified in accordance with the trade prequalification process described in this
Section.
5.4.2
Trade Prequalification Committee. Before issuing a request for qualifications for
trade contractor work, hereinafter referred to as a Trade RFQ, the Authority shall establish a
Trade Prequalification Committee for the purpose of reviewing and evaluating Qualification
Statements received from trade contractors in response to a Trade RFQ. The Trade
Prequalification Committee shall be comprised of one (1) representative of the designer, one (1)
representative of the CM Firm, and two (2) representatives appointed by the Authority (the
“Trade Prequalification Committee”).
5.4.3
Advertisement of Trade RFQ. Each Trade RFQ shall be advertised at least two
(2) weeks prior to the deadline for submitting responses to the Trade RFQ. The advertisement
shall be (i) published in a newspaper of general circulation in the area in which the project is
located, (ii) published in the Central Register, and (iii) listed on the COMPASS system. The
public notice and advertisement shall appear at least 2 weeks prior to the deadline for submitting
responses to the Trade RFQ, and shall contain the following information, at a minimum:
(a)

the date, time and place for submission of Qualification Statements;

(b)

relevant information about the project and the bidding process;

(c)

specific criteria for trade contractor prequalification and selection;

(d)

a statement indicating that the RFQ will be used to pre-qualify trade
contractors that will be invited to submit a bid; and

(e)

a statement that the procurement process does not include a public
opening of Qualification Statements received from trade contractors, but
indicating that responders’ names will be posted.

The CM Firm shall provide detailed information describing the scope of work required
for each category of trade work, which description shall serve as the basis for the Trade RFQ.
The Trade RFQ shall require only the information set forth below in this paragraph, and shall
identify the specific point allocation for each category of information. The Authority will use its
discretion in allocating points among the subcategories, consistent with the total points for the
category as indicated below.
(A)

Management Experience (50 points total with a minimum requirement of 25
points necessary to be pre-qualified):
(i)
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(ii)

Personnel – including names, titles, years with the firm, education,
construction experience, and a list of projects completed by each person
identified;

(iii) Similar Project Experience – detailed information on similar projects
completed within that period of time specified in the Trade RFQ. Such
information shall include the project name and general description,
description of the scope, original trade contract sum, final trade contract sum
with a detailed explanation of any differences, and the original completion
date and final completion date with a detailed explanation of any
differences;
(iv) Terminations – a list of any projects on which the trade contractor was
terminated or failed to complete the work.
(v)

Lawsuits – a list of lawsuits commenced within the last three years in which
the trade contractor is a defendant or defendant-in-counterclaim. Such list
does not have to include lawsuits involving primarily personal injury or
workers’ compensation claims, or where the sole cause of action involves
the trade contractor’s exercise of its rights for direct payment under section
39F of G.L. c.30.

(vi) Safety Record – a three (3) year history of the trade contractor’s workers’
compensation experience modifier.
(B)

References (30 points with a minimum requirement of 15 points necessary to be
pre-qualified):
(i)

Clients – a list of references for all projects listed in A(iii) above including
the project name, client’s name, address, telephone and fax number, and
contact person. The trade contractor should ensure that such contact
information is current and usable.

(ii)

Credit – a list of a minimum of 5 credit references, including telephone and
fax number of contact person from key suppliers, vendors and banks. The
trade contractor should ensure that such contact information is current and
usable.

(iii) Public Project Record – a list of all completed public building construction
projects as defined in section 44A of G.L. c.149 during past three (3) years
with client’s name, address, telephone and fax number and contact person.
The trade contractor should ensure that such contact information is current
and usable.
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(C)

Capacity to Complete Projects (20 points with a minimum requirement of 10
points necessary to be pre-qualified):
(i)

Annual revenue for prior three (3) fiscal years. There shall be no
requirement for submission of financial statements.

(ii)

Revenue under contract for the next three (3) fiscal years.

(D) Mandatory

Requirements (for which no points are assigned):

(i)

Commitment Letter for payment and performance bonds at 110 percent of
the estimated trade contract value from a surety company licensed to do
business in the Commonwealth and whose name appears on United States
Treasury Department Circular 570.

(ii)

a Certificate of Eligibility issued by DCAM pursuant to section 44F of G.L.
c.149 for each category of trade work for which the trade contractor seeks to
be pre-qualified.

(iii) a current DCAM Update Statement.
5.4.4
Trade Contractor Qualification Statements. Each Trade RFQ shall provide that
every Qualification Statement submitted in response to a Trade RFQ must be signed under pains
and penalties of perjury by a duly authorized representative of the submitting CM Firm, and that
a Qualification Statement failing to conform to the foregoing mandatory requirement or any
other mandatory requirement set forth in the RFQ shall not be considered by the Trade
Prequalification Committee. The RFQ shall also inform trade contractors that notarizing a
document is not the same as signing it under the pains and penalties of perjury and therefore that
notarizing the Qualification Statement alone does not satisfy this mandatory requirement.
5.4.5
Trade Contractor Evaluation. Qualification Statements submitted by trade
contractors shall be reviewed and scored by the Trade Prequalification Committee. The
Authority may provide an additional 5 points to the total score of each DBE, MBE or WBE trade
contractor who is certified by SOMWBA and participates in the Trade Prequalification Process.
All trade contractors who achieve a score of 70 points or greater shall be pre-qualified and
entitled to submit a bid. The Authority shall notify the pre-qualified trade contractors of their
approval to submit a bid in that trade as well as the schedule and timing for the issuance of the
Request for Bids, if known. The decision of the Trade Prequalification Committee shall be final
and binding and not subject to appeal except on the grounds of fraud or collusion.
An individual trade contractor’s score shall be made available to the trade contractor
upon request, but shall not be a public record as defined in section 7 of chapter 4 and shall not be
open to public inspection to the fullest extent possible under the law. In addition, financial
information provided by a trade contractor in response to the Trade RFQ shall remain
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confidential and shall not become a public record as defined in section 7 of chapter 4 and shall
not be open to public inspection to the fullest extent possible under the law.
5.4.6
Trade Contractor Bidding Process. Pre-qualified trade contractors shall be
invited to submit a bid within their trade pursuant to a Request for Bids. The Request for Bids
shall include, but may not be limited to, the following information:
(a)

the date, time and place for submission of bids,

(b)

fully detailed drawings and specifications for a particular trade in
order to provide for full competition of each item of material to be
furnished under the trade contract in accordance with G.L. c.30 and
c.149;

(c)

a description of the trade contractor’s scope of work, including
alternates and allowances, if any;

(d)

a project schedule indicating the planned sequence and duration of
the trade contractor's work;

(e)

a list of all pre-qualified trade contractors for a particular scope of
work;

(f)

a bid form that shall require, without limitation, a listing of price,
addenda, alternates and allowances, if any, for the trade work;
certification that the trade contractor will perform the complete trade
work with employees on its own payroll, except for work
customarily performed by sub-trade subcontractors within the trade;
the names of all sub-trade contractors to be used if awarded the trade
contract with the contract sum for each sub-trade contractor, and
anticipated workers compensation payroll class codes involved in the
trade contractor scope of work;

(g)

an affidavit that all sub-trade contractors named on the bid form have
been pre-qualified by the trade contractor using criteria similar to the
criteria used in the trade prequalification process;

(h)

an affidavit of tax compliance;

(i)

an affidavit of prevailing wage compliance pursuant to sections 26
through 27D, inclusive, of G.L. c.149;

(j)

a non-collusion affidavit;
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(k)

a requirement for the trade contractor to post a five (5) percent bid
bond from a surety company licensed to do business in the
commonwealth and whose name appears on U.S. Treasury
Department Circular 570; but, the bid bond shall be returned to the
bidder if the bidder is not selected as the trade contractor;

(l)

the budget for the entire project, as well as the budget for the trade
contractor scope of work as provided in the GMP, if available, or as
provided in the most recent budget for the project; and

(m) a trade contractor agreement form including all exhibits.
Bids shall be opened publicly by the Authority and a contract shall be awarded to the
lowest prequalified bidder. Any bid which does not include the bid bond or affidavits required
or any response in which the information requested is incomplete, conditional, or obscure or
which contains any additions not required in the request for bids shall be rejected. If the
Authority receives fewer than three (3) responsive bids for any trade and the lowest bid exceeds
the estimated cost of the work for which the bids are requested, the CM Firm shall attempt to
negotiate an acceptable price with the lowest prequalified bidder. If the negotiations are
unsuccessful, the CM Firm shall terminate negotiations with the lowest prequalified bidder and
shall initiate negotiations with the trade contractor who was the second lowest prequalified
bidder. If the CM Firm is unsuccessful in negotiating an acceptable price with the lowest
prequalified bidder and second lowest prequalified bidder, the CM Firm, on behalf of and with
the consent of the Authority, may solicit additional bids, utilizing the Subcontractor Selection
Process established by the Authority for those subcontractors not interested in providing sub-bid
work.
5.4.7
Trade Contractor Agreements. Trade contractors selected by the CM Firm shall
return an executed trade contract, consistent with the form specified in subsection (k) of Section
8 of Chapter 149A, including the required performance and payment bonds, insurance certificate,
and any other form or exhibit that may be required by the Authority in the Request for Bids to
the CM Firm within ten (10) business days of receipt of the trade contract from the CM Firm.
The CM Firm shall execute a trade contract with each trade contractor.
5.5
Subcontractor Selection Process. For subcontractors who are not trade
contractors as defined herein and whose work has an estimated cost at or exceeding the threshold
sum identified in subsection (1) of Section 44F of G.L. c.149, the CM Firm shall provide the
Authority with a detailed written description of the qualifications that a subcontractor must have
in order to perform the work successfully as well as a list of three (3) subcontractors that the CM
Firm believes meet such qualifications. The Authority may, without the approval of the CM
Firm, eliminate subcontractors proposed by the CM Firm and may consider additional
subcontractors as long as such additional subcontractors are reasonably acceptable to the CM
Firm.
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Once all of the approved subcontractors are identified, the CM Firm shall prepare a list
of approved subcontractors for each specific scope of subcontractor work. The CM Firm shall
develop detailed bidding information and provide such information to each subcontractor on
the list of approved subcontractors and invite each approved subcontractor to submit a written
bid
for the work. The CM Firm shall indicate the bidders who are selected to be awarded a
subcontract and shall provide to the Authority a written explanation as to the reason for
the award of a subcontract.
If the CM Firm submits a bid to self-perform subcontract work, all bids shall be
transmitted to the Authority’s project manager. The project manager shall present a list of
the bids submitted by approved subcontractors to the Authority and shall indicate the
bidders who are selected to be awarded a subcontract.
If the cost of the subcontract work falls below the threshold sum identified in subsection
(1) of section 44F of G.L. c.149, the CM Firm may award contracts using any reasonable and
fair selection method, so long as such selection method is approved by the Authority.
5.5.1
Subcontractor Agreements. The CM Firm may utilize the statutory form of
trade contract, or a different form of subcontract acceptable to the Authority.
5.6
Application of Other Laws. Sections 26, 27, 27A, 27B, 27C, 27D, 29, 29C, and
34A of chapter 149, and sections 39F, 39J, 39K, 39N, 39O, 39P and 39R of chapter 30 shall
apply to all building projects using the construction management at risk delivery method set
forth in Chapter 149A.
End of
Document
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ATTACHMENT 2

Agreement for Professional Services
Between Owner and Owner’s Project Manager

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS BUILDING AUTHORITY

AGREEMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
BETWEEN OWNER AND OWNER’S PROJECT MANAGER

AGREEMENT made and entered into as of the ______ day of ______________, 2018 by and
between the Owner and the Owner’s Project Manager in connection with the Project, all as
defined below.
Owner:

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS BUILDING AUTHORITY, an
entity established by Chapter 773 of the Acts of 1960, as amended, having
its usual place of business at One Beacon Street, 31th Floor, Boston,
Massachusetts 02108.

Owner’s Project
Manager (OPM): Firm, having a principal place of business at Address.
Project:

Owner’s Project Manager Services for University of Massachusetts
Amherst McGuirk Stadium, Upgrades (the “Project”)

Project No.

18-A1

Exhibit A:

List of OPM Project Staff and Consultants

Exhibit B:

Project Schedule and Milestones

Exhibit C:

Hourly Rates of OPM and its Consultant
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The Owner and the OPM enter into this Agreement for Professional Services (the
“Agreement”) on the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth and specifically incorporate into
this Agreement the Attachments referenced above, copies of which are attached hereto.
ARTICLE 1
GENERAL
§ 1.1 Overview. The OPM will be responsible for providing to the Owner all project manager
services necessary in connection with the planning, design, construction and commissioning of
the Project described in Section 1.2 hereof, as the same may be modified during the term of this
Agreement.
§ 1.2 Project Description. The Project involves a new seasonal indoor training facility at
McGuirk Stadium to help provide a climate-controlled practice space for the all athletic teams,
with potential for additional use by the wider campus and regional community. The concepts
and major goals for the McGuirk Stadium, Upgrades project are as follows:
1. Construction of a new seasonal air-supported indoor training facility.
2. Replacement of existing south end-zone scoreboard with new high-definition
LED videoboard, install new auxiliary scoreboard on the Football Performance
Center along with related operating/scoring system, and replace the existing
Stadium sound system.
3. Removal of existing south end-zone wall to allow for the creation of new
fan/visitor hospitality areas.
4. Continued accessibility improvements in and around the existing Stadium
including things such as handrails, walkways, ramps, pads for concession
locations, etc.
5. Development of new restroom facilities on the east and west sides of the Stadium.
6. Any related site, utility, and/or or support work required to support the goals
outlined above.
7. Replace existing scoreboard on the south end of Garber Field with new highdefinition LED videoboard along with related operating/scoring system.
ARTICLE 2
RESPONSIBILITIES OF OWNER’S PROJECT MANAGER
§ 2.1 Overview. The OPM will be responsible for providing to the Owner all project manager
services necessary in connection with the planning, design, construction and commissioning of
the Project, as such services may be modified during the term of this Agreement.
§ 2.2 Performance of Services. In the performance of its obligations hereunder, the OPM
accepts the relationship of trust and confidence established between it and the Owner by this
Agreement. The OPM covenants with the Owner to furnish its best professional skill, judgment
and attention consistent with the applicable professional standard of care to further and protect
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the interests of the Owner with regard to the Project. The OPM agrees to furnish efficient
business administration and superintendence when rendering its services under this Agreement
and to use its best efforts to ensure that the Project is completed in the most expeditious and
economical manner possible consistent with the interests of the Owner.
§ 2.3 OPM Staffing. The OPM shall render all required services for the Project for the full
duration of the Project with the staff, and consultants if any, set forth in Exhibit A, which is
attached hereto, incorporated herein by reference and made a part of this Agreement. All
services shall be performed by qualified, experienced, and duly licensed employees of the OPM,
or the OPM’s consultants, provided, however, that the employment by the OPM of consultants
other than those identified in Exhibit A for any portion of the Scope of Services shall be subject
to the prior written approval of the Owner. The Owner shall have the right to require the OPM to
remove any employee or consultant from the Project for reasonable cause.
ARTICLE 3
RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES
§ 3.1 Independent Contractor. The OPM shall act as an independent contractor of the Owner
in providing the services required under this Agreement.
§ 3.2 Authority of the OPM. The OPM shall report to the Owner’s project representative
identified in Article 5 hereof. The OPM shall act as agent for the Owner only to the extent
specifically authorized by this Agreement. The OPM shall not have authority to bind the Owner
or to enter into any agreements on behalf of the Owner except to the extent that it is specifically
authorized to do so by the terms of this Agreement, or as the Owner may otherwise expressly
authorize in writing.
§ 3.3 Qualifications. The OPM warrants and represents to the Owner that it has fully,
completely and truthfully represented the qualifications and skills of the OPM, its consultants,
agents, servants and employees in the proposal submitted to the Owner by the OPM, and in all
other communications with the Owner relative to this Agreement and the services to be
performed hereunder, and that it shall continue to do so throughout the term of this Agreement.
§ 3.4 Responsibility for Performance of Design and Construction. The OPM shall
coordinate the work of the designers, contractors, independent engineers and commissioning
agents and other consultants engaged by the Owner in connection with the Project. Nothing in
this Agreement shall be construed as an assumption by the OPM of the responsibilities or duties
of the designer, contractor, independent engineer, commissioning agent or such other consultant
for the Project. The OPM’s services for the Project shall be rendered compatibly and in
coordination with the services provided by the contractor and designer. It is not intended that the
services of the OPM and designer be competitive or duplicative, but rather complementary. The
OPM shall be entitled to rely upon the designer and contractor for the proper performance of
their obligations pursuant to their respective contracts with the Owner. As used in this
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Agreement, the word “contractor” shall include the construction manager as appropriate to the
Project.
ARTICLE 4
SCOPE OF SERVICES
§ 4.1 General. The OPM shall be responsible for and shall provide the services hereinafter
described in connection with the Project (the “Scope of Services”). The OPM shall provide
advice and counsel with respect to planning, utilization of building information modeling, lean
construction concepts and integrated project delivery techniques for the Project, and consistent
with the mode of procurement selected for the Project, advice and counsel with respect to design,
value engineering, scope of the work, cost estimating, pre-qualification of designers, general
contractors, construction managers, independent engineers and commissioning agents, trade
contractors and subcontractors and any other consultants engaged by the Owner for the Project,
and the selection, negotiation with and oversight of designers, general contractors and
construction managers, trade contractors and subcontractors as appropriate to the procurement
method utilized by the Owner, independent engineers and commissioning agents and any other
consultants engaged by the Owner for the Project, scheduling, ensuring the preparation of
construction schedules which shall serve as control standards for monitoring performance of the
Project, and assisting in Project evaluation including, but not limited to, written evaluations of
the performance of the design professionals, contractors, and subcontractors;
§ 4.2 All Phases. Throughout all phases of the Project, the OPM shall provide the following
services:
§ 4.2.1 Project Meetings. The OPM shall develop a comprehensive Project meeting
schedule, review agendas for the meetings and facilitate distribution of the agendas,
attend all meetings, and review and facilitate distribution of meeting minutes to all
participants.
§ 4.2.2 Project Schedule. The OPM shall prepare for the Owner a Project schedule
which shall serve as the control standard for monitoring performance on the Project, and
shall maintain and monitor such Project schedule incorporating the pre-design, design,
preconstruction, construction, commissioning, and close-out/turnover activities of the
Project; incorporate schedules prepared by the designer and the contractor into the Project
schedule as they become available; with input from the designer and the contractor,
provide narratives to the Owner describing the status of the Project schedule, deviations
from the baseline schedule, and other material schedule information; review the
contractor’s schedule for logic, sequence and duration, and report to the Owner on same;
and make recommendations to the Owner and designer to accept or reject the contractor’s
schedules.
§ 4.2.3 Project Budget. The OPM shall develop and monitor the Project budget;
coordinate the preparation of Owner’s independent estimates, if any, and insure that cost
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estimates prepared by the designer and the contractor are fully reconciled with each other
and with estimates prepared by the Owner; prepare estimates of all Project soft costs and
track all costs throughout the duration of the Project; with input from the designer and the
contractor, provide narratives to the Owner describing the status of the Project budget,
deviations from the baseline budget, and other material budget information, including
expenditure of the construction contingency; and track the projected draw schedule of the
contractor against the actual monthly requisitions. The OPM shall immediately report to
the Owner any variances in the Project budget, including a detailed explanation as to the
source of such variances and proposed reconciliation of the same.
§ 4.2.4 Monitoring of Compliance with MBE/WBE and related Goals. The OPM
shall monitor compliance with the Project’s MBE/WBE and workforce participation
goals.
§ 4.2.5 Monthly Progress Reports. The OPM shall submit monthly progress reports to
the Owner and others as determined by the Owner. Such reports shall include, but not be
limited to: progress photographs; current budget and schedule status including any
variances to the Project budget or schedule with recommendations for reconciliation of
the same; a review of quality of the work; a description of any encountered or anticipated
problems at the site; a detailed listing of proposed and pending change orders along with
recommendations regarding approval of the same; a detailed listing of potential and
actual claims and disputes along with recommendations and strategies for resolution of
the same; current and cumulative Project data regarding the tracking and participation of
women and minorities and women-owned and minority-owned firms, and the level of
participation of union and open shop companies in the Project. The OPM shall also
submit monthly reports tracking its actual monthly and cumulative man hours and fee
with comparison to its projected man hours and fee. Such monthly reports shall be
submitted by the OPM within five (5) business days of the end of the prior month, unless
otherwise approved by the Owner.
§ 4.2.6 Daily Log. During construction, the OPM shall maintain a daily log showing
work accomplished, number of workers present, weather conditions, visitors to the site,
oral instructions and interpretations given, problems encountered and issues raised, and
other pertinent information; and distribute copies to the Owner, designer, and contractor.
§ 4.2.7 Claims and Disputes. The OPM shall advise and assist the Owner with respect
to the avoidance and resolution of field problems, claims, and disputes.
§ 4.2.8 Project Records. The OPM shall maintain comprehensive Project records
throughout the course of the Project, including all correspondence, contracts, drawings,
specifications and other Contract Documents, addenda, change orders and other contract
modifications, written interpretations, an inventory of ASIs, shop drawings, product data,
samples, submittals, and maintenance and operating manuals. Such records shall be
available to the Owner, and the OPM shall ensure that such records are delivered to the
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Owner or its designee for each specific type of record at the completion of the Project.
The OPM shall be expected to maintain Project records in hard-copy or electronic form,
as appropriate.
§ 4.2.9 Clerk of the Works. Unless the Owner shall otherwise specify in writing, the
OPM shall provide a clerk of the works (“Clerk of the Works”) to be stationed on the
Project site for the duration of the Project on a full-time basis while work is on-going on
site.
§ 4.2.10 Campus Coordination. The OPM shall coordinate logistical design and
construction issues with University personnel, abutters, government agencies and other
affected parties. The OPM shall attend all meetings with the University regarding the
Project and shall facilitate the exchange of all required information and documentation
between the Owner and the University.
§ 4.2.11 Contractor Operations. The OPM shall work with the contractor to ensure that
all construction work is performed in conformance with campus rules and regulations.
§ 4.2.12 Commissioning. The OPM shall work with the commissioning agent to ensure
that all commissioning work is performed in conformance with campus rules and
regulations and so as not to interfere with campus operations.
§ 4.3 Design & Construction Support Services.
§ 4.3.1 Design Review. The OPM shall review design drawings and specifications at
every stage of completion in coordination with the Owner, campus, designer, and
contractor; conduct constructability analyses and evaluations of construction technology
and methodology; and coordinate design review efforts between the designer and the
contractor. OPM’s design review shall be performed by individuals qualified to perform
review of architectural, structural, mechanical-electrical-plumbing (“MEP”), and fire
protection disciplines. Such design review shall include OPM’s provision of written
comments regarding constructability, coordination, and compliance with applicable laws,
including any requirements of M.G.L. c 149and 149A, particularly as they pertain to filed
sub-bids and “Trade” bids, as applicable.
§ 4.3.2 Permitting. The OPM shall assist the Owner and designer by providing
coordination of Project permits and other governmental approvals; prepare and regularly
update and circulate a schedule of permits and approvals; establish and assign
responsibility of designer and contractor and their consultants for each component of
permit and approval procedures, and monitor progress; work with the other Project team
members to prepare presentations to permitting authorities; and coordinate and attend
meetings and hearings with permitting agencies, and make or participate in presentations
as requested by the Owner.
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§ 4.3.3 Preliminary Investigations. The OPM shall assist the Owner in determining the
need for and the implementation of site evaluation and testing including, but not
necessarily limited to, site surveys, wetlands evaluation, environmental evaluations,
hazardous materials evaluation, subsurface testing (percolation tests, test pits, borings,
etc.), destructive testing and other investigative work in the case of renovation projects.
The determination that any additional services or testing need to be performed shall rest
with the Owner.
§ 4.3.4 Design Contract Oversight. The OPM shall monitor the status of the designer
contract including monitoring the schedule of the designer, provide review and comment
of designer’s work product and make recommendations to the Owner when, in the
opinion of the OPM, requirements of the designer’s contract with the Owner are not
being fulfilled.
§ 4.3.5 Value Engineering. The OPM shall coordinate and manage the value
engineering process including providing value engineering alternatives for any part of the
OPM’s scope of services; track value engineering items through disposition, including
incorporation into the Contract Documents by the designer; and provide
recommendations to the Owner on value engineering alternatives.
§ 4.3.6 Insurance. The OPM shall monitor all insurance coverage requirements for
Project participants; and obtain and log all necessary certificates of insurance and advise
Owner of any discrepancies.
§ 4.3.7 Prevailing Wage. The OPM shall maintain and monitor records of compliance
with the Massachusetts Prevailing Wage Law; including obtaining an annual update of
the wage schedule on the anniversary date of the project. The anniversary date is the
earlier of: (1) the GMP Amendment execution date, or (2) the execution date of the first
amendment to the CM at Risk firm contract.
§ 4.3.8 Quality of the Work. The OPM shall continuously monitor construction work
so as to assist the designer in determining, in general, that the work is being performed in
accordance with the requirements of the Contract Documents; endeavor to guard the
Owner against defects and deficiencies in the work; and, as appropriate, make
recommendations to the Owner and the designer regarding special inspections or testing.
§ 4.3.9 Safety. The OPM shall review safety programs developed by the contractor for
the Project; and notify the Owner and contractor of any observed deviations from the
safety program or special conditions requiring additional attention.
§ 4.3.10 Changes and Claims. The OPM shall work with the designer to review all
proposed change orders and pending or potential claims and make recommendations to
the Owner regarding same. All changes and resolution of claims shall be subject to the
final written approval by the Owner. The OPM shall prepare and process all
documentation relating to change orders and resolution of claims for Owner’s written
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approval and shall coordinate with the designer in connection with any required
modifications to the Contract Documents. The OPM shall maintain a document control
system for logging and tracking change orders, claims, and disputes to resolution.
§ 4.3.11 Applications for Payment. In coordination with the Owner and the designer,
the OPM shall develop, implement, and coordinate a procedure for the processing of
contractor’s applications for payment. The OPM shall review all applications for
payments, requisitions and invoices relating to the Project as submitted by the designer,
contractor, equipment vendors, and all other prime contractors and suppliers and make
recommendations to the Owner relative to amounts due.
§ 4.3.12 Submittals. The OPM shall monitor the designer’s review of shop drawings,
samples and other submittals, coordinate and expedite approval process where necessary,
and ensure that the designer properly maintains appropriate logs of all submittals.
§ 4.3.13 Inspection of Construction. The requirements to monitor construction work
and/or to review safety programs developed by others and to observe safety program
deviations as well as any notification obligations as set forth in Paragraphs 4.3.8 and
4.3.9, above, shall not constitute an obligation or responsibility of the OPM to supervise,
direct, or have control over the means and methods used to furnish the construction work,
or warrant the quality of the work and or the safety of its performance, which authority
the OPM shall not have, nor will it give rise to any obligation of the OPM to the
contractor, trade contractors, subcontractors or their employees, or the public, with
respect to the proper implementation of Project safety practices, precautions and
programs by the contractor, trade contractors, or subcontractors on the Project.
§ 4.3.14 Close-Out. The OPM shall assist the designer in inspections and development
of punch list items, monitor punch list completion, and completion of commissioning
activities; review all Project close-out documentation, including as-built drawings,
required for Project close-out to insure compliance with the contract requirements; with
the designer and the University’s maintenance personnel, observe the contractor’s
checkout of utilities, operational systems and equipment for readiness and assist in their
initial start-up and testing; schedule and observe training programs on all building
equipment and systems; and oversee transfer to the Owner of guarantees, warranties, asbuilt drawings, keys, manuals, etc. and other close-out requirements.
§ 4.3.15 Project Completion. The OPM shall monitor the activities and responsibilities
of the designer and the contractor in the close-out and commissioning of the Project; and
assist in securing and reviewing and recommending approval of all Project completion
forms and documentation necessary for occupancy and full operation of the facility
including, but not necessarily limited to, inspection certificates of local building
authorities, certificate of substantial completion, certificate of final completion,
occupancy permit, shop drawings, as-built drawings, operations and maintenance
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manuals, warranties, guarantees and any and all documentation as required by the
contract documents and the Authority.
§ 4.4 Procurement Support Services.
§ 4.4.1 General. The OPM shall assist the Owner with all activities required to procure
construction services for the Project in accordance with the Authority’s enabling act,
c. 773 of the Acts of 1960, as amended, whether such services are procured pursuant to
M.G.L. c. 149 §§ 44A through 44H; M.G.L. c. 149A, §§ 1-13; M.G.L. c. 30; or such
other methods as may be authorized by law, and the services of all designers, independent
engineers, commissioning agents, and any other consultants to be engaged directly by the
Owner, including but not limited to the services identified in this Section 4.4.
§ 4.4.2 Procurement Strategy. The OPM shall develop a strategy, for review and
approval of the Owner, with respect to the procurement of all designers, general
contractors, construction managers, trade contractors and subcontractors, independent
engineers and commissioning agents and any other consultants engaged directly by the
Owner, long-lead time materials and owner purchased materials.
§ 4.4.3 Long Lead Items. The OPM shall coordinate the identification of long lead time
items and early purchase and delivery of equipment.
§ 4.4.4 Procurement Materials. The OPM shall assist in the preparation of and
coordinate the issuance and distribution of all bidding and procurement materials.
§ 4.4.5 Pre-Bid Meetings and Activities. The OPM shall conduct all pre-bid meetings,
assist the Owner with responses to questions from prospective bidders and coordinate and
issuance of clarifications and addenda, such work to be done in coordination with the
designer once selected.
§ 4.4.6 Trade Contractors. As appropriate to the procurement method selected, the
OPM shall identify potential trade contractors, assist in trade contractor pre-qualification,
advise as to the acceptability of trade contractors, including their capability, work load,
management, scheduling techniques, manpower and project commitment. The selection
of Trade Contractors shall be subject to the approval of the Owner.
§ 4.4.7 Bid Review and Analysis. In cooperation with the designer, the OPM shall
review all bids with respect to responsiveness, bidder eligibility, completeness, accuracy
and analyze bid prices, including preparation of bid comparison sheets, and advise the
Owner as to trade jurisdictions and trade contractor bidding.
§ 4.4.8 Bidder Evaluation. As required by the type of procurement used for the Project,
the OPM shall assist in the evaluation of bidders.
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§ 4.4.9 Bid Analysis. In cooperation with the designer, the OPM shall analyze bids
received from trade contractors, including preparation of bid comparison sheets, and
advise the Owner as to trade jurisdictions and trade contractor bidding.
§ 4.4.10 Contracts. The OPM shall assist the Owner and Owner’s legal counsel in the
negotiation, award and execution of all design, independent engineering, commissioning
agent and other consultant contracts, and the construction contract, including any early
work and GMP amendments, as applicable.
§ 4.4.11 Owner Purchased Materials. The OPM shall coordinate with the contractor
and approve arrangements for delivery and storage, protection and security for any
Owner-purchased materials, furniture and equipment, until such items are incorporated
into the Project.
§ 4.5 Customary Services. The OPM shall provide all services customarily performed as part
of project management for projects of similar type, scope and complexity in order to
appropriately manage and complete, in a timely and cost effective manner, a high quality capital
project.
§ 4.6 Other Duties. The OPM shall provide any other duties and responsibilities as may from
time to time be requested by the Owner.
§ 4.7 Limitations of Authority. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the OPM shall not have
authority to and shall not:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)
(i)

Authorize deviations from the requirements of the Contract Documents;
Approve substitute materials or equipment not otherwise permitted by the Contract
Documents;
Authorize use of proprietary specifications in connection with the Project;
Sign change orders without the express written approval of the Owner;
Personally conduct or participate in tests or third party inspections, except as
authorized in writing by the Owner;
Assume any of the responsibilities of the designer, contractor, trade contractors, or
subcontractors in connection with the Project, or bind the Owner except as
specifically authorized in this Agreement;
Issue any Certificate for Payment or Certificate of Substantial or Final Completion;
Order the contractor to stop the work or any portion thereof, except in an
emergency or as otherwise authorized by the Owner; or
Otherwise act outside the scope of its authority under this Agreement.
ARTICLE 5
TIME OF PERFORMANCE

§ 5.1 Project Schedule. The OPM shall commence performance of the Scope of Services for
the Project upon the issuance of a written notice to proceed from the Owner and shall perform its
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services in accordance with the Project Schedule set forth in Exhibit B, which is attached hereto,
incorporated herein by reference and made a part of this Agreement, which Project Schedule
may be amended by the Owner at any time and for any reason. The Project Schedule shall
incorporate all of the Project milestones and in the event that the Project milestone is not met, the
OPM shall propose a recovery schedule to mitigate cost and schedule impacts to the Project and
the Project Schedule. All services performed by the OPM prior to the date of execution of this
Agreement in connection with the Project shall be subject to and deemed to have been performed
pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. The OPM shall perform its services
expeditiously and continuously from commencement through completion of construction,
closeout and commissioning of all aspects of the Project.
§ 5.2 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Agreement and the Project
including each of the Project milestones. Without limitation of the OPM’s general obligations
under this Agreement, the OPM agrees to adhere to the Project Schedule set forth in Exhibit B
as it may be amended by the Owner from time to time.
ARTICLE 6
OWNER’S RESPONSIBILITIES
§ 6.1 Owner’s Information. The Owner shall provide information to the OPM regarding
requirements for the Project, including a program, to the extent available, which shall set forth
the Owner’s objectives, schedule, constraints and criteria, which objectives, schedule, constraints
and criteria are subject to modification by the Owner at any time. The Owner shall also furnish
to the OPM, to the extent available, existing surveys of the Project site, building plans, borings,
test pits, structural, mechanical, chemical or other test data, tests for air and water pollution and
for hazardous materials, photographs and utility information. The OPM shall thoroughly review
all documents and information provided by the Owner and promptly advise the Owner in writing
of any inadequacies in the information supplied.
§ 6.2 Oversight and Monitoring. The Owner shall endeavor to oversee and monitor generally
the performance of the OPM to ensure that the OPM performs its obligations in a satisfactory
manner in conformance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
§ 6.3 Payment. The Owner shall compensate the OPM for satisfactory performance of the
Scope of Services required hereunder pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth in this
Agreement. If the services rendered by OPM are unsatisfactory to the Owner, the OPM shall, at
the sole discretion of the Owner and at no cost to the Owner, render the unsatisfactory services
again until satisfactory to the Owner or the Owner may withhold payment, or offset other monies
due to the OPM, for said unsatisfactory services.
§ 6.4 Compliance with Other Contracts. The Owner shall be responsible for requiring the
designer, the contractor, the independent engineer and commissioning agent and any other
consultant engaged directly by the Owner for the Project to comply with their respective
contractual obligations to the Owner and to cooperate and coordinate their services with the
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OPM. The OPM shall be the Owner’s primary point of contact with the designer, contractor, the
independent engineer and commissioning agent and any other consultant engaged directly by the
Owner for the Project.
§ 6.5 Owner’s Representative. The Owner hereby designates each of its Director of Capital
Projects, Joseph Naughton, and its Director of Pre-Construction Planning, Charlie Paradie, as its
sole authorized representatives for the purposes of this Agreement. The Owner’s authorized
representative shall render decisions in a timely manner in order to avoid unreasonable delay in
the orderly and sequential progress of the OPM’s services.
ARTICLE 7
COMPENSATION AND PAYMENT
§ 7.1 Compensation for Scope of Services. FOR SCOPE OF SERVICES, as described in
Article 4, the OPM shall be compensated for the Project on the basis of the hourly rates set forth
in Exhibit C, which is attached hereto, incorporated herein by reference and made a part of this
Agreement, for the services duly performed in accordance with this Agreement, and payment of
_________________________________________Dollars ($________), which shall be the
Owner’s maximum obligation to the OPM hereunder with respect to the Project. The OPM’s
hourly billing rates set forth in Exhibit C, and those of its consultants, shall be fixed for the
entirety of the Project. Such hourly rates shall include the OPM’s Direct Personnel Expenses (as
defined in Section 7.2), overhead, profit, the costs of all travel, telephone and fax
correspondence, postage and deliveries, and insurance, and all other expenses of the OPM
(except for those expenses defined as Reimbursable Expenses in Article 8 of this Agreement).
Such compensation shall compensate the OPM for all of the OPM’s obligations specified in this
Agreement except as otherwise specifically provided herein.
Based on the OPM’s evaluation of the Scope of Services to be performed under this Agreement
and the planned duration of the Project, the total fee anticipated to be paid by the Owner to the
OPM for the Basic Scope of Services (inclusive of the cost of subconsultants) for the Project
shall be ____________________________________ Dollars ($___________) (the “Estimated
Fee”), which amount shall be allocated to the services to be performed in each phase of the
Project and before each Project Milestone.
If, at any time, the OPM anticipates that either (a) the total Estimated Fee, or (b) that portion of
the Estimated Fee allocated to any phase or Project Milestone, will or may be exceeded, the
OPM shall promptly notify the Owner in writing, setting forth in reasonable detail the reasons for
such overrun and the proposed increase to the Estimated Fee and revised Project Milestone
allocation. If and only to the extent approved by the Owner in writing, the Estimated Fee and
Project Milestone allocations shall be modified.
§ 7.2 Direct Personnel Expenses. Direct Personnel Expense of the OPM (or any of its
consultants) is defined as the direct salaries of the personnel of the OPM (or any of its
consultants) engaged on the Project and the portion of the cost of their mandatory and customary
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contributions and benefits related thereto, such as employment taxes and other statutory
employee benefits, insurance, sick leave, holidays, vacations, pensions and similar contributions
and benefits. The OPM warrants and represents that the hourly billing rates set forth in Exhibit
C include all Direct Personnel Expenses. During the course of this Agreement, the hourly billing
rates shall not delineate from those set forth in Exhibit C.
§ 7.3 Applications for Payment. The OPM shall submit separate monthly invoices for the
Project , no later than the 10th calendar day of the month, which invoices shall be in form,
substance, and detail acceptable to the Owner. The OPM’s invoices shall include a detailed
description of the services performed for the period for which payment is requested. The OPM
shall submit with each invoice a detailed progress report in such form and detail and with such
supporting data as the Owner may reasonably require, including a statement explaining any
substantial variation from the OPM’s anticipated effort, staffing plan, and costs.
§ 7.4 Payment Due Date. Payments for proper and satisfactory performance of the Scope of
Services, as approved by the Owner, shall be made no more frequently than monthly. Payment
of the OPM’s invoices shall be due within forty-five (45) days after the Owner receives a
complete and accurate invoice. In no event shall the Owner be liable for interest, penalties,
expenses or attorneys fees. No payment made hereunder shall constitute or be construed as final
acceptance or approval of any part of the services to which such payment relates or relieve the
OPM of any of its obligations under this Agreement with respect thereto.
§ 7.5 Entitlement to Additional Compensation. The OPM acknowledges and agrees that it
shall not be entitled to any additional compensation for its work on the Project based solely upon
either: (1) any increases in the construction cost of the Project without any corresponding
increase in the Scope of Services requested or required of the OPM, which increase must be
documented in an amendment to this Agreement executed by both parties hereto; or (2) any
increases in the OPM’s personnel, office, or general business expenses.
§ 7.6 Compensation for Additional Services of the OPM. For additional services performed
by the OPM, which are agreed upon in advance in writing by the parties, compensation shall be
computed on the basis of the billing rates set forth in Exhibit C, subject to the provisions of
Section 7.8 hereof.
§ 7.7 Compensation for Additional Services of Consultants. For additional services
performed by the OPM’s consultants with respect to the Project, which are agreed upon in
advance in writing by the parties, the Owner shall compensate the OPM a multiple of One and
One-Tenth (1.10) times the amount billed to and paid by the OPM for such consultant’s services.
§ 7.8 Hourly Billing Rates. The OPM’s hourly billing rates set forth in Exhibit C, and those of
its consultants, shall be fixed for the entirety of the Project.
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ARTICLE 8
REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES
§ 8.1 Reimbursable Expenses. In addition to the fees for basic and additional services, the
Owner will reimburse certain project-related expenses incurred by the OPM and the OPM’s
employees and consultants in the connection with the Project. Such reimbursement shall be
limited to the expenditures described in this Section, which are documented by appropriate
invoices and supporting receipts submitted no later than forty-five (45) days after they are
incurred (hereinafter “Reimbursable Expenses”):
§ 8.1.1 Parking fees only for travel directly related to the Project between the OPM
company office and the office of the Owner;
§ 8.1.2 Expenses for travel outside of Massachusetts directly related to the Project
and specifically authorized in advance and in writing by the Owner, including
transportation (or mileage charges at the discretion of the Owner), hotel and
subsistence, to visit fabrication or manufacturing locations to identify completed,
identified, and stored materials or equipment specifically designated for the Project;
§ 8.1.3 Reproduction of drawings, specifications, and other documents necessary to
procure the services of the designer, and if requested by the Owner, the construction
manager or general contractor and others, and related postage and handling charges in
connection therewith; and
§ 8.1.4 Cost of additional insurance coverage or limits subsequently required by the
Owner in excess of that required in Article 10 hereof.
Under no circumstances shall the OPM be paid as a Reimbursable Expense for any costs of
travel by the OPM or any of its employees or representatives between the OPM company office
and the Project site, between the homes of such employees or representatives and the Project site,
or between the OPM company office and the Owner’s office.
§ 8.2 Mark-up on Some Reimbursable Expenses. For Reimbursable Expenses, as described
in Paragraph 8.1.2, the Owner shall pay a multiple of One and One-Tenth (1.10) times the
expenditures actually incurred by the OPM, the OPM’s employees and consultants in the interest
of the Project. For Reimbursable Expenses, as described in Paragraph 8.1.1, 8.1.3 and 8.1.4, and
any other items to which the parties shall agree in advance in writing shall be paid as
Reimbursable Expenses, the Owner shall pay only the amount of the expenditures actually
incurred by the OPM, the OPM’s employees and consultants in the interest of a Project.
ARTICLE 9
INSTRUMENTS OF SERVICE
§ 9.1 Grant of License. The OPM hereby grants to the Owner an irrevocable royalty-free
license to use for any purpose the following items developed or made part of the services
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performed under this Agreement by the OPM and its consultants: all drawings, designs,
specifications, photographs, images, notes, reports, analyses, studies, models, materials and other
work and ideas of the OPM and its consultants related to the performance of this Agreement
which are or may be covered by copyright, patent, or other intellectual property laws or as to
which the OPM and its consultants may assert any rights or establish any claim under any
applicable law. The OPM agrees on behalf of itself and its consultants that the Owner shall have
unlimited royalty-free rights, for the benefit of the Owner and any public entity, including, but
not limited to, the University, to which the Owner may grant the right to share such rights, in any
and all drawings, designs, specifications, photographs, images, notes, reports, analyses, studies,
models, materials and other work and ideas developed in the performance of this Agreement,
including the right to use the same on any other project. The OPM shall incorporate this
provision by reference into all contracts with its consultants on the Project including, but not
limited to, architects, engineers, estimators, designers, surveyors, planners, and photographers.
The OPM and its consultants shall not be responsible for changes made in the documents without
the OPM’s authorization, nor for the Owner’s use of the documents on building projects other
than the Project, unless this is a contract for services intended to serve as the basis for a followon contract. The Owner assumes the risk resulting from any such changes made in the
documents without the OPM’s authorization, and for the Owner’s use of the documents on
building projects other than the Project for which they were created if the OPM is not retained
for such other projects.
ARTICLE 10
INSURANCE
§ 10.1 Insurance. The OPM shall purchase and maintain insurance of the type and limits listed
in Section 10.3 and 10.4 hereof with respect to the services to be performed under this
Agreement. Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 10.3 and 10.4, the Owner reserves the
right to require the OPM to provide higher limits of insurance, including but not limited to
professional liability, commercial general liability, and umbrella or excess liability insurance, as
it shall determine to be appropriate in connection with the Project. Except as otherwise
specifically provided in this Agreement, such insurance shall be provided at the OPM’s sole cost
and expense and shall be in force and effect for the full term of the Agreement or for such longer
period as this Article may require. With respect to each such required insurance coverage and
policy, the following shall apply:
§ 10.2 General Insurance Requirements.
§ 10.2.1 Certificates of Insurance. Simultaneously with its execution of the
Agreement, the OPM shall deliver to the Owner three (3) original copies of a properly
endorsed Certificate or Certificates of Insurance acceptable to the Owner as evidence
that each of the required insurance coverages (with no less than the required limits) as
hereinafter set forth have been purchased for the Project and are in full force and
effect. Certificates shall show each type of insurance, insurance company, policy
number, amount of insurance, deductibles/self-insured retentions, and policy effective
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and expiration dates. Throughout the period that the OPM is required to maintain any
policies of insurance hereunder, the OPM shall submit updated certificates prior to the
expiration of each of the policies referenced in the Certificates so that the Owner shall
at all times possess Certificates indicating current coverage. Failure by the OPM to
obtain all policy renewals and to provide the respective insurance certificates as
required shall constitute just cause for termination of OPM’s services under this
Agreement. The Owner reserves the right to request, and upon request, the OPM
agrees to furnish, a copy of each insurance policy and all endorsements thereto.
§ 10.2.2 Additional Status. The Owner, the University, and the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts will be named as additional insureds on all policies, with the exception
of the Workers’ Compensation and Professional Liability Policies. Additional Insured
status with respect to the comprehensive general liability (CGL), automobile liability,
and umbrella or excess liability policies shall be provided for the Owner, the
University of Massachusetts, and the Commonwealth with the CGL coverage under
endorsements no less broad than CG 2026 (7/04 version) and CG 2037 (7/04 version),
and such status shall continue through the 6-year extended reporting period described
in Section 10.3. Copies of such endorsements shall be provided to the Owner with
each required Certificate of Insurance.
§ 10.2.3 Financial Capacity. All required insurance coverages shall be placed with a
company or companies licensed and qualified to do business in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts (unless agreed upon in advance in writing by the Owner) and certified
by an agent licensed and qualified to do business in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. Each insurer shall have a financial strength rating of A, VIII or better
by A.M. Best, or an equivalent rating assigned by a similar rating agency acceptable
to the Owner, or otherwise acceptable to the Owner.
§ 10.2.4 Limitations on Modifications of Coverage. Cancellation, non-renewal or
material modification of any insurance required by the Agreement, whether by the
insurer or the insured, shall not be valid unless written notice thereof is given to the
Owner at least thirty (30) days prior to the effective date thereof, which shall be
expressed in said notice. Each Certificate of Insurance shall state that the insurer will
provide to the Owner at least thirty (30) days prior written notice of cancellation, nonrenewal or material modification of the policy.
§ 10.2.5 Primary and Non-Contributory. All insurance policies maintained by the
OPM pursuant to the requirements of this Agreement other than professional liability
insurance shall provide that the insurance, as it applies to the Owner, shall be primary,
and any insurance maintained by the Owner shall be non-contributing.
§ 10.2.6 Deductibles. The OPM shall be responsible for the payment of any and all
deductibles under all of the insurance required herein, and the Owner shall not be
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responsible for the payment of any deductibles, self-insured retentions or any portion
thereof.
§ 10.2.7 No Limitation of Liability. Insufficient insurance shall not release the
OPM from any liability for breach of its obligations under this Agreement. Without
limitation, the OPM shall bear the risk of any loss not covered by the insurance
policies that it maintains.
§ 10.3 Professional Liability Insurance. The OPM shall purchase and maintain at its sole cost
and expense during the term of this Agreement and the extended reporting period as hereinafter
provided professional liability insurance in the minimum amount of Two Million Dollars
($2,000,000.00), covering errors and omissions and negligent acts of the OPM, and of any
person or entity for whose performance the OPM is legally liable, arising out of the performance
of this Agreement. Unless the OPM is specifically required to provide project specific insurance
in the documents incorporated by reference into this Agreement, the policy may be in a “claims
made” format. If the policy is a “claims made” policy, it shall include a retroactive date that is
no later than the effective date of this Agreement, and an extended reporting period of at least
six (6) years after the earlier of: (1) the date of official acceptance of the completed Project by
the Owner; (2) the date of the opening of the Project to public use; (3) the date of acceptance by
the Construction Manager of final payment under the Construction Contract; or (4) the date of
final completion of the Project and the taking of possession of the Project for occupancy by the
Owner. Throughout the term of this Agreement and the entire extended reporting period, the
OPM shall provide renewal certificates of professional liability insurance to the Owner as
evidence that this coverage is being maintained.
§ 10.4 Liability Insurance. The OPM shall purchase and maintain at its sole cost and expense
during the term of this Agreement the following insurance:
(a) Workers’ Compensation Insurance as required under the Massachusetts Workers’
Compensation Reform Act (M.G.L. Chapter 152), as amended, with Employers’
Liability limits of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) each accident/each
employee/policy limit. Such policy shall be endorsed with a waiver of subrogation in
favor of the Owner, the University, and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The
OPM’s employees, servants and agents shall be deemed not to be the Owner’s
employees for either worker’s compensation or unemployment insurance purposes.
(b) Commercial General Liability Insurance, with a minimum limit of $1,000,000 each
occurrence, and minimum General Aggregate Limit on a per project basis of
$2,000,000. The CGL insurance shall include coverage for death, bodily injury,
property damage and personal injury, including coverage for contractual liability on
an occurrence basis. Copies of such endorsements shall be provided to the Owner
with each required Certificate of Insurance. The following exclusionary
endorsements may be attached to the standard CGL form: Asbestos, Nuclear Hazard,
War, Employment Practices Liability, and Fungus. No other exclusionary
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endorsements shall be attached without the prior written consent of the Owner, which
consent the Owner shall have no obligation to provide.
(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing provision regarding permitted exclusionary
endorsements for the OPM’s CGL coverage, any consultant engaged by the OPM to
undertake work for the Project with respect to hazardous materials shall be required
to maintain insurance commercial general liability insurance and umbrella or excess
liability insurance of the same type and the same limits as the OPM, and the CGL
coverage for any such consultant may not include any exclusion for asbestos, fungus,
pollution, or any other hazardous condition, and in any event, the Owner shall
determine on an individual basis which exclusions are acceptable for each such
consultant.
(d) Automobile Liability Insurance commercial automobile insurance for owned, nonowned, leased hired and rented vehicles with a combined single limit and aggregate
of $1,000,000 per accident for bodily injury and property damage.
(e) Umbrella or Excess Liability Insurance covering over the CGL, the Automobile
Liability, and the Employers’ Liability coverages in an amount not less than Five
Million Dollars ($5,000,000).
(f) Valuable Papers insurance in an amount sufficient to assure the restoration of any
plans, drawings, computations, field notes, or other similar data relating to the work
covered by this Agreement in the event of loss or destruction while in the custody of
the OPM until the final fee payment is made or all data is turned over to the Owner,
and this coverage shall include coverage for relevant electronic media including, but
not limited to, documents stored in computer aided design drafting (CADD) systems
and building information models (BIM) maintained by the OPM.
ARTICLE 11
INDEMNIFICATION
§ 11.1 Indemnification by OPM. The OPM shall indemnify and hold harmless the Owner, the
University, and the Commonwealth, and all of their members, trustees, officers, employees,
agents and representatives, from and against any and all claims, demands, losses, damages,
injuries, liabilities, actions, causes of actions, costs and expenses (including reasonable
attorneys’ fees) to the extent caused by the OPM’s breach of this Agreement or the negligence,
omission or neglect of the OPM or any of the OPM’s agents, consultants, or employees. In
addition, to the fullest extent permitted by law, the OPM shall indemnify and hold harmless the
Owner, the University, and the Commonwealth and all of their members, trustees, officers,
employees, agents and representatives from and against all suits, claims of liability for or on
account of any injuries to persons or damage to property to the extent that the same are the result
of the negligence or fault of the OPM in the performance of services covered by this Agreement
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and/or failure to comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement, whether by the OPM
or the OPM’s employees, agents, or consultants.
ARTICLE 12
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
§ 12.1 Governing Law and Venue. All claims and disputes between the parties to this
Agreement arising out of or relating to this Agreement or the Project, whether in contract, tort, or
otherwise, shall be submitted for resolution to a court of competent jurisdiction in Suffolk
County, Massachusetts, unless otherwise agreed by the parties, and shall be governed by the laws
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
§ 12.2 Limitation on Commencement of Legal Actions. No litigation shall be brought,
however, until the completion of all services required to be rendered by the OPM under this
Agreement or the earlier termination of this Agreement pursuant to its terms, unless the
continued deferral of filing such action would result in such claim, dispute, or other matter in
question being barred by applicable statutes of limitations or repose. In no event shall the OPM
suspend or delay the performance of its services, including its consultants’ services, under this
Agreement due to the existence of pending claims or disputes between the Owner and the OPM.
§ 12.3 Mediation. Prior to the commencement of litigation of any claim, dispute, or any other
matter arising out of this Agreement or the Project, the Owner and the OPM shall, at the Owner’s
option, mediate any such claim, dispute, or other controversy as a condition precedent to
litigation. A request for mediation shall be made in writing and delivered to the other party no
less than sixty (60) days before the commencement of litigation. Should either party fail or
refuse to participate in mediation in good faith within a reasonable time after the other party’s
request for mediation, the participating party shall not be barred from proceeding with litigation.
The parties shall share equally the mediator’s fees and filing fees, if any. The mediation shall be
held in Boston, Massachusetts unless the parties mutually agree in writing to another location .
Any settlement agreements reached in mediation shall be enforceable in any court having
jurisdiction thereof.
ARTICLE 13
TERMINATION, SUSPENSION OR ABANDONMENT
§ 13.1 Termination by Either Party. This Agreement may be terminated by either party upon
not less than fourteen (14) days’ written notice should the other party fail substantially to
perform in accordance with the terms of this Agreement through no fault of the party initiating
the termination. Failure of the Owner to make payments to the OPM in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement shall be considered substantial nonperformance and cause for
termination.
§ 13.2 Suspension by Owner. If the Project is suspended by the Owner for more than ninety
(90) consecutive days, the OPM shall be compensated for services performed prior to notice of
such suspension. When the Project is resumed, the OPM’s compensation shall be equitably
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adjusted to provide for expenses incurred in the interruption and resumption of the OPM’s
services, and any estimate of Construction Cost established prior to such suspension shall be
adjusted to reflect changes in the general level of prices in the construction industry, if any,
during the period of such suspension.
§ 13.3 Termination by Owner For Cause. If this Agreement is terminated due to the failure of
the OPM to fulfill its contractual obligations, the Owner may assume the work and replace the
OPM and/or prosecute the Project to completion by contract with a replacement OPM or
otherwise. In such case, the OPM shall be liable to the Owner for any damages incurred by the
Owner thereby (including but not limited to attorneys’ fees and costs) to the extent resulting
from OPM’s breach. These rights and remedies of the Owner are in addition to any other rights
and remedies provided by law or under this Agreement. In the event of termination for cause by
the Owner, no compensation shall be paid to the OPM until the completion of the Project. Upon
completion, any monies remaining due to the OPM shall be promptly paid by the Owner less the
sum of Owner’s damages incurred as a result of OPM’s breach.
§ 13.4 Termination by Owner For Convenience. This Agreement may also be terminated by
the Owner upon seven (7) days written notice, without regard to any fault or failure to perform
by any party, and solely for the Owner’s convenience. In the event of such termination, the
OPM shall be compensated for services performed in accordance with the terms and conditions
of the Agreement prior to termination including any Reimbursable Expenses then due and the
Owner shall have no further liability for compensation, expenses, or fees to the OPM hereunder,
except as set forth under Section 13.5.
§ 13.5 OPM’s Duties Upon Termination. In the event of any termination under this Article 13,
the OPM consents to the Owner’s selection of another OPM of the Owner’s choice to assist the
Owner in any way in completing the Project. The OPM further agrees to cooperate and provide
any information and documents, regardless of physical form, requested by the Owner in
connection with the completion of the Project and consents to and authorizes the making of any
changes to any documents provided to the Owner by the OPM, which the Owner may desire; and
the Owner agrees that, in such circumstances, the OPM shall not be responsible to it for any
claims, suits, or damages of any nature arising from such changes. Any services provided by the
OPM which are requested by the Owner after termination shall be compensated by the Owner as
if such services were additional services and shall be compensated in accordance with
Section 7.7.
ARTICLE 14
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
§ 14.1 Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is adjudged by any court of competent
jurisdiction to be invalid or unenforceable, then such provision shall be modified only to the
extent necessary to preserve the original intentions of the parties, and the validity or
enforceability of the remaining provisions shall not in any way be affected or impaired thereby.
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§ 14.2 Assignment. The Owner and the OPM, respectively, bind themselves, their agents,
partners, successors, assigns and legal representatives to this Agreement. Neither the Owner nor
the OPM shall assign this Agreement without the prior written consent of the other, except that
the Owner may assign this Agreement, or any portion thereof, to the University as the Owner
may deem appropriate at its sole discretion.
§ 14.3 Construction of Agreement. The section headings, captions, or other titles contained
within this Agreement are for reference and convenience only, and are not to be construed in any
way as a part of this Agreement in the event of any suits and actions with respect to this
Agreement and enforcement of its terms.
§ 14.4 No Intended Third Party Beneficiaries. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall
create a contractual relationship with or a cause of action in favor of a third party against either
the Owner or the OPM.
§ 14.5 Owner’s Information Confidential. The OPM shall keep the information of the Owner
and the University relating to the Project strictly confidential and shall not disclose it to any third
party except to: (1) its employees working on the Project, (2) those who need to know the
content of such information in order to perform services or construction solely and exclusively
for the Project, or (3) its consultants and contractors whose contracts include similar restrictions
on the use of the Owner’s information. The OPM shall not make any disclosure to any third
party of the information of the Owner or the University relating to the Project unless the OPM is
compelled to do so by order of a court of competent jurisdiction.
§ 14.6 Applicable Laws. The OPM shall perform the services required under this Agreement in
conformity with all Applicable Laws in effect at the time of the completion of the Construction
Documents for the Project. The cost of such compliance shall be included in the OPM’s Basic
Compensation.
§ 14.7 Public Construction. The OPM shall thoroughly acquaint its employees and consultants
with all provisions of the Massachusetts General Laws governing the conduct of public
construction projects, including, but not limited to, M.G.L. c. 30, 149, and 149A, including,
without limitation, M.G.L. c. 30, § 39M, which sets forth requirements for the description of
material specifications and proprietary items in construction bid documents.
§ 14.8 Waiver of Claims. The Owner’s review, approval, acceptance of, or payment for, any of
the services furnished by the OPM shall not be construed as a waiver of any rights under this
Agreement or of any cause of action arising out of the performance of this Agreement. The
Owner’s approval shall not in any way relieve the OPM from its responsibility for the
professional and technical accuracy and coordination of all data, designs, drawings,
specifications, cost estimates and other work or materials furnished by the OPM or its
consultants.
§ 14.9 No Gifts or Other Inducements. By execution of this Agreement, the OPM hereby
certifies under the penalties of perjury that the OPM has not given, offered or agreed to give any
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person, corporation, or other entity any gift, contribution or offer of employment as an
inducement for, or in connection with, the award of this contract; no consultant to or
subcontractor for the OPM has given, offered or agreed to give any gift, contribution or offer of
employment to the OPM, or to any other person, corporation, or entity as an inducement for, or
in connection with, the award to the consultant or subcontractor of a contract by the OPM; and
no person, corporation or other entity, other than a bona fide full-time employee of the OPM has
been retained or hired by the OPM to solicit for or in any way assist the OPM in obtaining this
contract for services upon a contract or understanding that such person, corporation or other
entity be paid a fee or other consideration contingent upon the award of this contract to the OPM.
§ 14.10 Corrections by Owner. The OPM shall furnish appropriate competent professional
services for each of the phases of the Project to the point where detail checking or reviewing by
the Owner is not necessary. Any changes, corrections, additions, or deletions made by the
Owner shall be incorporated into the Project by the OPM unless specific written objections
thereto are made by the OPM. The decision of the Owner shall be final in matters pertaining to
this Section, but the OPM shall not be responsible for any such decision by the Owner that is
inconsistent with generally accepted standards of care provided that the OPM advised the Owner
in writing of the inconsistency at the time the decision was made.
§ 14.11 Financial Interest in Construction Work. In connection with the Scope of Services of
the OPM under this Agreement, the OPM shall not employ for any purpose any person or firm
that expects to be a bidder, contractor, subcontractor, or supplier for the design or construction of
any Authority project or any part thereof. The OPM shall obtain from every consultant a written
representation that such consultant is aware that it is prohibited from serving as a bidder,
contractor, subcontractor, or supplier for the design and construction of any Authority project or
any part thereof.
§ 14.12 Entire and Integrated Agreement. This Agreement represents the entire and
integrated agreement between the Owner and the OPM and supersedes all prior negotiations,
representations or agreements, either written or oral. This Agreement may be amended only by
written instrument signed by both the Owner and the OPM.
§ 14.13 Certification of Tax Compliance. The OPM hereby certifies under penalties of perjury
that the OPM has complied with all laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts relating to
taxes, reporting of employees and contractors, and withholding and remitting of child support, as
set forth in M.G.L. c. 62C, §49A (b).
§ 14.14 Conflict of Interest. The OPM hereby certifies under penalties of perjury and rejection
of contract, without financial recourse to Owner, that the OPM and its employees and/or agents
has complied with all laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts including the Massachusetts
Conflict of Interest law, M.G.L. c. 268A in its entirety, and any related Massachusetts conflict of
interest statute or regulation, if any.
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ARTICLE 15
INTERNAL ACCOUNTING CONTROLS
§ 15.1 Audited Financial Statements. The OPM hereby certifies that it has internal accounting
controls which conform to the requirements of subsection (c) of M.G.L. c. 30, §39R and that, to
the extent required by law, the OPM has filed and will continue to file an audited financial
statement as referred to in subsection (d) of said §39R.
§ 15.2 Financial Books and Records. The OPM shall maintain all books, records and accounts
related to the Project in compliance with M.G.L. c. 30, §39R, as set forth in this Section 15.2,
and all terms used herein shall have the same meaning as those in the statute:
§ 15.2.1 The OPM make, and keep for at least six (6) years after final payment,
books, records and accounts which in reasonable detail accurately and fairly reflect
the transactions and dispositions of the OPM.
§ 15.2.2 Until the expiration of six (6) years after final payment, the Owner shall have
the right to examine any books, documents, papers or records of the OPM and of its
consultants and subcontractors that directly pertain to, and involve transactions
relating to, the OPM or its consultants or subcontractors.
§ 15.2.3 The OPM shall describe any change in the method of maintaining records or
recording transactions which materially affects any statements filed with the Owner,
including in the OPM’s description the date of the change and reasons therefor, and
shall accompany said description with a letter from the OPM’s independent certified
public accountant approving or otherwise commenting on the changes.
§ 15.2.4 The OPM has filed a statement of management on internal accounting
controls as set forth in Section 15.2.6 below prior to the execution of this Agreement.
§ 15.2.5 The OPM has filed prior to the execution of this Agreement and will
continue to file annually, an audited financial statement for the most recent completed
fiscal year as set forth in Section 15.2.8 below.
§ 15.2.6 The OPM shall file with the Owner a statement of management as to whether
the system of internal accounting controls of the OPM and its subsidiaries reasonably
assures that:
(a) transactions are executed in accordance with management’s general and specific
authorization;
(b) transactions are recorded as necessary:
i. to permit preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles, and
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ii. to maintain accountability for assets;
(c) access to assets is permitted only in accordance with management’s general or
specific authorization; and
(d) the recorded accountability for assets is compared with existing assets at
reasonable intervals and appropriate action is taken with respect to any
difference.
§ 15.2.7 The OPM shall also file annually with the Owner a statement prepared and
signed by an independent certified public accountant, stating that such accountant has
examined the statement of management on internal accounting controls, and
expressing an opinion as to:
(a) whether the representations of management in response to this Section and
Sections 15.2.1 through 15.2.5 above are consistent with the result of
management’s evaluation of the system of internal accounting controls; and
(e) whether such representations of management are, in addition, reasonable with
respect to transactions and assets in amounts which would be material when
measured in relation to the OPM’s financial statements.
§ 15.2.8 The OPM shall annually file with the Owner during the term of this Agreement a year-end financial statement prepared by an independent certified public
accountant on the basis of an audit by such accountant. The final statement filed shall
include the date of final payment. All statements shall be accompanied by an
accountant’s report. Such statements shall be made available to the Owner upon
request.
§ 15.2.9 Records and statements required to be made, kept or filed in compliance with
the provisions of Section 15.2 shall not be public records (as that term is defined in
M.G.L. c. 4, §7) and shall not be open to public inspection, except as provided in
Section 15.2.2.
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This Agreement is entered into as a sealed instrument as of the day and year first written above.
OWNER:

OWNER’S PROJECT MANAGER:

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
BUILDING AUTHORITY

OPM Firm

By:

By:
Patricia A. Filippone
Its Executive Director
Hereunto Duly Authorized

Its __________________
Hereunto Duly Authorized

#1716211
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EXHIBIT A

OPM PROJECT STAFF
Name
X

Title
X

OPM PROJECT CONSULTANTS
Name of Entity and
Authorized Representative

Business Address

Contact Information

Consultants Performing Basic Services (Included in Basic Compensation Amount)
Type of
Consultant

#1716211

Main Office Phone:
Office Phone (AR):
Email (AR):

EXHIBIT B

PROJECT SCHEDULE AND MILESTONES

#1716211

Study Phase

Month/Yr – Month/Yr

Design Phase

Month/Yr – Month/Yr

Bid Phase

Month/Yr – Month/Yr

Construction Phase

Month/Yr – Month/Yr

Close-Out Phase

Month/Yr – Month/Yr

EXHIBIT C

HOURLY RATES OF OPM AND ITS CONSULTANTS FOR THE PROJECT

Team Member
X

Role
X

Rate/Hr.
$XX.XX

OPM PROJECT CONSULTANTS
Name of Entity

Not to Exceed
Allowance

Contact Information

Consultants Performing Services Not included Basic Compensation Amount)
Type of
Consultant

#1716211

Main Office Phone:
Office Phone (AR):
Email (AR):
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Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
QUESTIONNAIRE

Firm Name:________________________________
Person responsible for EEO/Affirmative Action compliance:
Name:__________________________ Title:___________________________________
Tel: _________________ E-Mail: ________________
1. Is the Firm a MBE?

___ Yes

___ No

2. Is this Firm a WBE?

___Yes

___No

3. Firm Diversity:
Type of Employee

Total No. of
Employees

No. of Women
Employees

No. of Minority
Employees*

Senior Management
Project Management
Other Preconstruction and
Construction Staff
Field Supervisors
Other Field Staff
Administrative Staff
Office Staff
Other
*For purposes of this questionnaire, minority means a person who meets one or more of
the following definitions:
American Indian or Native American: all persons having origins in any of the
original peoples of North America and who are recognized as Indian by a tribe or
tribal organization.
Asian: All persons having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far East,
Southeast Asia, the Indian sub-continent, or the Pacific Islands, including, but not
limited to, China, Japan, Korea, Samoa, India, and the Philippine Islands.
Black: All persons having origins in any of the Black racial groups of Africa,
including, but not limited to African Americans, and all persons having origins in
any of the original peoples of the Cape Verdean Islands.
Eskimo or Aleut: All persons having origins in any of the peoples of Northern
Canada, Greenland, Alaska and Eastern Siberia.
Hispanic: All persons having their origins in any of the Spanish – speaking peoples
of Mexico, Puerto Rico, Cuba, Central or South America, or the Caribbean
Islands.
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4. Does the firm have an affirmative action plan? _____Yes
If yes, include a copy.

_____No

5. Outline below what affirmative action steps the firm uses in its hiring process.
(a) Is there an equal employment opportunity statement in all the job descriptions
that the firm issues:
___ Yes
___ No
(b) Is there an equal employment opportunity statement in the job applications
that the firm uses: ___ Yes
___ No
(c) Describe other affirmative action steps in
hiring:_____________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
6. On a separate sheet, identify all projects the firm completed within the last five (5)
years which had MBE, WBE or other affirmative action goals. For each such project,
provide the following information:
(a) Identify the specific MBE, WBE or other affirmative action goals for the
project.
(b) Describe the actions that the firm took to endeavor to meet those goals.
(c) State whether the firm was successful in achieving all of the goals.
(d) If the firm was not able to achieve any of the goals, explain why it was not
able to reach each goal that was not met.

Firm (Typed or printed)

Name of Authorized Principal (Typed or printed)

Signature of Authorized Principal

Title

Date
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETS BUILDING AUTHORITY
CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT
The respondent hereby certifies, under the penalties of perjury, that:
1) The respondent, its employees/agents, has not given, offered, or agreed to give any person (as
that term is defined below), or received, accepted, or agreed to accept from any person, any gift,
contribution, offer of employment, or financial incentive/interest, direct or indirect, of any kind
as an inducement for, or in connection with, the award of the contract for services for which the
respondent its employees/agents is applying.
2) No consultant to or subcontractor for the respondent has given, offered, or agreed to give any
gift, contribution, offer of employment or financial incentive/interest, direct or indirect, of any
kind to the respondent or to any other person as an inducement for, or in connection with, the
award to the consultant or subcontractor of a contract by the respondent its employees/agents.
3) No person, other than a bona fide full-time employee of the respondent has been retained or
hired by the respondent its employees/agents to solicit for or in any way assist the respondent
its employees/agents in obtaining the contract for services for which the respondent its
employees/agents is applying, upon an agreement or understanding that such person be paid a
fee or other consideration contingent upon the award of the contract to the respondent its
employees/agents.
4) Throughout the duration of the contract, if awarded the contract, the respondent its
employees/agents will not have any financial relationship, direct or indirect, in connection with
the performance of the contract with any materials or system manufacturer, distributor or
vendor or in any capacity except for the contractual services rendered.
5) The Architect/OPM/CM and/or its employees/agents hereby certify under penalties of perjury

and rejection of contract, without financial recourse to Owner, that the Architect and its
employees and/or agents has complied with all laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
including the Massachusetts Conflict of Interest law, M.G.L. c. 268A in its entirety, and not
enumerated above, and any related Massachusetts conflict of interest statutes or regulations, if
any.
As used in this certification, the word “person” shall mean any natural person, business,
partnership, corporation, union, committee, club, or other organization, entity, or group of
individuals. These provisions shall not apply to any stockholder of a corporation the stock of which
is listed for sale to the general public with the securities and exchange commission, if such
stockholder holds less than ten percent of the outstanding stock entitled to vote at the annual
meeting of such corporation.

#1527278

The respondent further hereby certifies, under the penalties for perjury, that all information
provided in this proposal to provide services is true and correct.
_______________________________________
Firm
_______________________________________
Name of Authorized Principal (Typed or printed)
_______________________________________
Signature of Authorized Principal
_______________________________________
Title
_______________________________________
Date
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETS BUILDING AUTHORITY
CERTIFICATE OF NON-COLLUSION

The undersigned certifies under the penalties of perjury that this bid or
proposal has been made and submitted in good faith and without collusion or
fraud with other person. As used in this certification, the word “person” shall
mean any natural person, business, partnership, corporation, union,
committee, club, or other organization, entity or group of individuals.

_______________________________________
Firm
_______________________________________
Name of Authorized Principal (Typed or printed)
_______________________________________
Signature of Authorized Principal
_______________________________________
Title
_______________________________________
Date
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS BUILDING AUTHORITY
CERTIFICATE OF STATE TAX COMPLIANCE
Mass. Gen. Laws, Chapter 62C, Section 49A(b)

I, in my capacity as principal of________________________________________,
(Firm Name)
hereby certify that the above-named organization has complied with all laws of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts relating to taxes, reporting of employees and contractors, and
withholding and remitting of child support, as set forth in Mass. Gen. Laws, c. 62C, § 49A(b).

Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury

_______________________________________
Firm
_______________________________________
Name of Authorized Principal (Typed or printed)
_______________________________________
Signature of Authorized Principal
_______________________________________
Title
_______________________________________
Date
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS BUILDING AUTHORITY
CERTIFICATION REGARDING UNDOCUMENTED WORKERS

NAME OF FIRM:

______________________________

PROJECT:

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

As evidenced by the signature of the Firm’s Authorized Principal below, the Firm certifies under
the pains and penalties of perjury that the Firm shall not knowingly use undocumented workers
in connection with the performance of any contract with the University of Massachusetts
Building Authority; that pursuant to federal requirements, the Firm shall verify the immigration
status of all workers assigned to such contracts without engaging in unlawful discrimination; and
that the Firm shall not knowingly or recklessly alter, falsify, or accept altered or falsified
documents from any such worker(s). The Firm understands and agrees that breach of any of
these terms during the period of each contract may be regarded as a material breach, subjecting
the Firm to sanctions, including, but not limited to, monetary penalties, withholding of payments,
contract suspension or termination.

Date: ___________________
Signature of Authorized Principal

Name of Authorized Principal (Typed or Printed)

Title:

______________________

Telephone No.: ______________________

Email:

______________________

Fax No.:

______________________
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Equal Employment Opportunity, Non-Discrimination and
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS BUILDING AUTHORITY
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY, NON-DISCRIMINATION AND
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION CERTIFICATION

The undersigned Respondent hereby certifies, under the penalties of perjury, that:
1. The Respondent will not discriminate in its employment practices;
2. The respondent will make good faith efforts to ensure MBE,WBE and women and
minority employee participation in reasonable proportion to their availability in
the workforce;
3. The Respondent will communicate equal employment opportunity and affirmative
action expectations to all consultants, sub-contractors, and unions involved in the
Project;
4. The Respondent will provide oversight and will monitor compliance with
applicable equal employment opportunity regulations and any affirmative action
goals; and
5. The Respondent is in compliance with all applicable federal and state laws, rules
and regulations governing fair labor and employment practices.

Respondent Firm (Typed or printed)

Name of Authorized Principal (Typed or printed)

Signature of Authorized Principal

Title

Date
4814-0800-2832.2
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Location Plan
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UMASS AMHERST INDOOR PRACTICE FACILITY
PLANNING + PROGRAMMING
DRAFT

2.26.2018
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BENCHMARKING

INDOOR TRAINING FACILITY STUDY

INDOOR TRAINING FACILITY // BENCHMARKING

PROVIDING RESOURCES TO TRAIN THE BEST ATHLETES

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS IN THE DIVISION I FBS OF NCAA THAT HAVE OR ARE PLANNING NEW PRACTICE FACILITIES
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INDOOR TRAINING FACILITY STUDY

INDOOR TRAINING FACILITY // BENCHMARKING

PROVIDING RESOURCES TO TRAIN THE BEST ATHLETES

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS IN THE DIVISION I FBS OF NCAA THAT HAVE BUILT/RENOVATED OR BEGUN BUILDING/PLANNING A NEW PRACTICE FACILITY SINCE 2012

POWER
5

GROUP
OF
5

IND

7
3
2
1
2
1
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PLANNED

COMPLETED
IN CONSTRUCTION
PLANNED

PLANNED

3
3
1
2
1

COMPLETED
IN CONSTRUCTION
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PLANNED

1
1
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COMPLETED
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COMPLETED

2
1
1

COMPLETED
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COMPLETED

PLANNED
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1
1

COMPLETED
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UMASS

INDOOR TRAINING FACILITY STUDY

UMASS FOOTBALL COMPARED TO ITS PEERS

9

INDOOR TRAINING FACILITY // BENCHMARKING

SCHOOLS TRANSITIONED TO DIVISION I FBS OF NCAA AFTER 2010

2

9

SCHOOLS HAVE BUILT / ARE BUILDING INDOOR PRACTICE FACILITIES

Appalachian State University | 2007 University of South Alabama | expected Fall 2017
80-by-60-yard football field

120-yard football field with a 15-yard practice area

INDOOR TRAINING FACILITY STUDY
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INDOOR PRACTICE
FACILITY TYPES

INDOOR TRAINING FACILITY STUDY

INDOOR PRACTICE FACILITIES - CONSTRUCTION TYPES

INDOOR PRACTICE FACILITY // BENCHMARKING

CONSTRUCTION TYPES
AIR SUPPORTED STRUCTURE

Columbia University

RIGID FRAME FABRIC STRUCTURE

University of New Mexico

TRADITIONAL CONSTRUCTION

Georgia Tech

INDOOR PRACTICE FACILITIES - CONSTRUCTION TYPES

AIR SUPPORTED STRUCTURE

INDOOR PRACTICE FACILITY // BENCHMARKING

RIGID FRAME FABRIC STRUCTURE

TRADITIONAL CONSTRUCTION

•

FIRST COST: LOWEST

•

FIRST COST: MID

•

FIRST COST: HIGHEST

•

ENVELOPE EFFICIENCY: LOWEST (R4)

•

ENVELOPE EFFICIENCY: MIDDLE (R15)

•

ENVELOPE EFFICIENCY: HIGHEST (R30)

•

LIFE SPAN: FABRIC - 10-15 YRS

•

LIFE SPAN: FABRIC - 10-15 YRS
FRAME - 40-50 YRS

•

LIFE SPAN: 40-50 YRS

•

RISK: POTENTIAL COLLAPSE

•

RISK: POTENTIAL TEAR

•

RISK: POTENTIAL LEAKS

3

COMPARABLE
SEASONAL BUBBLES

INDOOR TRAINING FACILITIES
Columbia University

Rocco B. Commisso Soccer Stadium | New York, NY
2016 | 92,826 SF | Seasonal Air-Supported Structure
Multi-purpose field
65’ interior clear

INDOOR TRAINING FACILITY // BENCHMARKING

INDOOR TRAINING FACILITIES
Harvard University

Harvard Stadium | Cambridge, MA
2006 | 87,000 SF | Seasonal Air-Supported Structure
Full 120-yard field with 20’ runoff
55’ interior clear
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INDOOR TRAINING FACILITIES
Loyola University

Indoor Practice Facility | Baltimore, MD
2018 | 86,100 SF | Seasonal Air-Supported Structure
Multi-purpose field

INDOOR TRAINING FACILITY // BENCHMARKING

INDOOR TRAINING FACILITIES
University of Cincinnati

Sheakley Athletic Complex | Cincinnati, OH
2010 | 72,200 SF | Seasonal Air-Supported Structure
100 Yard football field
75’ interior clear
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4

BUILDING PROGRAM

INDOOR TRAINING FACILITY STUDY

INDOOR PRACTICE FACILITY // BUILDING PROGRAM

INDOOR FIELD BUBBLE - TEMPORARY

ASSUMPTIONS:
•

FIELD TYPE
FOOTBALL: 160’ x 360’ = 80,000 SF

•

20’ RUN-OFF ALL SIDES

•

CLEAR HEIGHT BETWEEN HASH MARKS
APPROX 60’

•

TEMPORARY STRUCTURE OVER EXISTING FIELD
REQUIRES RECESSED FLUSH CURB FOUNDATION
AND MODIFIED DRAINAGE, POSSIBLE RE-TURF

•

40’ X 60’ PAD REQUIRED FOR UTILITIES

•

IN USE END-OF-SEASON THROUGH MARCH

40X60
UTILITY
PAD

15’

APPROX 15’ CLEAR HEIGHT POTENTIAL AT
SIDELINES

60’

•

INDOOR TRAINING FACILITY STUDY

THANK YOU
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I.

ARCHITECTURAL
Introduction
A.

Cost estimates for this feasibility study have been developed to reflect the primary scope
of work associated with the videoboard replacement as well as various options for
accessibility upgrades to the stadium and facilities building and the incorporation of a south
end zone hospitality area.
Scopes of Work for Cost Estimating

A.

Videoboard and Public Address System
1.

B.

The primary scope of work for the study is the replacement of the current south
end zone score board with a new LED videoboard. The specific equipment
associated with the videoboard, north end zone scoreboard, and public address
system are specifically detailed in the Technology Schematic Design Report. In
addition to this equipment, the cost estimates should include the following work
items.
a.

Remove and dispose of existing scoreboard wall-mounted speakers.

b.

Alter existing scoreboard structure to accommodate new videoboard.

c.

Incorporate camera platform and ladder access.

d.

Installation of videoboard, public address speakers, and north end zone
scoreboard.

e.

Evaluate potential for existing scoreboard and speaker re-sale or donation.

f.

Provide landscaping (low plantings and new planting soil) around the
outside perimeter of the existing chain link fence scoreboard enclosure.

South End Zone Wall Demolition, Ball Netting, and Accessible Walk
1.

Incorporate the following scope of work items:
a.

Demolish south end zone concrete wall, side coiling gates, and south west
upper level chain link fence gate.

b.

Remove existing sand pit and perimeter pressure treated wood curbing
located between videoboard and turf. Replace with stone dust pavement
with perimeter metal edging.

c.

Provide 8 foot tall ball netting in the locations indicated in the drawings.

d.

Provide low walls to retain paved surfaces and accommodate the grade
difference between the parking area level and the gravel infill between the
field level walks and the grandstand. Assume 25 LF of wall at each side
(east and west) end of the stadium. Assume 1 foot grade difference each
side of wall.

B1809326.000
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e.

C.

East Grandstand Accessible Ramp and Rail Removal
1.

D.

Incorporate the following scope of work items:
a.

Construct cast in place concrete ramp to access the east stadium seating.
Ramp configuration to match existing west stadium ramp.

b.

Extend concrete paved area at parking level to provide contiguous
accessible paths connecting parking areas to stadium seating level and
field level. Refer to drawings for approximate area.

c.

Remove metal railings in front of seating areas in the locations indicated
in the drawings.

Concession Area Accessibility Improvements
1.

E.

Incorporate the following scope of work items:
a.

In each of the four concession areas indicated on the drawings, provide
new concrete pads as described in the Civil Narrative. Assume 30’ x 30’
for each concession area.

b.

Incorporate perimeter safety railing as noted in the Civil Narrative. Assume
42” high galvanized round tube steel railing with galvanized guard rail infill.

East and West Grandstand Walk Replacement
1.

Incorporate the following scope of work items:
a.

F.

Provide new cast in place sloping walks (less than 1:20 slope) from
parking level to existing field level. Assume 1 foot grade change (20 feet
long) x 10 feet wide.

Demolish and replace sidewalks along the east and west sides of the field
as described in the Civil Narrative. Pitch walks to existing drains with
revised rim inverts limiting cross slope to not more than 2%.

South Facilities Building Accessibility Improvements
1.

Incorporate the following scope of work items:
a.

Replace exterior toilet room doors with compliant un-equal leaf exterior
doors with closers. (Note that exterior doors were replaced 1 year ago, but
replacement doors are not compliant). Install doors in existing frames. 4
pairs of doors.

b.

Replace interior toilet room doors with compliant un-equal leaf doors with
closers. Install doors in existing frames. 4 pairs of doors.

c.

Replace exterior concrete pads at doors with compliant concrete surface
as described in the Code Narrative and Civil Narrative.

d.

Relocate toilet paper dispenser to avoid projection into accessible sink
location clear floor area. Typical of 4 toilet rooms.
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G.

e.

Provide a mirror at the accessible height at each of 4 accessible lavatory
locations.

f.

Remove an existing non-compliant urinal and replace with an accessible
urinal in each of 2 men’s toilet rooms.

g.

In men’s rooms, remove existing toilet in the accessible stall. Demolish
floor slab and existing toilet flange and provide a new flange to locate the
toilet between 16” and 18” from the adjacent wall. Provide new side and
wall grab bars. Provide new toilet paper dispenser within accessible reach
range. Provide new toilet stall door with coat hook and hardware at
accessible heights. Typical of 2 men’s room toilet stalls.

h.

In women’s rooms, provide new side and wall grab bars. Provide new toilet
paper dispenser within accessible reach range. Provide new toilet stall
door with coat hook and hardware at accessible heights. Typical of 2
men’s room toilet stalls

Hospitality Area Options:
1.

Incorporate costs for each of the Hospitality Area options and as indicated on the
drawings:
a.

Option A:
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

b.

Provide 8 foot tall aluminum picket fence extending from
accessible ramps on each side of the stadium. 8 foot security
fence should include 4 horizontal sliding gates.
Provide 3 foot high hospitality area fence with (2) double leave
swing gates at the east and west sides of enclosed hospitality
area. 3 foot high fence to extend from security fence on each side
of hospitality area and along curved edge of turf field.
Provide stone dust pavement with perimeter metal edging within
enclosed hospitality area.
Provide 8 foot wide “boardwalk” of mangaris, ipe, or similar rotresistant hardwood over pressure treated sleeper system.
Boardwalk to be flush with adjacent stone dust pavement.

Option B.
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

Provide 8 foot tall aluminum picket fence extending from
accessible ramps on each side of the stadium. 8 foot security
fence should include 4 horizontal sliding gates.
Provide 3 foot high hospitality area fence with (2) double leave
swing gates at the east and west sides of enclosed hospitality
area. 3 foot high fence to extend from security fence on each side
of hospitality area, along curved edge of turf field, and return to
the score board perimeter landscaping.
Provide stone dust pavement with perimeter metal edging within
enclosed hospitality area.
Provide “boardwalk” of mangaris, ipe, or similar rot-resistant
hardwood over pressure treated sleeper system. Width varies
from 12 feet to 24 feet as indicated in the drawings. Boardwalk to
be flush with adjacent stone dust pavement.
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c.

Option C.
(1)

(2)

Provide 8 foot tall vinyl coated chain link fence extending from
accessible ramps on each side of the stadium. 8 foot security
fence should include 3 double leaf swing gates.
Provide stone dust pavement with perimeter metal edging within
the area defined by accessible walks and the turf field edge.
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II.

TECHNOLOGY
Introduction
A.

The McGuirk Alumni Stadium at UMass – Amherst includes a single, standard definition
video scoreboard and two sets of speakers/horns at the south end of the stadium. The
video component is not used during games. Instead, a portable videoboard is rented and
brought on site at the southeast corner of the stadium on game days. The University is
planning the replacement of the scoreboard with a new high-definition LED videoboard. As
part of this replacement, the University is considering either reusing the existing audio
equipment or replacing it.

B.

It is preferred to use the existing scoreboard structure for the new videoboard. However,
at the time of this report, the condition and capacity of that structure is unknown. The exact
dimensions of the existing scoreboard are also unknown. During a February 2018 site visit,
the scoreboard was estimated to be 20’H x 42’W with the bottom edge of the scoreboard
at 20’AFG.

C.

The University has completed several similar projects at other venues on campus recently
using solutions from Daktronics. To keep materials, controls, and maintenance consistent,
the proposed solutions herein are that of Daktronics.
Videoboard

A.

B.

General Description
1.

The new videoboard will consist entirely of high-definition, LED panels, mirroring
the dimensions of the existing scoreboard. There will be no static ad panels or
static scoring components of the new videoboard, however, that information can
be created by the UMass video production team and displayed on the LED board.

2.

LED videoboards are constructed of many smaller LED panels (modules) put
together to achieve the overall size of the videoboard with an appropriate aspect
ratio. The modules consist of rows of thousands of red, green, and blue (RGB)
diodes that produce the colors of the images being displayed. The specifications
of the modules, specifically related to the RGB light emitting diodes is significant
when comparing videoboard options and solutions.

3.

One of the biggest factors to consider regarding the displayed images and how
they are perceived by the audience is the pixel pitch. Pixel pitch is the spacing
between the RGB rows and columns on the modules. The smaller the distance
between the LEDs, the higher the resolution. In turn, the cost increases with the
higher resolution LED modules. For the project, a 13HD and 15HD solution are
being considered.

LED Videoboard
1.

The most common solution for a collegiate stadium of this size and type is the
Daktronics 13HD LED display. The 13HD model represents 13.063mm (0.514inches) row and column spacing between the LEDs. This reduced dimension
results in a high quality, high-definition image. The 13HD display videoboard
includes the following specifications:
a.
b.

Overall Dimensions: 19.2’H x 42’W
Pixels: 28 x 28
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c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
2.

The minimum recommended solution for this project is the Daktronics 15HD –
15.24mm (0.6-inches) row and column spacing between the LEDs. This solution
is lower cost and lower resolution than the 13HD. The 15HD display videoboard
includes the following specifications:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

3.

Overall Dimensions: 19.2’H x 42’W
Pixels: 24 x 24
Refresh Rate: 3,840Hz
Number of Modules (HxW): 16 Modules x 35 Modules
Matrix Size (HxW): 384 pixels x 840 pixels
Weight: up to 8,000 lbs.
Power: 10,094W (average); 28,837W (max)

Other specifications such as LED Lifetime, Brightness, and Viewing Angle are
consistent between the 13HD and 15HD solutions. Both solutions also include a
primary and backup, rack-mounted Daktronics control system.
a.

C.

Refresh Rate: 4,800Hz
Number of Modules (HxW): 16 Modules x 35 Modules
Matrix Size (HxW): 448 pixels x 980 pixels
Weight: up to 9,000 lbs.
Power: 5,708W (average); 22,830W (max)

The new LED videoboard will be able to display content similar to the
portable videoboard that has been used on game days. Existing UMass
production equipment will connect to the videoboard control system to
broadcast live and replay video, generate and display game information,
ads, etc.

Videoboard Cost Comparison
1.

The costs listed include equipment only.
a.
b.

13HD: $400,000
15HD: $340,000

2.

Installation costs can range from $100,000 - $200,000 depending on the existing
structure review. These costs do not include the cost of a new structure to support
the videoboard and speakers.

3.

With the LED videoboard, it is recommended to replace the two (north and south
end zone) delay-of-game clocks which were observed to have some damage to
the enclosure. The cost for (2) game clocks is $4,300.
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D.

Videoboard Renderings

IMAGE 1: LED Videoboard with Existing Signage

IMAGE 2: LED Videoboard with Digitally-Sectioned Scores & Ads
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IMAGE 3: Proposed Elevation of Videoboard & Speaker Cluster

E.

North Endzone Static Scoreboard
1.

At the north end of the stadium is the Football Performance Center, built in 2012.
The exterior of the building currently has no equipment related to the day of game
operations, however, the option to mount a static scoreboard element to this
structure. This basic scoreboard will display game information including score,
timeclock, and quarter. The exact location and required structural reinforcement is
TBD. A recommend product is the Daktronics MS-2006:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Dimensions: 6’-6”H x 25’W
Weight: up to 560lbs.
Digits: Red, Amber, or White. Quarter/Period is 24”H, all others 30”H.
Customizable, digital team names or basic ‘Home’ and ‘Guest’
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IMAGE 4: Daktronics MS-2006 Scoreboard

IMAGE 5: Proposed Location of North Scoreboard
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Playing Field Public Address System
A.

B.

General Description
1.

This section describes the McGuirk Stadium’s existing public address (PA) system
and proposed upgrade program.

2.

The main PA rack is located in a second-floor room in the press box building. The
existing PA system’s microphone feeds include the press box, production room,
field referee, field announcer, and production truck. It also includes a program
audio input for a computer, disc player, or portable music player. The existing
equipment rack houses two assistive listening processors, three wireless
microphone receivers, an analog audio mixer, two different digital signal
processing units, a feedback reducing processor, an auxiliary patch panel, one
control processor, one fiber transceiver, several audio/video distribution amplifiers,
three high-power audio amplifiers, a rack drawer, and an uninterruptible power
supply. The video signals present at the PA rack appear to be analog composite.

3.

The existing speaker system includes two speaker groups mounted along at the
top of the south playing field perimeter wall, each located beneath the existing
scoreboard to the left and right. The full frequency mains are Community R6-51
and the fills are Community RSH486. The mains are aimed across each other to
cover the stands on the opposite side from their location. The fills are aimed
directly up at the stands closest to their position.

4.

Optical fiber provides the interconnection between the production room and the
PA system rack. There is a fiber link to a remote production/display truck
connection point location. It is unclear whether video feeds passing through the
PA rack are analog composite, SDI, or HD-SDI.

Speaker System Modifications
1.

Due to the elimination of the current speaker attachment wall, relocation is
necessary. With the understanding that UMass prefers to retain their existing PA
speakers, WSP proposes relocating them to a single cluster mounting
configuration above the new scoreboard. This will provide better coverage and
improved intelligibility by reducing delay smear. It will also reduce exposure by
players on the field to damaging audio levels. Rather than being aimed across
each other, the existing Community R6-51 mains would be aimed from the center
outward at approximately the height of the top row of stands. The RSH-462 fills
would provide additional coverage for the stands nearest the scoreboard on both
sides.

2.

The new speaker location will require structural revisions to the existing
scoreboard supports, if retained, and a new custom-made supporting structure for
the speaker cluster only. If the existing scoreboard supports are retained they shall
be analyzed and certified for the additional load of the loudspeaker mounting frame
at the specified height. If the existing scoreboard supports are found insufficient,
a new ground-up structure shall be designed to support the loudspeaker mounting
frame. Each of the two existing main speakers weighs 318 lbs. and has four
mounting points to be secured to a mounting structure and safety cable. Each of
the two fill speakers weighs 72 lbs. with bracket and has three bolt holes for the
adjustable mounting bail. Any speaker mounted at a positive angle shall be
protected from water entry from above. The supporting structure shall include
access ladders and catwalks as required for service, and a removeable davit for
B1809326.000
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full unit replacement as needed over time. The design of all supporting structures
shall be approved by a licensed Professional Engineer.
3.

C.

Speaker System Upgrade
1.

D.

The new cluster shall be faced and concealed with a metal screen material that is
silkscreened with graphics as UMass desires, such as the stadium name or school
logo.

A complete speaker upgrade option is available from Daktronics and can be added
to the new video scoreboard. The Daktronics Sportsound 2000 is mounted to the
top of the scoreboard flush with the face of the video panels. It will require
additional supporting structure, as it weighs 4000 lbs. The front screen of the
speaker system would be silkscreened with graphics as UMass desires, such as
the stadium name or school logo. This option would require acoustic modeling in
order to determine improvements in coverage and intelligibility over the existing
speakers if relocated above the scoreboard. It is assumed that this unit would
provide more even coverage and higher sound levels throughout the spectator
stands. The cost estimate for this equipment is $100,000, however it does include
amplification.

Signal Processing and Amplification Upgrades
1.

WSP advises the redesign and upgrade of all signal processing equipment. Much
of the analog equipment can be upgraded to instances within a digital signal
processor, with scenario presets for ease of use, and function lockouts to keep
less experienced operators out of trouble. Essentially every signal path or process
that is currently in the analog domain shall be moved to the digital domain. The
fiber infrastructure shall be retained and fully tested. The technical ground system
shall be measured and verified to have a path to earth ground below 10 ohms from
each equipment cabinet, or serviced as necessary.

2.

Items Listed for Upgrade:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

i.
j.
k.
l.

Review amplifier size and configuration
Review speaker cabling size and run length
If the current BSS London BLU-100 DSP has performed acceptably,
augment that system with additional DSP units in the same family.
Delete the Extron DMP 64 and bring any functions currently being
performed by it into a unified distributed DSP system.
Delete the Ashly MX-406 and bring any functions currently being
performed by it into a unified distributed DSP system.
Retain the existing feedback suppressor if it has performed acceptably.
Upgrading the data network equipment to current commercial-grade
standards for reliability and redundancy.
If the current quantity of wireless microphones is not sufficient, additional
receivers can be added. By transitioning to a fully integrated DSP,
essentially limitless additional wired microphones can be added at the
press box or on the sidelines.
Although beyond this scope, we also advise a thorough system service
and refresh for the video production systems.
Analyze RF coverage of Listen Technologies assistive listening system
and add transmitters and antennas as needed.
Add a closed captioning feed from the PA to the scoreboard.
Verify code requirements for mass notification and ensure compliance.
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3.

E.

WSP advises surveying the existing cabling from amplifiers to speakers. If greater
than 1dB of power loss is calculated on the existing cabling, new larger cabling
should be pulled. As a preferred alternative, all amplifiers would be relocated in
order to reduce power loss and high-frequency attenuation along the long cable
run. Ideally a conditioned enclosure for amplifiers will be installed at the base of
the scoreboard structure.

Wireless Intercom Headsets
1.

A wireless intercom system shall be included in this scope. It shall include 24-36
headsets for use by UMass staff during stadium events. This is not related to any
coaching, referee, or sideline radio system. Basis of design shall be Bose
Soundcomm B30.
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III.

ELECTRICAL
Design Criteria
A.

Electrical systems will comply with the applicable codes and standards established for the
project.
1.

B.

The electrical system will be designed in accordance with the following local and
national codes and standards as well as local authority requirements.
a.

American National Standard Institute (ANSI)

b.

American with Disabilities Act (ADA)

c.

National Electric Code (NEC)

d.

National Electric Safety Code (NESC)

e.

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)

f.

National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

g.

Massachusetts State Building Code 9TH Edition (MSBC)

h.

Massachusetts Fire Prevention Regulations (MFPR)

i.

Massachusetts Electrical Code (MEC)

Power distribution system components including panelboards, feeders, and other
equipment, will generally be sized for present load and future allowance of 20%.
Demolition

A.

Protect in place the existing 112.5kVA transformer and 400A panel.

B.

Remove existing scoreboard panel #1 feeders, 4#2/0 and 1#6G, and provide pull string in
empty conduit.

C.

Remove existing scoreboard panel #2 feeders, 4#1/0 and 1#6G, and provide pull string in
empty conduit.

D.

Remove existing scoreboard panel #3 feeders, 4#4 and 1#8G, and provide pull string in
empty conduit.
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Systems Description
A.

Existing Conditions
1.

B.

The current scoreboard equipment is fed via a 400A, 208V, 3-Phase, 4 wire
panelboard on the secondary side of a 112.5 kVA 480-208/120V step-down
transformer located at the base of the existing south scoreboard. The primary side
of the transformer is fed underground by a 150A-3P circuit breaker in main
panelboard FPE in the facilities building.

Scope of New Work
1.

Remove (1) 175A-3P circuit breaker from 400A panel and replace with (1) 125A3P circuit breaker for new videoboard. Provide 4#1 and 1#6G in 1 1/2" conduit to
new videoboard.

2.

Connect new north endzone play clock to existing circuit from existing play clock.
Provide with new 2#10 and 1#10G in existing conduit.

3.

Connect new south endzone play clock to existing circuit from existing play clock.
Provide with new 2#10 and 1#10G in existing conduit.

4.

Provide (1) 20A-1P circuit breaker in existing panel serving north play clock for
new north endzone scoreboard. Provide with 2#10 and 1#10G in 1” conduit.
Provide (3) 20A-2P circuit breaker in 400A panel for new audio system. Provide
with 6#10 and 1#10G in 1” conduit to location of new audio system.

5.

Outline Specifications
A.

Perform work and provide materials as indicated on the drawings for complete and fully
operational electrical and low voltage systems for the area of renovation.

B.

Obtain and pay for all permits required for electrical and fire alarm work.
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C.

All equipment and materials shall be tested, approved and listed by underwriters
laboratories (UL). Where equipment and/or material is not UL listed, listing by a nationally
recognized testing laboratory (NRTL) will be acceptable where approved by all Authorities
Having Jurisdiction (AHJ). For all equipment that needs on site test and approval by UL,
associated costs shall be included in this contract.

D.

In addition to manufacturer’s warranties, all equipment shall include complete materials
and labor warranties from the installer for 1 year from the date of substantial completion,
unless warranties of greater duration are specified.

E.

In general, the work of this section shall include, but not be limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
F.

Grounding systems.
Panelboards – branch circuit.
Raceway systems.
Wireways.
Outlets and pull boxes.
Wires and cables.
Disconnect switches.
Electrical wiring and connections for owner furnished equipment.
Protection of new and existing work.
Record drawings and documentation.
Seismic supports, supplementary steel and channels.
Operation and maintenance instructions and manuals for this section's work.
Nameplates, labels, and tags.
Testing and certifications.
Fireproofing of penetrations and openings.
Phasing of work, and maintenance of service, to existing and temporarily relocated
items, owner equipment or workstations, etc., as required to meet the project
schedule, including premium time.
Coordination with manufacturers, other trades, general contractor, and owner.
Include costs associated with adjustments and changes resulting from
coordination.
Training.
Costs associated with core drilling, cutting, and patching using appropriate and
trained tradesmen approved by the general contractor and the architect.
Temporary power and lighting and fire alarm for complete project requirements as
per, MEC, NFPA 72 and OSHA requirements.
Electrical demolition and power de-energization for demolition work of other trades.
Seals.

Products
1.

Raceways and fittings
a.

Conduits shall be rigid galvanized steel (RGS), or electrical metallic tubing
(EMT). Conduits shall be as manufactured by Allied, Wheatland Tube
Company, or approved equal.

b.

Fittings for RGS shall be threaded malleable iron. Hubs shall be selfinsulated and shall be self-locking weatherproof type.
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2.

c.

Fittings for EMT shall be galvanized steel compression type or galvanized
steel set screw type. Die-cast is not allowed. Setscrew fittings for EMT of
trade size greater than 2 inches shall include minimum of (4) set screws
for couplings and minimum of (2) setscrews for connectors.

d.

Raceways for connections to motors and other equipment subject to
vibration shall be galvanized spiral wrapped flexible metallic conduit
utilizing fittings for flexible metallic conduits. Flexible conduits shall not
exceed 36 inches in length. Provide liquid-tight type at damp and wet
locations.

e.

Conduit expansion fittings shall be threaded, hot-dipped galvanized
malleable iron with internal bonding assembly by OZ Gedney or approved
equal.

f.

Provide water-tight gland sealing assemblies with pressure bushing for
penetrations to the exterior.

g.

Wireways shall be galvanized sheet steel with hinged and screw covers.
Interiors shall be smooth and free of sharp edges and burrs. Wireways
shall be sized for conductors to be installed within and the bend radii of
those conductors. Wireways for fire alarm shall be provided without
factory knockout locations. Wireways shall be manufactured by square d
or approved equal.

h.

Minimum raceway (RGS, EMT, etc) trade size is ¾ inches.

Underground Raceways
a.

Provide the following installation methods unless otherwise indicated or as
required by local authority:
(1)

(2)

208/120 volt conductors - direct buried PVC Schedule 40
raceways (concrete enclosed where crossing roadways,
driveways, parking lots, and other areas subject to vehicular
traffic).
Sweeps and bends from underground - rigid steel conduit.

b.

Provide expansion fitting on risers from underground to compensate for
any lifting or settling due to frost heaves.

c.

All non-metallic conduits shall be handled and stored in such a manner as
to avoid warping, cracking, or deterioration. Provide solvent weld
connections.

d.

Provide detectable type 6” (152mm) wide polyethylene/metallic warning
tape 12” (305mm) above the entire length of underground raceway and
cables, including under buildings.
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3.

4.

e.

For rigid steel conduit for risers and sweeps from underground including
at service poles, transformers, equipment and through concrete slabs,
bond to ground. Provide expansion fittings with 4” (102mm) minimum
movement between exit at ground and fixed terminus. Include bonding
jumpers and sufficient cable slack for the required movement. Set
expansion fitting per Manufacturer's recommendations for the ambient
temperature at the time of installation.

f.

Spare raceways shall be plugged and sealed watertight at all manholes,
handholes, buildings, and structures.

g.

Raceways with cables installed within shall be sealed watertight and
gastight with appropriate fitting.

600 Volt Insulation Wire and Cable
a.

Provide annealed copper wire and cable with insulation rated for 600V and
90°C of sizes specified and as manufactured by Essex, Southwire, or
approved equal.

b.

Wire and cable shall have copper conductors. All conductors shall be
stranded, soft drawn, annealed with 98% conductivity and insulated for
600 volts. Conductors shall be color coded as specified.

c.

Conductors installed underground in raceways other than sleeves, shall
be dual rated type RHW-2/USE-2 with XLPE insulation or XHHW.

Underground Wiring
a.

Direct buried conduits and cables shall be installed with a minimum cover
of 24” (610mm). There shall be 6” (152mm) of sand under and 12”
(305mm) over the cables. The earth cover backfill shall be void of all
objects over 2” (50mm) in any direction or decomposable material.
Conduit bushings shall be used where direct buried cables enter conduit
system.

b.

All splices and terminations shall be made up by qualified and certified
cable splicers pre-approved by the Architect. Procedures and materials
shall be in strict accordance with recommendations of the Cable
Manufacturer and as defined in the contract specifications. A copy of the
recommendations shall be furnished to the Architect for review.

c.

Splicing and terminating materials shall be purchased in sealed moisture
proof packages. Packages shall not be opened until the particular splice
or termination is to be made. Care shall be taken to exclude moisture or
voids from any splice. Connectors and lugs shall be of the heavy cast
copper solderless compression type and shall be capable of accepting two
20 ton compressions. All large splices and terminations shall be built up
before applying tape with electrical insulating putty to eliminate both sharp
edges and voids. Splices between cables shall be staggered whenever
possible.
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5.

d.

Cables to be spliced or terminated shall be trained and racked into their
final positions before any cable is cut. Ends of cables to be spliced shall
be cut so that they butt squarely together at the centerline of the splice.

e.

When a cable is opened for splicing or terminating, the work of splicing or
terminating shall proceed immediately and continue uninterrupted until the
splice or termination is completed, including any sealing required.

f.

Splices in jacketed cable shall be tapped sufficiently after completion of
the splice to provide a protective jacket equal in all respects to the original
cable jacket.

g.

Shielding shall be continued throughout splices. Terminations of shielded
cables shall be equipped with stress cones. Grounding conductors in the
interstices of cables shall be continued through splices. Outdoor exposed
terminations in rubber-insulated shielded cables shall be equipped with
rain shields. Connections to insulated buses shall be completely taped,
including portions of buswork left exposed for connections.

h.

Proper supports shall be provided at each splice.

i.

Splices, when allowed, shall only be installed in handholes or manholes.

Outlet, Pull and Junction Boxes
a.

Boxes, and fittings for general use, flush mounted in concrete work and
walls in normally dry locations, shall be manufactured by Steel City,
Appleton, Raco, or approved equal. Boxes and fittings for normally wet
locations, or surface or pendant mounted in all locations, shall be of the
proper cast metal type and shall be manufactured by Crouse-Hinds,
Appleton, Red Dot, Russell and Stoll, or approved equal.

b.

Outlet boxes shall, in general, be as follows:
(1)

Shall be 4” square minimum with plaster ring extension sized for
devices specified.

(2)

Exposed, surface, and pendant mounted outlet boxes, or outlet
boxes installed in normally wet locations, shall be of the cast metal
type with threaded hubs.

(3)

Recessed outlet boxes for dry locations shall be of the pressed
sheet steel, zinc coated type.

(4)

Surface mounted boxes on existing concrete block walls shall be
Wiremold type (for dry locations only) or cast boxes without knockouts, suitable for painting. Device plates shall not overlap boxes.
Surface boxes for fire alarm devices shall be red with sufficient
size so that devices do not overlap boxes. Surface mounted
boxes for fire alarm devices shall be of proper size and a specific
model that is a product of the fire alarm system manufacturer for
that device, unless fire alarm system manufacturer does not
produce a box for that specific device. In that case, surface
mounted boxes for fire alarm shall be cast type without knockouts
(threaded hubs only).
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c.

6.

7.

(5)

Shall not be less than 1-1/2” deep.
Outlet boxes for
telecommunications work shall be as indicated.

(6)

Ceiling and bracket outlet boxes shall not be less than 4”. Flush
or recessed fixtures shall be provided with separate outlet boxes
where required by the fixture terminal temperature requirements.

Pull and junction boxes shall be as follows:
(1)

Pull and junction boxes less than 6” x 6” shall be as specified for
outlet boxes.

(2)

Pull and junction boxes shall be constructed of code gauge
galvanized sheet metal and not less than the minimum size
required by the electrical code and other applicable specification
"standards" and shall be furnished with screw fastened covers.
Boxes exceeding 48” in any direction shall be properly reinforced

(3)

Pull and junction boxes to be installed in normally wet location
areas shall be of the cast type with threaded hub and gasketed
cover plate.

Existing Panelboards
a.

New circuit breakers added to existing panelboards shall be the same
model or manufacturer’s updated replacement model and ampere
interrupting capacity as those existing circuit breakers of the same frame
size and type in that existing panelboard. Circuit breakers used for
switching duty shall be type "SWD". Circuit breakers used for HVAC
equipment and other multi-motor equipment shall be type "HACR".

b.

No series rated devices are allowed.

c.

Provide an updated typewritten directory based on the
added/deleted/revised loads. List all active loads and the pole locations
for space conduit breaks.

d.

Provide updated nameplates (as per identification section
specifications) for feeder devices of distribution panelboards.

e.

Prior to bid, review at site the existing panelboards with the manufacturers
of the specific equipment and/or retrofit specialist.
Provide all
modifications (bus extension, connectors, etc.) For complete integration
of new circuit breakers into existing equipment. Carry all costs
(equipment, labor, manufacturer’s cost, retrofit specialists’ costs, etc.) In
bid.

f.

Provide fed from label nameplate and where permanent nameplate does
not exist add designation nameplate.

of

Disconnect Switches
a.

Disconnect switches shall be manufactured by Square D, Eaton-Cutler
Hammer or GE.
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b.

8.

9.

Disconnect switches shall be horsepower rated, heavy duty of the fusible
or non-fusible type as indicated and equipped with an external lever or
handle for manual operation. Each unit shall be enclosed in a code-gauge,
sheet steel cabinet with hinged door and catches and suitable for surface
mounting as indicated on the drawings. Provide NEMA 1 enclosures for
indoor use and NEMA 4X for outdoor applications and all other wet areas.
Disconnect switches shall include arc containing shields.

Wiring Devices
a.

Wiring devices shall be made by single manufacturer; Hubbell, Cooper,
Leviton, or Pass and Seymour. Catalog numbers indicated shall be those
of Hubbell.

b.

Bodies shall be of thermoplastic compound, with faces of nylon supported
by mounting yoke having plaster ears and shall be NEMA WD-1 heavy
duty "commercial specification grade. All devices shall be the grounding
type and shall be connected to metal mounting yoke. A terminal shall be
provided for the ground wire on all devices.

c.

Wiring devices color shall be of color as selected by Architect.

d.

All receptacles unless specifically indicated otherwise shall be as follows:
(1)

Receptacles shall be side wired with two screws per terminal.
Provide receptacles tested to UL 498, NEMA WD-1 heavy duty,
federal spec WC596 and 2008 compliant “tamper resistant and
weather resistant” where applicable. Receptacles on individual
branch circuits shall match the ampacity of the circuit.

(2)

Convenience receptacles - duplex 20 ampere, 125 volts, 1 phase,
3 wire, u-slot grounded type BR20 series or approved equal.

(3)

Ground fault interrupter type ‘GFCI”- duplex 20 ampere, 125 volts,
1 phase, 3 wire U-slot grounded type. Ground fault test function
shall sense a ground fault and activate the LED in a ground fault
condition. Red LED “flashing” indicates device has lost capability
to provide ground fault protection. No power to face of receptacle
where reverse wired. Receptacles shall be GF20 series or
approved equal.

Device Plates
a.

Wiring device plates shall be of the same manufacturer as the wiring
devices for the project. Plates shall be brushed stainless steel.
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10.

11.

12.

Identification
a.

All equipment and devices shall be properly identified by means of
permanent, clear, and concise nameplates, tags, signs, or directories
mechanically fastened or engraved on the item to be identified. Properly
applied epoxy or super glue adhesive may be accepted for device plates
only, with prior written approval of the architect. Embossed adhesive
labels are not acceptable for any identification required by the drawings or
specifications except for lighting wall switches and 125 volt, 20 ampere
receptacles.

b.

Provide mechanically fastened three ply black phenolic nameplates with
¼” high engraved white letters on the following equipment. Wording of the
nameplates shall be in conformance with the respective schedules and
notes on the drawings.
(1)

Panelboards: nameplates shall be provided on the exterior of
each panel door identifying same.

(2)

Relays shall clearly identify the coil circuits and/or monitored
circuits and all circuits controlled. Control stations shall clearly
identify the power circuit and all circuits and equipment controls.

(3)

Nameplates shall be provided for each remote operating station,
motor controller, control panel, disconnect switch, mechanical
interlock unit, equipment, starter, relay, pilot light, and control
device identifying the units controlled or protected and the
circuit(s) serving them.

(4)

Provide a second nameplate at each panelboard, designating the
upstream equipment feeding the equipment circuit numbers and
the location of the upstream equipment that feeds this equipment.

(5)

All electrical power conductors and cables and cables shall be
color coded and shall include fire resistive circuit tags (made with
label makers).

Seals
a.

Fire seals shall be 3M or approved equal.

b.

Provide environmental seals where raceways are installed through areas
of widely different temperatures.

Execution
a.

In general, wiring systems shall consist of stranded copper conductors
installed in EMT. Electrical metallic tubing (EMT) may be utilized indoors
only, in dry locations and where not subject to physical damage. All wiring
systems shall include insulated (green) grounding conductors. Raceways
shall not be utilized as the sole means of grounding.

b.

In all exterior and other wet and damp locations, only RGS shall be utilized.
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13.

The entire electrical installation shall be independently and securely supported to
building structure. Electrical support systems shall not be utilized for support of
other systems and electrical systems shall not utilize supports for other systems.
The only exception where supports may be shared, is where an architectural
support rack system is specifically provided for a laboratory for services to lab
benches.
a.

Raceways installed across roof surfaces shall be supported to
manufactured B-Line C-Port system supports.

b.

All exterior enclosures shall be gasketed and shall be rated NEMA 4X,
unless another NEMA rating is specifically indicated.

c.

All conduits and sleeves for telecommunications, security and/or audio
visual systems shall include a secured pull string and insulated bushings
at each termination point and enclosure entry. Insulated bushings for
these systems installed within telecommunications service rooms and/or
equipment rooms and closets shall also be grounding type.

d.

A properly sized insulated (green) equipment grounding conductors shall
be included in each feeder and branch circuit, whether or not indicated.

e.

Bond all mechanical enclosures (boxes, panelboards, transformers,
motors lighting fixtures, cable trays, equipment racks and supports, etc).,
to ground system.

f.

Where a ground fault interrupting (GFI) device is indicated or otherwise
required, the device shall not be dependent on protection by upstream GFI
protection. In addition to those devices indicated on drawings as GFI, all
receptacles within 6 feet of a sink shall be GFI type, whether or not
indicated on drawings.

g.

All conductors shall be color coded at all equipment, boxes and other
termination/connection/pull locations for voltage and phase. All grounded
(neutral) conductors and equipment grounding conductors shall also be
color coded. Color coding shall be as follows:
208/120 volt systems
Black
Red
Blue
White
Green

14.

phase
A
B
C
Neutral
Grounding

Testing and Inspection
a.

Provide labor, installation, supervision, test equipment, material, power
supplies, devices, etc. Required to perform the work indicated.

b.

Test and inspect all parts of the work provided under this section and as
required by manufacturers, codes, standards, or authorities having
jurisdiction. Conduct all tests and inspections to the complete satisfaction
of the architect and all authorities. Do not cover work prior to testing or
inspection. Testing shall be completed prior to substantial completion.
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c.

Prior to the date of substantial completion and acceptance
demonstrations, furnish the architect with certificates of testing and
inspection for all systems furnished or installed under this section.
Certifications shall include the approval of all authorities having
jurisdiction, manufacturers and a letter from the installer stating
conformance with all requirements of the contract documents.

d.

All systems shall test free from short circuits and grounds, shall be free
from mechanical and electrical defects, and shall show an insulation
resistance between phase conductors and ground of not less than the
values recommended by the manufacturers.

e.

Test all circuits and receptacles for proper neutral and grounding
connections.

f.

Failure or defects in workmanship or materials revealed by tests or
inspection shall be corrected promptly and retested. Defective material
shall be replaced at no additional expense to the owner.

g.

Provide all temporary connections, necessary testing equipment, labor
and materials, required for the testing of the systems and equipment. All
systems shall be prepared for testing and protected from damage. The
cost of all tests shall be included in the contract price.

h.

Measure minimum and maximum voltages and voltage between phase
wires and neutral, and immediately deliver a report on all voltage
measurements to the architect.

i.

The equipment grounding shall be checked to insure continuity of the
ground return path.

j.

Provide a written report on all testing and device settings. Include a copy
in the operation and maintenance manual.

k.

Submit to Architect for review written reports for all tests.
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IV.

STRUCTURAL
Background
A.

The McGuirk Alumni Stadium scoreboard is an independently supported structure located
at the south end of the field. The overall 48’ wide x23’ high scoreboard is supported by
three identical steel columns, cantilevered from the top of 2’-0” high concrete piers above
the finished grade. Typical foundation system for this type of ground supported cantilever
column is concrete pier drilled to a considerable depth into competent soil. Shape and type
of supporting foundation is not known. The University informed us that the original large
electronic scoreboard was erected in 1995. The original scoreboard was replaced in 2010
with the current scoreboard and it appear that the supporting structure was reused without
any alterations. No documentations is available on the original scoreboard structural design
in 1995 and the subsequent scoreboard replacement in 2010.
Proposed Study

A.

The proposed study is to evaluate the feasibility of using the existing supporting structure
for the new videoboard replacement.
Evaluations

A.

The evaluation is based on the provided:
1.

An instruction manual, titled “FB-1573 & OM1573 176X224, 20MM Color Captive
Message Center S/O 84081 Instruction Manual” by Fair-Play (A Trans-Lux
Company) and dated 10-07-2009, has been made available for our evaluation.
See first attachment for drawing number 01-8160-06-2.
a.

2.

A survey of the scoreboard dimensions was provided by the University on
3/12/2018. See second attachment for scoreboard survey dimensions.
a.

3.

B.

Drawing number 01-8160-06-2 noted the physical dimensions of the
scoreboard and steel stringer size and spacing information.

The result of the survey confirmed the scoreboard dimensions shown in
the instruction manual noted above.

The scoreboard replacement proposed by the video display consultant is an LED
video display to match the existing scoreboard size (overall 48’ wide x 21’ high and
will weigh about 11,000 lbs).

A site visit was conducted on 02/02/2018 for this evaluation. The steel column section is
measured 14” deep x 10” wide flange x 0.7” flange thickness, which presumed to be a
W14x68 with no documents available to confirm it. Each column is anchored and
cantilevered from the top of 38”x60” concrete piers about 2’-0” high above the finished
grade. Limited visual evaluation from the ground level on the three steel columns supports
indicated the following:
1.

The steel columns did not exhibit any visible deflection nor localized buckling on
their flanges, telltale sign that the members have been stressed to its yield point
and exhibiting permanent deflection.
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2.

The structure did not show any lean nor tilt, indicating that the supporting
foundation system appeared to be sound.

3.

The steel showed evidence of weathering with flaking paint and rust. The rusting
appeared to be surficial and has not significantly impacted its section.

C.

The scoreboard is located off the south end zone of the field behind the stadium wall and
it is not in any proximity to any occupied building. Interpreting the ASCE 7-10 Minimum
Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures which is referenced by the current
Massachusetts State Building Code 780CMR, 9th edition, this independently supported
scoreboard can be classified to have an Use or Occupancy Category I – Building and other
Structure that represent a low hazard to human life in the event of failure.

D.

The gravity weight of the proposed videoboard panel (11,000 lbs) presents no concerns to
the three steel supporting columns. Seismic load, being a percentage of the sign weight,
will also not be a concern. Wind load, however, typically governs the design on this type of
solid sign structure since its size will present a sizable force is examined in this evaluation.

E.

Our Code prescribed wind load evaluation is the following.
1.

5th Edition 780 CMR, Code that was likely prevailed in 1994 which correspond to
the year 1995 when the original scoreboard with the steel columns and foundations
was constructed: Zone 1 wind pressure for structure less than 50’ high is 12 psf.

2.

7th Edition 780 CMR, Code that was likely prevailed in 2009 which correspond to
the year 2010 when the existing scoreboard was installed to replace the original
scoreboard. Based on the Exposure and height of the structure, the basic wind
pressure is 14.39 psf.

3.

Current Code, 9th Edition 780 CMR: Based on the Exposure and height of the
structure, the basic wind pressure is 18.58 psf.

F.

2015 International Existing Building Code (IEBC) Evaluation:
1.

The evaluation is conducted in compliance with Chapter 4 – Prescriptive
Compliance Method, Section 403 – Alteration.

2.

Para. 403.3: Existing Structural Elements Carrying Gravity Load.

3.

a.

As noted above, gravity load of the sign does not control the design
capacity of the supporting columns.

b.

No design live load applies to the sign.

Para. 403.4: Existing Structural Elements Carrying Lateral Load.
a.

No alteration is proposed to the main supporting structure. Thus the
capacity of the existing lateral load-carrying structural element is not
decreased.

b.

Based on the wind load evaluation, the existing support columns and their
foundations appeared to have been designed under a lower wind pressure
than the pressure prescribed under the current Code.
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Findings
A.

The following are our findings based on the evaluation and analysis noted above:
1.

No documents are available to confirm the size of the original scoreboard and
foundation that was initially designed for the existing supporting structure in 1995.
Therefore no determination can be made on the original design capacity.

2.

No documents are available to show that structural evaluation was conducted in
2010 to repurpose the supporting structure for the existing scoreboard
replacement.

3.

The 12 psf design wind pressure under the building code at the time of the original
design for existing support columns and their foundations is lower in comparison
to the 18.58 psf wind pressure under the current code.

4.

The measured scoreboard size and the wind force generated under the current
code was used to analyze the capacity of the existing steel columns (presumed to
be W14x68). It is determined that the steel columns does not have the capacity to
support the existing scoreboard under the current code wind load requirements.
Subsequently the proposed videoboard of similar size will have the same impact
on the existing steel column capacity under the current code wind load
requirements.

Recommendations
1.

It has been concluded that the existing steel columns does not have the capacity
to support the proposed videoboard size under the current code. It is our
recommendation to provide new supports for the proposed videoboard.
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V.

CIVIL
Exterior Stadium Area Sidewalks
A.

Sidewalks
1.

2.

B.

Existing
a.

In the summer of 2017, the University performed some paving and
sidewalk work on the south end of the stadium to provide better access to
the Seating Bowls and the South Facilities Building. Concrete sidewalks
were constructed connecting the handicapped parking spaces along the
east and west side of the stadium to the Seating Bowls on both the east
and west side, as well as connections to the bathrooms on the ends of the
South Facilities Building.

b.

The concrete walkways are in good shape and appear to conform to ADA
requirements for horizontal slope (5.0% max.) and cross slope. (2% max.)
The flat concrete areas at the South Facilities Building itself, specifically at
each end at the bathrooms, show cracks and spalling and need to be
repaired or replaced.

Proposed
a.

CDW recommends that the level areas at the bathrooms on each end of
the South Facilities Building be removed and replaced.

b.

A new concrete sidewalk connection is required from the existing sidewalk
coming from the east side parking spaces to the new handicap ramp
mentioned below.

Handicap Ramp
1.

Existing
a.

2.

Proposed
a.

C.

Currently there is a handicap ramp on the west side of the stadium
providing access to the stadium seating on the west side only. The ramp
begins on the inner portion of the stadium closest to the access gate to the
Seating Bowl sidewalk and the concession carts.

A new handicap ramp is proposed for the southeast side of the stadium
matching the appearance of the existing ramp on the west side.

Seating Bowl Area
1.

Existing
a.

Currently there are 10 foot wide concrete sidewalks on both sides of the
football field with concrete curbs along the edge of the playing field. There
are electrical boxes installed in the face of the curbs that may or may not
be operational. A 3 foot high chain link fence is mounted on top of the curb
separating the sidewalk from the playing field. Area drains are located on
the field side of the sidewalks approximately 90 feet apart. The sidewalks
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slope towards the playing field where the stormwater is captured by the
area drains. The area drains are linked in a series and drain from each
end towards the middle where they connect to a drain manhole that drains
to the west under the stadium seating.
b.

Spot checks with a smart level in the field indicated that the sidewalks do
not conform to ADA requirements for a maximum cross slope of 2%. The
condition of the existing concrete sidewalks is poor with some bituminous
patches at each end.

c.

Handicap access to the field sidewalks occurs at the east and west
entrance gates, with a travel route through the gates then across the turf
to a wood ramp that connects down to the concrete sidewalks.

d.

2.

D.

The gravel area between the existing sidewalks and the stadium seating
is graded to drain under the stadium seating. Area drains are located at
the base of the seating area. These drains are connected to each
corresponding area drain in the sidewalk area.
Proposed
a.

New sidewalks are proposed along both sides of the Seating Bowls. The
sidewalks will be rebuilt to ADA compliant slopes by raising the sidewalk
on the curb side. The existing area drains will remain in place, raising the
rims to match the new sidewalks. The existing area drains under the
stadium seating should be cleaned out and provided with new beehive
grates for better drainage.

b.

An alternative for the new sidewalks would pitch the sidewalks towards the
seating area and away from the playing field. New slot drains would be
recommended at the bottom of each set of stadium stairs to capture the
water that meets the stairs and any water draining down from the stairs.
The slot drains could be constructed to daylight into the gravel area next
to the stairs. The drawbacks to this option include additional stormwater
flow under the stadium seating where standing water was already
observed during the site visit, having to raise the new sidewalk at the
existing curb where it might end up higher than the curb, and having to
leave the existing area drains in place but covered as they still connect to
the drainage system.

c.

The existing wood ramp that connects the turf area to the sidewalks should
be replaced with a new concrete ramp. Handrails need to be provided if
the ramp slope is greater than 5%.

Concession Stands
1.

Existing
a.

2.

Currently, there are two portable concession carts in the gravel area on
each side of the field at the edge of the stadium seating under existing
awnings.

Proposed
a.

The University has requested new concrete pads for the concession carts
connecting the new concrete sidewalks for better accessibility. New
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concrete pads approximately 30’x30’ would be constructed adjacent to the
new sidewalk area. The new pads would be located at each end of the
Seating Bowl on both sides of the field. The pads would extend to the chain
link fences under the seating area and be located under the existing
awnings. Because of the grade change in the gravel area, the back of the
concrete pads at the chain link fence area will be higher than the
surrounding gravel and may require a safety railing along a portion of the
pad to keep people from stepping off the edge.
Estimated Quantities for New Site Improvements
Item Description
Concrete Sidewalks

Quantity
9600 SF

Comments
Seating Bowl sidewalks

Concrete Pads (2)

7200 SF

Concrete Pads (4)
Beehive Drain Grates
Misc. Concrete Pads
Concrete Ramps (2)

3600 SF
12
3600 SF
100 SF

Level areas outside bathrooms (north
and south side)
Concession stand pads (30’x30’)
Drains under stadium seating
Concrete adjacent to new handicap ramp
Ramps from turf to sidewalks
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Concrete damage at entrance to Men’s Room

Sidewalk access to west restrooms at Facilities Building
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Concrete sidewalk access to west handicapped parking

Concrete sidewalk on west side of Seating Bowl
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Stadium stairs down to sidewalk

Wood ramp access from turf area to Seating Bowl sidewalk
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New concrete area at existing handicamp ramp on west side

Concrete sidewalk access to east side handicapped parking
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Area drain and concrete curb along sidewalk inside Seating Bowl

Concession cart area along west side of stadium
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Gravel area at proposed handicap ramp location on east side

Concrete sidewalk access to restrooms on east side of Facilities Building
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Sidewalk patch on east side of Seating Bowl

Concrete sidewalk and concession carts on east side of Seating Bowl
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Concrete curb with utility box on east side Seating Bowl sidewalk

Asphalt pavement patch at east side restrooms at Facilities Building
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Standing water under stadium Seating Bowl on west side
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VI.

CODE
Introduction
A.

McGuirk Alumni Stadium is an exterior multi-purpose stadium that was constructed in 1965
with approximately 17,000 seats. To the South of the stadium is the Stadium facilities
building, which contains male and female restrooms and support spaces for the stadium.

B.

Exterior lights were added in 2008 and a video scoreboard was added in 2009. In 2013,
the Football Performance Center was constructed to the North of the Stadium that included
workout rooms, locker rooms, coaches’ offices, a team auditorium, a multi-purpose lounge
and an outdoor terrace overlooking the stadium. As part of this project the old press box
was demolished and a new press box was constructed over the stadium as a separate
building.

C.

A preliminary accessibility study was performed in 2007 that identified the major
accessibility deficiencies for the stadium and associated South Building. In 2017,
accessible parking and accessible routes connecting the Stadium, South Building, and
parking were added.

D.

The current project intends to upgrade the 2008 video scoreboard and perform various
accessibility upgrades for the site. The following is a list of the accessibility upgrades being
studied as part of this project:
1.
2.
3.

Upgrade the existing men’s and women’s restrooms in the South Building to be
fully accessible.
Provide ramp access to the stands for the visiting team on the East side of the
Stadium.
Upgrade the route to the concession carts on the West side of the Stadium

Alterations
A.

Alterations to building and sites are subject to compliance with 521 CMR, the
Massachusetts Architectural Access Board Regulations and the 2010 ADA Standards.
Both codes require alterations to existing elements to comply with the new construction
requirements. Existing elements that are not altered are required to be upgraded based on
threshold established by each code. Refer to the appendix of this narrative for a more
detailed outline of each code.

B.

South Building
1.

The following is a summary of the existing deficiencies regarding the restrooms in
the South Building.
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Deficiency and Solution

Image

Restroom Doors – Clear Width
The exterior and interior doors leading to both the female and
male restrooms are less than 32” in clear width (521 CMR 26.5
& ADA 404.2.3). The doors should be replaced with single
doors that each have a clear width of 32” or double doors can
be used if at least one of the doors has a clear width of 32”. It
should be noted that adding an automatic opener to the doors
does not solve this issue.
Restroom Doors – Opening Force
The force to open the interior doors is about 12 to 14 lbs, which
exceeds the 5 lb limit (521 CMR 26.8.1-b & ADA 404.2.9-1).
Solutions include adding an automatic opening device or
changing the closers (521 CMR 26.8.2 & ADA 404.3).

Restroom Doors – Exterior Threshold
The transition from the pathway to the exterior door threshold
exceeds ¼” (521 CMR 20.10 & ADA 303.2). Also, the concrete
pad itself is not level due to missing concrete. This area should
be resurfaced to provide a level area that meets the door
threshold without a vertical change exceeding ¼”.

Restroom Mirrors
Both restrooms are provided with mirrors located higher than
40” above the finished floor (approximately 53”) (521 CMR
30.11 & ADA 603.3). The mirrors should be lowered to a
compliant height.

Restroom Sink
Based on our review of the existing conditions and the feasibility
report, it appears one of the sinks has been altered to have a
compliant faucet and pipe protection, and a paper towel and soap
dispenser were added within reach ranges. However, the new
paper towel dispenser protrudes into the sink clearance (30” x 48”
space centered on the sink) (521 CMR 30.9.1 & ADA 606.2). The
dispensers should be relocated of a different sink should be
modified with a new faucet and pipe protection.
Urinal
The lip of the urinals is located approximately 22” above the
finished floor, which exceeds the 17” limit (521 CMR 30.10.1 &
ADA 605.2). One of the urinals should be lowered to a
compliant height.
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Accessible Stall – Men’s Room
The following is a list of deficiencies in the men’s accessible
stalls:
The grab bars are not 42” in length (521 CMR 30.8 &
ADA 604.5)
The grab bars are not located between 33” and 36” above
the finished floor (521 CMR 30.8.2 & ADA 609.4)
The rear grab bar is located 18” from the inside corner,
which exceeds the 6” limit (521 CMR 30.8.1 & ADA
604.5.2)
The centerline of the water closet is located 15.25” of the
wall, which is less than the required 16” to 18” (521 CMR
30.7.2 & ADA 604.2)
No coat hook is provided (521 CMR 30.6.1-d & ADA
603.4)
The door latch is located 28” above the finished floor (36”
requirements) (521 CMR 30.6.1-b & ADA 404.2.7)
The toilet paper dispensers are located above the grab bars
(521 CMR 30.8.5)
Accessible Stall – Women’s Room
The following is a list of deficiencies in the women’s
accessible stalls:
The grab bars are not 42” in length (521 CMR 30.8 &
ADA 604.5)
The grab bars are not located between 33” and 36” above
the finished floor (521 CMR 30.8.2 & ADA 609.4)
The rear grab bar is located 21” from the inside corner,
which exceeds the 6” limit (521 CMR 30.8.1 & ADA
604.5.2)
No coat hook is provided (521 CMR 30.6.1-d & ADA
603.4)
The door latch is located 30” above the finished floor (36”
requirements) (521 CMR 30.6.1-b & ADA 404.2.7)
The toilet paper dispensers are located above the grab bars
(521 CMR 30.8.5)
C.

New Ramp
1.

The proposed plan includes the construction a new ramp to provide an accessible
route to the stands on the East side of the stadium. In addition to 521 CMR and
the ADA, the ramp is also subject to compliance with the 9th Edition of the
Massachusetts State Building Code (780 CMR), based on the 2015 International
Building Code. The following is a list of major requirements from the codes:
a.

b.

New ramps should have a running slope not steeper than one unit vertical
in 12 units horizontal (8.3% slope) (780 CMR 1012.2, 521 CMR 24.2.1 &
ADA 405.2).
The slope measured perpendicular to the direction of travel of a ramp shall
not be steeper than one unit vertical in 48 units horizontal (2% slope) (780
CMR 1012.3, 521 CMR 24.6 & ADA 405.3).
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c.
d.

e.
f.

g.

h.

i.
j.

k.

l.
m.

n.
o.

D.

The clear width between handrails should not be less than 48” (521 CMR
24.3).
Ramps shall have landings at the bottom and top of each ramp, points of
turning, entrance, exits and at doors (780 CMR 1012.6, 521 CMR 24.4 &
ADA 405.7).
The rise for any ramp run shall be 30” maximum between landings (780
CMR 1012.4, 521 CMR 24.2.2 & ADA 405.6).
Landings shall have a slope not steeper than one unit vertical in 48 units
horizontal (2% slope) in any direction. Changes in level are not permitted
(780 CMR 1012.6.1 & ADA 405.7.1).
The landing shall be at least as wide as the widest ramp run adjoining the
landing and a minimum length of 60” (780 CMR 1012.6.2 & 1012.6.3, 521
CMR 24.4.2 & 24.4.3, and ADA 405.7.2 & 405.7.3).
Where changes in direction of travel occur at landings provided between
ramp runs, the landing shall be 60” by 60” minimum (780 CMR 1012.6.4,
521 CMR 24.4.5 and 405.7.4).
Handrails are required on both sides of the ramp (780 CMR 1012.8, 521
CMR 24.5.1 & ADA 405.8).
Handrails shall be provided in pairs, one at a height between 34” and 38”
and a lower one at a height between 18” and 20”, measured vertically from
the surface of the ramp to top of handrail (780 CMR 1014.2, 521 CMR
24.5.2 & ADA 505.4).
Handrails shall extend at least 12” beyond the top and bottom of the ramp
and shall be parallel with the floor or ground surface, except where the
extension would cause a safety hazard (780 CMR 1014.6, 521 CMR
24.5.4 & ADA 505.10.1).
Handrails shall have a circular cross section with an outside diameter of
1¼” minimum and 2” maximum (780 CMR 1014.3.1, 521 CMR 24.5.5 &
ADA 505.7).
When a handrail is mounted adjacent to a wall, the clear space between
the handrail and the wall shall be 1½ inches (780 CMR 1014.7, 521 CMR
24.5.8 & ADA 505.5).
Ends of handrails shall be either rounded or returned smoothly to floor,
wall, or post (780 CMR 1014.6, 521 CMR 24.5.9 & ADA 505.10.1).
Handrail gripping surfaces shall be continuous, without interruption by
newel posts or other obstructions (780 CMR 1014.4, 521 CMR 24.5.3, &
505.6).

Concessions Stands
1.

The stadium contains concession carts that are located at the base of the seating
areas near the field (circled in yellow below). To get to these carts from the
accessible seating areas, patrons in wheel chairs are required to travel down the
ramp, enter onto the field, travel a sloped wood ramp, travel along a concrete path,
then travel over a gravel area (shown in red below).
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FIGURE 1 - WOOD
RAMP

FIGURE 2 – CONCESSION
STAND

FIGURE 3 - CONCRETE PATH
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The following is a summary of the existing deficiencies regarding this configuration:

Deficiency and Solution

Image

Wood Ramp
The wood ramp has a 5.7% slope, which classifies it as a ramp
(anything over 5%) (780 CMR 202, 521 CMR 24.1 & ADA
106.5). Options including upgrading the ramps to have
compliant features, such as handrails, or constructing a new
transition that has a slope less than 5%.

Wood Ramp
The transition from the field to the wood ramp has a 1.5” gap.
Walking surfaces are required to be continuous (521 CMR 29.2).
Gaps for gratings are permitted up to a ½” (521 CMR 29.4). The
gap should be filled.

Concrete Path
The concrete path along the field is sloped for drainage, resulting
in varying cross slope that exceeds 2% in areas (521 CMR 20.9 &
ADA 403.3). The path should be resurfaced to provide a
compliant cross slope along the path of travel.

Gravel Area
The gravel area in front of the concession carts is not compliant.
Walkways are required to be stable and firm, and generally lie in a
continuous plane with a minimum of surface warping (521 CMR
22.5 and ADA 403.2 & 302.1).

Concession Carts
Service counters are required to be provided at retail
establishments that are a maximum of 36” high, by 36” in width
(521 CMR 7.2.1 & ADA 227.3 & 904.4.1). Due to the snow,
this was not confirmed during the survey. It should be verified
that the concession carts are provided with accessible
transaction areas.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

WARREN P. MCGUIRK ALUMNI STADIUM
Warren P. McGuirk Alumni Stadium is a 17,000
seat, multi-purpose stadium on the campus of the
University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMass).
The stadium was designed by Gordon Bunshaft
of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and opened on
September 25, 1965. The structure is primarily
cast-in-place concrete with precast concrete
seating risers.
The project was named for Warren P. McGuirk,
who was the UMass Athletic Director from 1948
to 1971. The Stadium is home to the UMass
Minutemen Football program. It is also used for
special campus events including commencement
in the spring semester.
SITE PLAN

VIEW FROM STADIUM DRIVE NORTHEAST
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In 2012 UMass, in partnership with the University
of Massachusetts Building Authority (UMBA),
engaged Perkins+Will to design a new Football
Training and Performance Center and Press Box
in response to the football program’s transition
to the NCAA Football Bowl Subdivision. In the
summer of 2013, UMass secured the services of
Perkins+Will to study various stadium expansion
options to increase seating capacity; improve the
overall structure and site amenities; and enhance
the fan experience with improved concessions,
restrooms, and fanfare amenities. Since 1965, the
stadium has seen minimal improvements. Today,
the stadium includes the original 17,000 seats, a
new 65,000 gsf Football Training and Performance
Center, and a new 7,000 gsf Press Box.

The project team, consisting of Perkins+Will,
UMass Athletics, UMass Senior Administration,
and members of the Design & Construction
Department, met over the course of four design
charrettes to develop a series of improvement
projects and build-out options for the existing
stadium seating bowl and support facilities.
The report was completed in the summer of
2013. Projects identified in the report included
upgrading the existing stadium structure
to improve accessibility; new restroom and
concession areas support existing and increased
seating capacities; addition of clubs and suites;
south end zone seating; and the addition of an
upper east grandstand seating structure. These
improvements supported a stadium in the range
of 30,000 – 35,000 seats. The combination of
projects were studied with the existing east seating
bowl left in place and renovated to current codes
and the demolition and reconstruction of the east
seating bowl.
More recently, UMass secured the services
of Perkins+Will to update the 2013 Stadium
Expansion Study to support a stadium, required
code improvements, and fan amenities in support
of a stadium in the range of 20,000 – 25,000
seats with the ability to expand in the future. The
following chapters document the various projects
and build-out options with associated project costs
escalated to the mid-point of construction in 2019.
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UMASS
AMHERST

(AA-03) GARBER FIELD SCOREBOARD AND AUDIO SYSTEMS
LED VIDEO DISPLAY
ALL ALUMINUM CABINETRY, EXTERIOR SURFACES SEMI-GLOSS
BLACK ENAMEL. NO VISIBLE MFGR MARKINGS OR LABELS.
ATTACHMENT TO EXISTING STRUCTURE TO BE DETERMINED
BY ENGINEERING.
16MM RGB LED - 15.1’x32.75’ - 288x624 PIXEL MATRIX. (495 SQ. FT.)

UMASS DIMENSIONAL LOGO
8” DEEP ALUMINUM CHANNEL LETTER; .125” BACK, .090” RETURNS.
CUSTOM FABRICATED RETAINER FRAME FOR CLEAR LEXAN
THERMOFORM FACE; IN PRISMATIC INTERPRETATION OF UMASS
PRIMARY LOGO. MATCH ID STANDARDS IN 2ND SURFACE
TRANSLUCENT ENAMEL OR CAST TRANSLUCENT VINYLS.
12V 65K WHITE LED EMITTER GRID @ 200% STANDARD POPULATION.
POWER SUPPLIES CONTAINED BEHIND EMITTER BAFFLE;
CONNECT TO PRIMARY VIA FLEXIBLE CONDUIT INSIDE HEADER.

GARBER FIELD LETTERING
3/4” CLEAR ACRYLIC PUSH THROUGH LETTERING ROUTED FOR DISPLAY PANEL.
TRANSLUCENT BLACK PERF VINYL APPLIED FIRST SURFACE. EDGES FROSTED/NATURAL.
12V 65K WHITE LED EMITTER GRID OR TUBES @ 200%
STANDARD POPULATION. POWER SUPPLIES CONTAINED INSIDE CABINET.

UMASS MULLINS

INTERNAL FRAMING

FABRICATED
ALUMINUM RETAINERS

SCOREBOARD HEADER PANEL

EXTRUDED ALUMINUM BODY

FIELD VIDEO BOARDS

THERMOFORMED POLYCARBONATE FACE

HEADER DISPLAY W/SPEAKER ENCLOSURE
EXTRUDED ALUMINUM CABINET STRUCTURE 12” MINIMUM, 24” MAXIMUM DEPTH.
0.90” BREAK FORMED CAPS ABOVE AND BELOW TEXTURED ALUMINUM BLEED
FACE (PATTERN TBD). CORNERS OF HEADER ARE OPEN TO FACE EITHER SIDE
AND OUTSIDE EDGE OF DISPLAY. MMT313 SPEAKER MESH PRINTED BLACK
BOTH SIDES COVERING OPENING ENTIRELY.

CENTER AND GARBER

INTERNAL BAFFLE FOR LED EMMITTERS
IF NEEDED

ACRYLIC ROUTED LETTERING

POWER SUPPLY LOCATED
INSIDE THE LOGO
12V 65K WHITE LED TUBES

UMASS

LED EMITTERS

CLEAN, AND REPAINTING OF EXISTING STEEL COLUMNS
BY AV CONTRACTOR - SEMI GLOSS BLACK ENAMEL.

D2

VENUE ID LETTERING
APPROXIMATE SCALE

D1

UNIV. OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
360 CAMPUS CENTER WAY
AMHERST, MA 01003 - 9248

FORMED LOGO DETAIL
TYPICAL, NTS

One Beacon Street
Third Floor
Boston, MA 02108
United States

ELEVATED PRESS
BOX LOCATION FOR
AMPLIFIER RACK

REFER TO ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION ON EXISTING CONDITIONS.

LOCATION OF
SCOREBOARD

Tel 617.619.5700
Fax 617.619.5701

REFER TO ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS FOR
INFORMATION ON ELECTRICAL AND CONDUIT INTERFACE.
AUDIO VISUAL
ANTHONY JAMES PARTNERS
3900 WESTERE PARKWAY,
SUITE 300
RICHMOND, VA. 23233
Tel 804 727 0070

33'-6"

SPECIFICATIONS:
KALIN ASSOCIATES INC.
1121 WASHINGTON STREET
NEWTON, MA. 02465
Tel 617 964 5477
Fax 617 964 5788
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
LIN ASSOCIATES INC.
2001 BEACON STREET, 310
BRIGHTON, MA 02135

5'-9"

1'-10"

N

8"

AERIAL IMAGE OF PLACEMENT

D1

4'-9"

1'-3"

3'-6"

2"
D2

MEPFP & LIGHTING
ARUP USA, INC
955 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE, MA. 02139
COST ESTIMATING
VJ ASSOCIATES OF NEW
ENGLAND, INC.
35 HIGHLAND CIRCLE, SUITE 200
NEEDHAM, MA. 02494
TEL: 781 444 8200
FAX: 781 444 8242
Date

Description

21'-5"

2'-10"

4'-9"

15'-0"

EXISTING CONDITION

15'-6"

Seal / Signature

CONSTRUCTION SET

33'-0"

Date

3"

OCTOBER 7, 2016

10'-0"

Project Name

AS PROPOSED

10'-5"

MOUNT NEW SCOREBOARD
TO EXISTING (3) STEEL
STRUCTURAL COLUMNS.

UMASS MULLINS CENTER &
GARBER FIELD VIDEO BOARDS
Project Number

11.7074.000 /
UMA# 1008489 / UMA A17-06
Description

ALL MISC STEEL ANCHORED
TO EXISTING BY AV CONTRACTOR.

GARBER FIELD VIDEO SCOREBOARD
UPGRADE

Scale

VARIOUS

AV.105
© 2016 Gensler

Anthony James Partners
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Project # 1008489/ UMA 17-06
UMass Mullins Center and Garber Field Video Boards

SECTION 11 52 00 – SPECIAL SYSTEMS
PART 1 GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. The disciplines included in this section are:
1. LED display systems
2. Signage and aesthetic elements
3. LED processing and control
4. Center Hung Hoist
5. Audio system.

1.2

DESCRIPTION
A. The Contractor shall be responsible for providing all LED equipment, signage and audio
equipment as described.
B. The Contractor shall be responsible for the provision and installation of all secondary
structural steel, mounting brackets, and hardware required to accommodate the new
system(s). This includes all labor, materials, equipment, tools, transportation, and project
management required to complete a fully operational system(s) on the project.
C. Contractor shall be responsible for assembly, secondary modifications (if necessary) and
mounting of all audio and video components onto new or existing structures.
D. Primary Power will be provided by others at defined demarcation points as shown on the
project electrical drawings. Contractor shall be responsible for all power and electrical
distribution from demarcation point (Secondary Power) to new system(s). Contractor shall
provide all Secondary Power connections/terminations required to power new system(s).
E. Conduits and/or raceways will be provided by others as shown on the project electrical
drawings for all low voltage. All additional conduit and raceways required to complete a path
to each LED and audio component shall be furnished and installed by Contractor. Contractor
shall be responsible to furnish, install, and terminate all required cabling needed to make new
system(s) complete and fully operational.
F. Contractor shall grant a license to use all proprietary software provided with this RFP for the
life of the system.
G. All equipment and materials shall be new (latest version at time of bid) and shall conform to
applicable UL, CSA, or ANSI provisions. Re-manufactured or “B” stock equipment will not be
accepted without prior written consent from the project. Evidence of unauthorized remanufactured or “B” stock equipment on the project site will be deemed evidence of the
Contractor’s Failure to Perform the Work. Take care during installation to prevent scratches,
dents, chips or disfiguration.
H. All audio equipment power circuits must have an emergency back-up system as deemed
necessary per the local/state fire code; whichever is more restrictive.

SPECIAL SYSTEMS
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VENDOR QUALIFICATIONS
A. Vendor shall provide a list of a minimum of three (3) facilities (facility, contact name, title,
address and current phone number) where the vendor has provided equipment and services
of equivalent size and scope within the last five (5) years.
B. Vendor shall provide a minimum of one (1) facility (facility, contact name, title, address and
current phone number) where the vendor has provided equipment and services of equivalent
size and scope that is at least five (5) years old.
C. Vendor shall be required to provide a Letter of Surety from their bonding agent, stating their
ability to provide a 100% payment and performance bond if they are the successful bidder.
D. Vendor shall have a direct service employee or certified contractor capable of providing
maintenance response within 8 hours of a call for service.

1.4

SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
A. Initial Submittals and Shop Drawings
1. Contractor shall be required to provide submittals and shop drawings within thirty (30)
calendar days of date shown on award notice. Contractor shall be responsible to ensure
that the dimensions and specifications of each component and all systems fit within the
building allowances. Contractor shall advise of any discrepancy that could affect
installation. If Contractor fails to notify any discrepancies, Contractor shall assume
responsibility for providing the required equipment or correcting such discrepancies at no
additional cost. The following required submittals will be defined by the guidelines
established and shall include but not be limited to:
a. Three (3) sets of shop drawings, product data and samples together in one package
within thirty (30) calendar days of date shown on Award Notice to Contract and prior
to ordering equipment.
b. Catalog data sheets, neatly bound with title page, space for submittal stamps, and
tabbed dividers between Sections. Provide a complete list of proposed equipment
with reference to its corresponding specification paragraph number or equipment title
in specification paragraph order. Denote all approved substitutions.
c.

Point-to-point wiring diagrams and typed wire lists identifying every connection.
Include electronic devices such as switches, transformers and terminal blocks.
Indicate locations of all components. Identify cables by types, colors and wire
numbers. Complete, detailed wiring diagrams for the systems, based on the contract
documents but including cable types, identification and color codes, and detailed
wiring of connections, both at equipment and between equipment racks and wiring
conduit, connector types, expansion loops and cable lengths. Drawings shall comply
with ANSI and International Electrotechnical Commission recommendations and
standards as appropriate. Provide drawing set cover sheet clearly dimensioning all
cable preparation details for each cable type and connector utilized in the system.

d. Structural engineered drawings for all secondary steel framing required for this scope
of work. Structural drawings submitted shall include attachments to primary steel
structure. Structural engineered drawings shall also include method of attachment
for all audio components required for this scope of work. A licensed/registered
engineer in the State or Commonwealth where this project is located shall stamp all
structural drawings.
e. Conduit riser diagrams showing required conduits and junction boxes along with
types of quantities of cables to be contained in each conduit. Show details of
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weatherproofing, lightning protection and grounding, strain relief and cable support,
fire stop protection, and wall penetrations through all rated partitions.
f.

Rack layouts indicating the proposed arrangement of mounted equipment including
power junction box location and locations of conduit penetrations. Rack layouts shall
include front and rear views. BTU loads for each piece of equipment should also be
included on the rack layout drawing.

g. Detail drawings of all custom fabricated items and approved equipment modifications.
Include complete parts lists, schematic diagrams, and all dimensions required for
proper assembly.
h. Proposed color selections and finishes for all exposed surfaces and custom
fabricated items. Submit actual color/finish samples, wall plates, and custom labels.
i.

A list of all lower tier subcontractors and suppliers. List shall include lower tier
subcontractor’s qualifications indicating performance of similar work on past projects
of this type and scope.

j.

A project schedule in Gantt Chart format outlining equipment delivery dates and
installation start and finish dates. Project schedule shall be broken down into
sufficient detail (work task and duration).

k.

Copies of all required business and contractor licenses.

l.

Copies of proof of insurance.

2. Approval of submitted items indicates only the acceptance of the manufacturer and
quality. Specific requirements, arrangements, and quantities shall comply with the intent
of the Contract Documents unless specifically approved in writing.
3. Submittals that are incomplete, deviate significantly from the requirements of the Contract
Documents, or contain numerous errors will be returned without review for rework and resubmittal, and may result in back charges to the Contractor.
B. Contract Closeout Submittal:
1. When the installation is substantially complete including the Testing Reports in Part 3 of
this Section, Contractor shall submit two (2) complete initial hard copy sets of contract
closeout submittals for review. After review and approval of initial set, Return of one (1)
initial hard copy to Contractor with comments for updating. Contractor shall provide four
(4) final sets of closeout submittals and one (1) electronic copy in PDF format. Closeout
submittals shall include, but not be limited to:
a. Project Record Drawings (As-Built Drawings) including final secondary steel
structural drawings, electrical drawings, and system block diagrams, rack layout
drawings and wiring schedule.
b. An Operation & Maintenance Manual.
c.

A list of all equipment provided and its location within the facility. List shall include
manufacturer name, model identifier, serial number, and any other pertinent
information needed to obtain service, maintenance, and/or replacement.

d. A list of all Subcontractors who performed work for Contractor during installation. List
shall include company name, physical company address, phone number, and contact
person(s).
e. Copies of all software, settings and programs used in the control and operation of this
system.
f.

Copies of all equipment registration documentation.
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g. Test reports from an independent testing & inspection agency certifying that bolted
and/or welded connections for primary secondary structural steel meet the minimum
requirements of the engineered structural drawings, the governing building code, or
as required by the building official; whichever is more restrictive.
h. All testing reports as specified in Section 3.8 – Testing and Acceptance.
i.

Test reports for all new fiber optic cable installed under this scope of work. Test
reports shall indicate end to end signal loss does not exceed a maximum dB loss per
Section 3.7.K and/or 3.7.L.

C. Operation & Maintenance Manual
1. Upon substantial completion but prior to onsite training, Contractor shall provide four (4)
final Operation & Maintenance Manuals (O&M Manuals). O&M Manuals shall have tab
dividers and shall be logically organized to provide easy access to information without the
need to research through entire manual. All documents provided in the O&M Manual
shall be written in English and shall provide sufficient detail as to be understood by an
individual with no knowledge of audio components or the associated control equipment
and/or operating systems. Contents of the O&M Manual shall include, but not be limited
to:
a. Table of Contents
b. Description / overview of system(s) including key features and operational
procedures.
c.

Full start up procedure for all control room rack equipment and any additional audio
components written under the assumption that all equipment was in full powered off
mode.

d. Full shutdown procedure for all control room rack equipment and any additional audio
components written under the assumption that the facility is in an extended power
failure situation.
e. Owner’s Manuals for all third party and/or “off the shelf” type equipment provided by
Contractor; e.g., KVM’s, fiber modems, network switches/routers, and UPS battery
backups.
f.

Small scale plans showing locations and circuit numbers for all system outlets and
receptacles.

g. Single-line block diagrams showing all major components of the systems.
h. All third party equipment and/or “off the shelf” equipment warranties and a notarized
System Warranty.
1.5

EQUIPMENT GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
A. All equipment and materials shall be new and the latest version at the time of bid and shall
conform to applicable UL, ULC, CSA or ANSI provisions. Re-manufactured or “B” stock
equipment will not be accepted without prior written consent. Evidence of unauthorized remanufactured or “B” stock equipment on the project site will be deemed evidence of the
contractor’s failure to perform the work. Contractor shall take care during installation to
prevent scratches, dents, chips or disfiguration of equipment and materials supplied. All
damaged equipment and/or materials shall be repaired or replaced.
B. All cabling [power and data] is to be labeled at each end of the cable with a description in
English OR with a reference to a wire designation on a wiring diagram. These diagrams must
be part of the Project documentation submitted at time of acceptance.
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C. Each device shall meet all of its published manufacturer’s specifications. Verify performance
as required.
D. Provide an uninterruptable power supply (UPS) at the bottom of each rack supplied by
Contractor. UPS shall have the capability of providing power to all equipment within the rack
for a period of 15 minutes in the event of a power failure at the facility.
E. Install all rack mounted equipment with Middle Atlantic Products HP Series truss head
screws, or approved equal.
F. Some rack-mounted equipment may require shaft locks, security covers, or removal of knobs;
provide and install during Acceptance Testing.
G. Provide engraved self-adhesive lamicoid labels at the front and rear of all rack-mounted
signal processing equipment. Mount labels on the equipment chassis and attach in a neat
and permanent manner. Embossed label will not be accepted. Label equipment with
schematic enumeration reference, and with descriptive information regarding its function or
area it is serving. Similarly, provide engraved labels at the rear only of equipment mounted in
furniture consoles.
H. All engraving shall be 1/8” block lettering unless noted otherwise. On dark panels or
pushbuttons, letters shall be white. Letters shall be black on stainless steel, brushed natural
aluminum plates or light-colored pushbuttons.
I.

Per IEC-268 standard, all XLR connectors not mounted on equipment shall be wired pin 2 hot
(high), pin 3 low, and pin 1 screen (shield).

J.

Mounting Hardware exposed to the weather shall be aluminum, brass epoxy painted
galvanized steel or stainless steel. Apply corrosion inhibitor to all threaded fittings.

K. Equipment Racks shall be Middle Atlantic Products model MRK-4436, or approved equal,
with accessories as noted below. Quantity of racks shall be as required to house all
equipment supplied under this scope of work. Any unused rack mounting spaces shall have
blank panels to fully enclose the rack assembly. Multiple racks shall be anchored together
using appropriate ganging hardware. Standard solid rear door shall be replaced with Middle
Atlantic Products model MW-VRD-44 vented rear door.
1. Provide two (2) side panels per individual stand-alone rack or series of racks ganged
together. The intent is to have an enclosed rack system. A single stand-alone rack
would have two (2) side panels and a series of three (3) racks ganged together would
also have two (2) side panels. Side panels shall be Middle Atlantic Products model SPN44-36, or approved equal.
2. Provide Middle Atlantic Products model MW-4QFT-FC integrated fan top, or approved
equal, for each rack. Fan shall be thermostatically controlled to ensure in-rack
temperatures of less than 100 degrees Fahrenheit.
3. Provide two (2) Middle Atlantic Products model LT-GN-PL gooseneck work lights for each
rack required for this scope of work.
4. Provide Middle Atlantic Products model PDT-2X1020T, or approved equal, in rack
vertical power strip. Power strip shall have enough receptacles to accommodate all
equipment housed in the associated rack with a minimum of two spare receptacles per
rack.
L. Any rear mounted rack equipment shall be placed so the equipment does not block access to
the back of front mounted equipment.
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M. Contractor shall exercise care when wiring racks to avoid damaging cables and equipment.
Contractor shall install grommets around cut-outs and knock-outs where conduit or chase
nipples are not installed.
N. Equipment Racks shall have a ground buss installed in each rack. Ground buss shall be
insulated from the rack. Attach equipment rack to ground buss at one point using #4
insulated copper wire. Ground any equipment chassis without a three-conductor power cord
directly to the buss bar using #12 insulated copper wire. Tie each and every power
receptacle ground contact to the buss bar using #12 insulated copper wire. Interconnect
signal cables shall be routed from junction boxes through metallic flexible conduit(s) (1” to 2”
diameter) as appropriate. Flexible conduit shall be insulated from racks by approved
insulating bushings.
O. Power wiring and signal/data wiring shall be installed on opposite sides of rack. Contractor
may determine which side is used for power and which side for signal. Method shall be kept
the same for entire installation, if multiple racks are required. Contractor shall exercise care
when wiring racks to avoid damaging cables and equipment.
1.6

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A. All requirements of the latest published editions of the following standards shall apply, unless
otherwise noted. In the event of conflict between cited or referenced standards, the more
stringent shall govern.
1. National Electric Code (NEC)
2. National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)
3. American National Safety Institute (ANSI)
4. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
5. American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI)
6. Underwriters Laboratories (UL)
7. Federal Communications Commission (F.C.C.) Rules and Regulations, Part 76
8. Society of Cable Television Engineers (S.C.T.E.)
9. Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (S.M.P.T.E.)
10. American Society of Testing Materials (A.S.T.M.)
11. National Cable Television Association (N.C.T.A)
12. Electronic Industries Association (E.I.A.)
13. Telecommunications Industries Association (T.I.A.)
B. Review all architectural, civil, structural, mechanical, electrical, and other project documents
relative to this work.
C. Verify all dimensions and site conditions prior to starting work.
D. Coordinate the specified work with all other trades.
E. Maintain a competent supervisor and supporting technical personnel, acceptable to the
Project during the entire installation. Change of supervisor during the project shall not be
permitted without prior written approval from the Project.
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F. Provide all items not indicated on the drawings or mentioned in the specifications that are
necessary, required or appropriate for this work to realize a complete and fully operational
system that performs in stable and safe manner.
G. Review project documentation and continuously make known any conflicts discovered and
provide all items necessary to complete this work to the satisfaction of the Project without
additional expense. In all cases where a device or item or equipment is referred to in singular
number or without quantity, each such reference shall apply to as many such devices or
items as are required to complete the work.
H. Provide additional support or positioning members as required for the proper installation and
operation of equipment, materials and devices provided as part of this without additional cost.
I.

Regularly examine all construction, and the work of others, which may affect Contractors
work to ensure proper conditions exist at site for the equipment and devices before their
manufacture, fabrication or installation.

J.

Contractor shall be responsible for the proper fitting of the systems, equipment, materials,
and devices provided as part of this work.

K. Promptly notify in writing of any difficulties that may prevent proper coordination or timely
completion of this work. Failure to do so shall constitute acceptance of construction as
suitable in all ways to receive this work, except for defects that may develop in the work of
others after its execution.
L. After installation, submit photographs showing cable entries and terminations within
equipment racks, enclosures and pedestals at the job site.
1.7

WARRANTY AND SERVICE
A. Contractor shall warrant labor and materials for twenty-four (24) months following the date of
Final Acceptance.
B. During the warranty period the system shall be free of defects and deficiencies and conform
to the drawings and specifications with respect to the quality, function, and characteristics
stated.
C. Contractor shall repair or replace defects that occur in labor or materials within the warranty
period.
D. On-site labor shall be included during the warranty period for any work beyond simple
component replacement. Simple component replacement shall be defined as all equipment
that does not require tools to perform the equipment replacement.
E. Failed parts shall be returned to the Contractor for repair at a service facility located in the
United States. Contractor shall identify the location of its service facility in the documentation
provided when submitting a bid for this work.
F. The Contractor shall replace failed parts that cannot be repaired.
G. Upon receipt of a failed part, Contractor shall return a repaired or replacement within fifteen
(15) business days from receipt of failed part.
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H. Contractor shall supply at least one local service employee or local authorized service agent
for service and repair of all equipment during the warranty period. Local service employee or
local authorized service agent shall be located within 75 miles of facility.
I.

The local service employee or local authorized service agent shall be the entity responsible
for providing the following emergency response availability:
1. Telephone service assistance and technical support from 8am to 11pm local time 7-days
per week.
2. Answer all service calls and requests for information within one (1) hour during the
warranty period.
3. The advance replacement should contain all of the shipping information and packaging
necessary to return the defective part or assembly back to Contractor at no cost.

J.

Warranty shall cover all equipment, including processors, controllers, operating systems, and
software.

K. Warranty shall include two annual on-site system check-ups by a qualified technician who is
a full-time employee of the Contractor. Visit to occur approximately 2-3 weeks prior to the
start of the second and third seasons.
L. Check-up shall include all regular maintenance; including filter cleaning, a complete
inspection of all systems, parts replacement where required and a complete written report of
all findings.

END OF PART 1 GENERAL
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PART 2 PRODUCTS
2.1

LED VIDEO DISPLAYS
A. Mullins Center – Center Hung LED Video Display
1. Quantity: Two (2) Indoor Video Displays
2. Pixel Resolution: 10mm physical pixel resolution.
3. LED Supplier: Only Nichia, Cree or Multicolor LED’s will be accepted.
4. Minimum Active Area of Displays: 15.74’ tall by 27.8’ wide.
5. Minimum Resolution: 480 x 848 based on maximum pixel pitch of 10mm.
6. Minimum Brightness: 2000nits (100% white with automatic color-correction “on”) at
startup.
7. System must maintain a minimum brightness level of 1500nits throughout the first 10,000
hours of use or 36 months from the time of acceptance, whichever is longer.
8. Display’s intensity shall be adjustable to a minimum of 32 levels.
9. Minimum 4,096 levels of intensity for each color (red, blue, pure green) 14-bit processing.
10. 6,500-9,000 Kelvin color temperature. Color temperature shall remain constant across
specified horizontal and vertical viewing angles.
11. Refresh rate shall be greater than 960+Hz.
12. Video frame rate at or greater than 60 frames per second.
13. Service accessibility for all components of the displays shall be from the front.
14. Pixel to Pixel Variation
a. 95% or more of pixels within each module must have a luminance within +/- 4% of
the mean luminance for the module.
b. The average luminance of a column or row of pixels at the edge of a module or panel
must be within +/- 2% of the average luminance of the module or panel.
c.

95% or more of the pixels within each module must have a chromaticity value, Δu’v’,
within +/- 0.006 of the mean chromaticity value for the module.

15. Module to Module Variation
a. 100% of the modules in a screen must have a luminance within +/- 4% of the mean
luminance for the screen.
b. 100% of the adjacent modules (i.e., modules sharing a border) in a screen must have
a luminance within +/- 3% of each other.
c.

100% of the modules in a screen must have a chromaticity value, Δu’v’, within +/0.006 of the mean chromaticity value for the screen.

d. 100% of the adjacent modules in a screen must have a chromaticity value, Δu’v’,
within +/- 0.003 of each other.
16. All uniformity specifications above apply across all specified minimum horizontal and
vertical viewing angles and are to be met for an all-White, all Red, all Green, and all blue
screen display.
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17. All listed specifications must be maintained throughout the first 10,000 hours of use or 36
months from the time of acceptance, whichever is longer.
18. Minimum of a 140 (70) horizontal viewing angle. Defined at 50% of full intensity, with
automatic color-correction “on”, at stated angle maximum.
19. Minimum of a 140 (70) vertical viewing angle. Defined at 50% of full intensity, with
automatic color-correction “on”, at stated angle maximum.
B. (AA-01) – Increase Resolution Center Hung LED Video Displays
1. Pixel Resolution: 6mm physical pixel resolution.
2. Minimum Active Area of Displays: 14.17’ tall by 25.19’ wide.
3. Minimum Resolution: 720 x 1280 based on maximum pixel pitch of 6mm.
C. Mullins Center – End Zone LED Video Displays
1. Quantity: Two (2) Indoor Video Display
2. Pixel Resolution: 16mm physical pixel resolution.
3. LED Supplier: Only Nichia or Cree LED’s will be accepted.
4. Minimum Active Area of Displays: 15.95’ tall by 52.9’ wide.
5. Minimum Resolution: 304 x 1008 based on maximum pixel pitch of 16mm.
6. Minimum Brightness: 2000nits (100% white with automatic color-correction “on”) at
startup.
7. System must maintain a minimum brightness level of 1500nits throughout the first 10,000
hours of use or 36 months from the time of acceptance, whichever is longer.
8. Display’s intensity shall be adjustable to a minimum of 32 levels.
9. Minimum 4,096 levels of intensity for each color (red, blue, pure green) 14-bit processing.
10. 6,500-9,000 Kelvin color temperature. Color temperature shall remain constant across
specified horizontal and vertical viewing angles.
11. Refresh rate shall be greater than 960+Hz.
12. Video frame rate at or greater than 60 frames per second.
13. Service accessibility for all components of the displays shall be from the front.
14. Pixel to Pixel Variation
a. 95% or more of pixels within each module must have a luminance within +/- 4% of
the mean luminance for the module.
b. The average luminance of a column or row of pixels at the edge of a module or panel
must be within +/- 2% of the average luminance of the module or panel.
c.

95% or more of the pixels within each module must have a chromaticity value, Δu’v’,
within +/- 0.006 of the mean chromaticity value for the module.

15. Module to Module Variation
a. 100% of the modules in a screen must have a luminance within +/- 4% of the mean
luminance for the screen.
b. 100% of the adjacent modules (i.e., modules sharing a border) in a screen must have
a luminance within +/- 3% of each other.
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100% of the modules in a screen must have a chromaticity value, Δu’v’, within +/0.006 of the mean chromaticity value for the screen.

d. 100% of the adjacent modules in a screen must have a chromaticity value, Δu’v’,
within +/- 0.003 of each other.
16. All uniformity specifications above apply across all specified minimum horizontal and
vertical viewing angles and are to be met for an all-White, all Red, all Green, and all blue
screen display.
17. All listed specifications must be maintained throughout the first 10,000 hours of use or 36
months from the time of acceptance, whichever is longer.
18. Minimum of a 140 (70) horizontal viewing angle. Defined at 50% of full intensity, with
automatic color-correction “on”, at stated angle maximum.
19. Minimum of a 140 (70) vertical viewing angle. Defined at 50% of full intensity, with
automatic color-correction “on”, at stated angle maximum.
D. (AA-02) – Increase Resolution End Zone LED Video Display
1. Pixel Resolution: 10mm physical pixel resolution.
2. Minimum Active Area of Displays: 15.74’ tall by 52.49’ wide.
3. Minimum Resolution: 480 x 1600 based on maximum pixel pitch of 10mm.
E. Mullins Center – Processing and Controls
1. Video screen control system must provide the ability to manage: brightness (multi-level),
video input, and image position: size and scale, adjustable gamma correction, remote
power function (power on/off), color, color temperature, contrast and sharpness.
2. Processing to allow for electronic color and brightness calibration - block to block and
pixel to pixel.
3. The processor shall support the following inputs: HD-SDI video in either 720p or 1080i,
SD-SDI (480p) and SDI 16x9 anamorphic signal, and DVI video.
4. All processing is to be located in video control room.
5. Contractor is responsible for providing all required components, racks and wiring
necessary to manage and control the video display from a location outside of the display
housing.
6. System architecture must allow for 100% processing and control redundancy. Back up
units shall be installed in the equipment racks and shall be hot swappable.
F. Mullins Center – Operating System
1. Contractor shall provide a fully functional operating system capable of production, CG
and game operations
2. The system must have the ability to support DVE moves, enabling dynamic switching
between full screen and vectored views with areas for sponsor ads, statistics, social
media, closed caption and game in progress data for the scoring system.
3. The system must provide ability to display still and animated overlays, crawl text, and
manipulate graphics
4. The system must be capable of accepting and displaying a serial feed from the scoring
system and any and all 3rd party stats, social media, closed caption and sprot ticker feeds
as required.
5. Operating system is to be located in the production equipment room
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6. Contractor shall provide a remote user station in the production room, with equipment
located in the AV room.
7. Contractor is responsible for providing all required components, racks and wiring
necessary to manage and control the video display from a location outside of the display
housing.
8. System architecture must allow for 100% processing and control redundancy. Back up
units shall be installed in the equipment racks and shall be hot swappable.
G. (AA-03) Garber Field – LED Video Displays
1. Quantity: One (1) Outdoor Video Display
2. Pixel Resolution: 16mm physical pixel resolution.
3. LED Supplier: Only Nichia or Cree LED’s will be accepted.
4. Minimum Active Area of Displays: 15.1’ tall by 32.75’ wide.
5. Minimum Resolution: 288 x 624 based on maximum pixel pitch of 16mm.
6. Minimum Brightness: 6500nits (100% white with automatic color-correction “on”) at
startup.
7. System must maintain a minimum brightness level of 6000nits throughout the first 10,000
hours of use or 36 months from the time of acceptance, whichever is longer.
8. Display’s intensity shall be adjustable to a minimum of 32 levels.
9. Minimum 4,096 levels of intensity for each color (red, blue, pure green) 14-bit processing.
10. 6,500-9,000 Kelvin color temperature. Color temperature shall remain constant across
specified horizontal and vertical viewing angles.
11. Refresh rate shall be greater than 960+Hz.
12. Video frame rate at or greater than 60 frames per second.
13. Service accessibility for all components of the displays shall be from the front and rear.
14. Pixel to Pixel Variation
a. 95% or more of pixels within each module must have a luminance within +/- 4% of
the mean luminance for the module.
b. The average luminance of a column or row of pixels at the edge of a module or panel
must be within +/- 2% of the average luminance of the module or panel.
c.

95% or more of the pixels within each module must have a chromaticity value, Δu’v’,
within +/- 0.006 of the mean chromaticity value for the module.

15. Module to Module Variation
a. 100% of the modules in a screen must have a luminance within +/- 4% of the mean
luminance for the screen.
b. 100% of the adjacent modules (i.e., modules sharing a border) in a screen must have
a luminance within +/- 3% of each other.
c.

100% of the modules in a screen must have a chromaticity value, Δu’v’, within +/0.006 of the mean chromaticity value for the screen.

d. 100% of the adjacent modules in a screen must have a chromaticity value, Δu’v’,
within +/- 0.003 of each other.
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16. All uniformity specifications above apply across all specified minimum horizontal and
vertical viewing angles and are to be met for an all-White, all Red, all Green, and all blue
screen display.
17. All listed specifications must be maintained throughout the first 10,000 hours of use or 36
months from the time of acceptance, whichever is longer.
18. Minimum of a 140 (70) horizontal viewing angle. Defined at 50% of full intensity, with
automatic color-correction “on”, at stated angle maximum.
19. Minimum of a 140 (70) vertical viewing angle. Defined at 50% of full intensity, with
automatic color-correction “on”, at stated angle maximum.
H. (AA-03) Garber Field – Processing and Controls
1. Video screen control system must provide the ability to manage: brightness (multi-level),
video input, and image position: size and scale, adjustable gamma correction, remote
power function (power on/off), color, color temperature, contrast and sharpness.
2. Processing to allow for electronic color and brightness calibration - block to block and
pixel to pixel.
3. The processor shall support the following inputs: HD-SDI video in either 720p or 1080i,
SD-SDI (480p) and SDI 16x9 anamorphic signal, and DVI video.
4. All processing is to be located in video control room.
5. Contractor is responsible for providing all required components, racks and wiring
necessary to manage and control the video display from a location outside of the display
housing.
6. System architecture must allow for 100% processing and control redundancy. Back up
units shall be installed in the equipment racks and shall be hot swappable.
I.

(AA-03) Garber Field – Operating System
1. Contractor shall provide a fully functional operating system capable of production, CG
and game operations
2. The system must have the ability to support DVE moves, enabling dynamic switching
between full screen and vectored views with areas for sponsor ads, statistics, social
media, closed caption and game in progress data for the scoring system.
3. The system must provide ability to display still and animated overlays, crawl text, and
manipulate graphics
4. The system must be capable of accepting and displaying a serial feed from the scoring
system and any and all 3rd party stats, social media, closed caption and sprot ticker feeds
as required.
5. Operating system is to be located in the scoreboard operation building
6. Contractor shall provide a remote user station in the production room, with equipment
located in the AV room.
7. Contractor is responsible for providing all required components, racks and wiring
necessary to manage and control the video display from a location outside of the display
housing.
8. System architecture must allow for 100% processing and control redundancy. Back up
units shall be installed in the equipment racks and shall be hot swappable.

J.

LED Animation Package
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1. Provide 20 custom animations with a minimum of 50% 3-D animations for each of the
LED displays.
K. Acceptable LED Manufacturer
1. Daktronics
2. Samsung
3. Light House
4. Mitsubishi Diamond Vision Systems
2.2

SIGNAGE AND ASTHETICS
A. Mullins Center – Center Hung Displays
1. Provide and install “MULLINS CENTER” channel cut venue ID Lettering (detailed
specifications noted in rendering package).
2. Provide and install “UMASS” channel logo (detailed specifications noted in rendering
package).
B. Mullins Center – End Zone Displays (south display only)
1. Provide and install “MULLINS CENTER” illuminated channel cut venue ID lettering
(detailed specifications noted in rendering package).
2. Provide and install “UMASS” illuminated channel logo (detailed specifications noted in
rendering package).
C. (AA-03) Garber Field – LED Displays
1. Provide and install “RICHARED e. GARBER FIELD” illuminated channel cut venue ID
lettering (detailed specifications noted in rendering package).
2. Provide and install “UMASS” illuminated channel logo (detailed specifications noted in
rendering package).

2.3

SCORING SYSTEM
A. Provide and install the following equipment:
1. Shot clocks for each goal plus one spare set (total of 3). Shot clocks shall be NBA style
double sided transparent (see thru) style clocks and shall display game time and shot
time. A set shall include two shot clocks on each goal. Large clock mounted parallel
above the backboard glass shall be a maximum of 32.4” high by 31.7” wide by 4” deep
and shall have 13” tall red LED’s for shot clock and 7” yellow LED’s for game time. Small
clock mounted on the backstop structure perpendicular to the backboard glass shall be a
maximum of 22” high by 22” wide by 3.5” deep and shall have 7” tall red LED’s for shot
clock and 5” yellow LED’s for game time. Both clocks shall include red LED strips around
the perimeter that shall illuminate when time has expired. Clocks shall have camera
mounting brackets.
2. New shot clock brackets for existing goals. Brackets for large shot clock shall be “fold
down” style to permit storage of goals in existing location used by Owner.
3. Two sets plus one spare set of red LED light strips around the perimeter of each
backboard glass.
4. One set plus one spare set of possession indicators to be installed on Courtside tables.
5. One portable basketball scoreboard with score and game clock
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6. Total of eight (8) Locker Room Clocks – minimum 4-inch-tall red fixed LED digits with a
maximum overall cabinet size of 1’-8” wide by 9” tall by 4” deep.
7. Two (2) horns to be installed on center-hung.
8. Two (2) Basketball Scoreboard Controllers (1 primary and 1 backup).
9. Truck bay clock and broadcast truck data panel connection.
10. Two (2) Data Distribution Panels (1 large and 1 small)
2.4

CENTER HUNG HOIST
A. Standard underhung mounted, single drum hoist with two pick points and a capacity of
20,000 lbs. Hoist must have the ability for soft start and stop
B. Hoist power requirements is 10Hp at 480V. Full load Amps is 30 Amps x 1.25 = 17.5 Amps
and will require a 30 Amp feeder at hoist to be provided by the Contractor. Owner will provide
primary 30 Amp 480V power at catwalk location. Contractor to provide any secondary
distribution for hoist if needed.
C. Control for hoist will be from the catwalk and also include a wireless remote. Control position
must allow operator to stand and view the center hung video board along with hoist operation
when in use.

2.5

(AA-03) AUDIO – GARBER FIELD
A. (1) Network Switch – HP 253024G or similar.
B. (1) CD/Media Player – Denon DN 700C or similar.
C. (1) Digital Mixing Console – Yamaha O1V96i or similar.
D. (2) Monitor Speakers – Yamaha MSP3 or similar.
E. (1) Single Sided Headset Mic – Beyerdynamic DT 287 PV MKII or similar.
F. (1) Announcer Box – Whirlwind THS 2 or similar.
G.

(1) Uninterruptable Power Supply – Middle Atlantic 2200R-IP or similar.

H. (2) Type 1 Loudspeaker – Danley Sound Labs SH96HOI-XAT or similar.
1. Acceptable manufacturers:
a. Danley Sound Labs
b. JBL
c.
I.

Community

(1) Type 1 Amplifier – Danley Sound Labs DNA-20K4PRO or similar.
1.

Acceptable manufacturers:
a. Danley Sound Labs
b. Crown
c.

QSC
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(1) Uninterruptible Power Supply – Middle Atlantic 2200R-IP or similar.

(AA-03) AUDIO VISUAL
A. Head End
1. (6) QMOD Modulators
2. (1) BT OC-8 Combiner
3. (1) BT FIBT-10-1550-SA SMTX
4. (1) BT FOC-108U-SA 1x8 Optical Splitter
5. (10) BT FRDA-S4A-860-SA RX AMP

END OF PART 2 PRODUCTS
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PART 3 EXECUTION
3.1

LED DISPLAYS
A. Scope of Work
1. The following outlines the turnkey delivery and installation responsibilities that define the
project scope of work. Any and all work outlined in this section is the responsibility of the
Contractor unless otherwise noted. Any and all dates referenced in this document are
approximate projected dates and are subject to change.
2. Contractor is required to provide all labor, materials, tools, supervision and equipment to
perform the following:
3. Remove and dispose of all existing equipment that is being replaced in this package,
including an existing batten system located within the catwalk of the arena.
a. Provide and install all equipment and displays listed in Part 2 – Products, including
any and all equipment not specifically listed that is required to provide a completely
functional system.
b. Contractor to provide all necessary protection for all facility components, including
event floor. Contractor is responsible for repair or replacement of any damaged
facility components caused by the Contractor and/or any subcontractors hired by
Contractor to perform work on site.
c.

Provide and install hoist, LED displays, signage and aesthetics as depicted and
specified in rendering package. Primary structures for the End Zone Video Displays
and Garber field are provided as currently exist. Secondary steel shall be designed
and engineered by Contractor. Contractor shall also be responsible for design of final
attachments for new LED displays and signage elements. Contractor shall provide
final structural drawings per Section 3.2.

d. New center hung LED display will be supported by a new hoist provided by the
Contractor. Contractor to provide and install center hung LED Video Screens,
signage and aesthetics as depicted and specified in render package. New center
hung structure shall be engineered, supplied and installed by Contractor. Center
hung structure shall have final look and aesthetics as shown in the AJP rendering
package. Contractor shall provide final structural drawings per Section 3.2.
e. Power for all displays will be provided in a proximate location to each display. A disconnect shall be considered the electrical demarcation point. Contractor shall be
responsible for all electrical work from this point as required to accommodate all
display equipment provided by Contractor. Contractor shall provide final electrical
drawings.
f.

If primary power is not sufficient, then Contractor is responsible for bringing additional
power to scoreboard structures from new demarcation points.

g. Provide all required signal cable in provided conduit. Provide required electrical and
data cable: connect all equipment with power, signal and control wiring.
h. Coordinate placement of new equipment rack(s) and electrical components.
i.

Provide all required permits and licenses.

j.

Provide on-site installation supervisor.

k.

Deliver all Equipment to site and convey to appropriate locations within site as
directed by the project.
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Store all Equipment in a safe and secure manner until installed, or otherwise directed
by the project.

B. Engineering
1. The Contractor shall submit drawings and calculations stamped by a professional
engineer who shall be licensed/registered in the State of Massachusetts.
2. Contractor is responsible for taking all seismic and environmental considerations into
account and making structural provisions for any such requirements.
3. All drawings must be approved in writing prior to the fabrication and installation of any
equipment.
4. Engineered drawings are to include both structural and electrical.
5. The Contractor is solely responsible for verification the integrity of all engineering
calculations. Contractor is responsible for verification of all information provided or
implied.
C. Structural Considerations
1. Contractor is responsible to design, engineer, build, deliver, install, integrate and
commission complete turnkey displays as specified with all required sub-structure
needed to support all display components.
2. Flashing and any other related equipment shall be the responsibility of the Contractor to
furnish and install.
3. Contractor is responsible for design and erection of all materials related to the new
equipment.
4. Structure is to be fabricated using structural steel and/or aluminum (optional). Flooring or
catwalks shall be steel or aluminum grating or grip strut. Plywood is not acceptable for
flooring or catwalks. Contractor shall provide necessary protective separation when
connecting dissimilar metals to prevent galvanic corrosion.
5. Bolted and/or field welded connections shall be subject to special inspection by an
independent testing & inspection agency certifying that bolted and/or welded connections
meet the minimum requirements of the engineered structural drawings, the governing
building code, or as required by the building official; whichever is more restrictive.
Inspections shall take place prior to painting any connection.
6. Documentation shall be provided verifying acceptable results from all special inspections.
All items failing inspection shall be repaired or replaced and re-inspected at no additional
cost.
7. All components to be painted and otherwise finished for exterior service conditions shall
be warranted to be free of rust or other defects for a period of ten years.
8. All welders must be certified and certificates must be on site and available for inspection
as requested.
9. To minimize fading or oxidation, all finishes must be primed and coated. All areas of the
primary and secondary support structure must be primed and painted to match.
D. Electrical and Data
1. The electrical design and installation of all branch circuits by the Contractor shall comply
with NEC, state and local codes.
2. Contractor shall provide remote power on/off as noted in Part 2 Products. Contractor
shall provide sufficient number of switches to control all displays, specialty lighting and
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signage elements. Switches to be mounted into equipment racks along with other
equipment provided by Contractor. Configuration of witches shall be submitted with shop
drawings to be approved by Owner.
3. The Contractor shall provide electrical and data one-line diagrams.
4. Electrical design and engineering must be reviewed and prior to any electrical work by
the Contractor.
5. The Contractor will be responsible for power distribution from the demarcation points
noted in Section 3.1.B.6. Any additional electrical components required for a complete
and fully operational system but not shown on the electrical drawings shall be the
responsibility of the Contractor.
6. Any additional raceway (conduit, cable tray, J hooks) required to provide a complete
system for both power and signal/data shall be furnished and installed by Contractor.
Any additional raceway required shall have routing of raceway approved prior to
installation.
7. The Contractor shall be responsible for termination and final connect of power to all
elements. All secondary electrical panels must be clearly marked with names of the
branch circuits controlled by each breaker to aid in troubleshooting or isolating problems.
All electrical services, disconnects, and breaker panels are to be labeled with what they
control and where they are fed from.
8. Contractor shall not use wire nuts or electrical tape for any power or signal connection or
any part of the work including internal LED display power jumpers or power connections
to signage elements. All connections shall use a proper terminal block and spade
terminal or terminal block and direct connection as required. Covers shall be provided
over all high power terminal blocks to prevent electrical shock.
9. Permanent power distribution from provided primary power source shall use rigid metal
conduit and wire or metal clad (MC) cable. The use of SO cord or rubber jacket type
power cables typically used on transportable installations or used on the installation of
pitch side displays shall not be permitted for permanent installations. Strain relief on all
connections shall be per manufacturer’s recommendations. Contractor shall submit
manufacturers strain relief recommendations for all connectors during the submittal
process.
10. The Contractor will be responsible for providing stamped electrical drawings. A
licensed/registered engineer in the State of Massachusetts where this project is located
shall stamp all electrical drawings.
11. Any equipment not certified as required in Section 1.4.A. shall require on site certification
by a listed testing agency. All cost associated with obtaining on site certification shall be
the responsibility of the Contractor. Written proof of certification or equivalent will be
required prior to any work being performed on site.
12. Contractor shall provide six (6) spare strands of fiber in addition to the total amount of
fiber that is required to provide video signal and/or data communication to LED displays
installed by Contractor. All fiber shall be terminated and landed in an appropriate fiber
patch panel. All new fiber supplied by Contractor shall be tested and shall not exceed
maximum allowable dB loss per Section 3.4.M and/or Section 3.4.N.
13. Multi-mode fiber tested shall not have a signal dB loss greater than 0.1dB per 100 feet
(30m) for 850nm fiber or a loss greater than 0.1 dB per 300 feet (100m) for 1300nm fiber.
14. Single-mode fiber tested shall not have a signal dB loss greater than 0.1dB per 600 feet
(200m) for 1310nm fiber or a loss greater than 0.1 dB per 750 feet (250m) for 1550nm
fiber.
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15. Contractor to provide all required fiber transmitters and receivers (including amplifiers
where required). Contractor will be responsible to terminate and perform final connection
of all cables. Cables will be routed from the specified control locations to the display
components per Contractor’s diagram.
E. Aesthetic Considerations
1. Contractor shall assume premium finishes on all elements not yet defined.
2. Prior to contract award, the Contractor shall provide a comprehensive outline of all
intended flashing and finish details for approval. Failure to submit these details prior to
contract award shall make Contractor responsible for all flashing and finishes as required
at no additional cost.
3. No exposed bolts, inverted U channels, or unfinished edges on LED displays or signage
elements shall be permitted on any surface with public view. Any part of the secondary
steel frame exposed to public view shall be covered with flashing to match the edge of
the LED display.
4. Unless specified differently on the AJP Drawings, the following shall serve as a minimum
standard for products and finishes. Contractor shall be responsible to ensure that the
material thickness provided is sufficient to prevent warping or “oil canning” on the span or
sections of material installed.
a. Metals
1) + .040” aluminum on internal baffling
2) + .090” aluminum on flashing
3) + .125” aluminum on any routed or primary surface
4) + 12ga/2.6mm stainless steel (visible)
b. Plastics
1) + .117” thickness on thermoformed polycarbonates
2) + .177” thickness on flat polycarbonates
3) + .125“ thickness on flat acrylics
c.

Finishes
1) + Approved Automotive Grade Enamels
2) + ASTM D3451-06 compliant Powder Coating

d. Vinyl Films
1) + 3M, Avery, Oracal or other as approved.
2) + 9oz weight for any outdoor banner (UV coated)
5. The Contractor shall not visibly display its trademarks or insignia on any of the Equipment
or structural elements.
F. Training
1. The Contractor at its own expense will provide designated operator and maintenance
training.
2. Training will be performed at the site by a qualified technician and shall occur
immediately following substantial completion. O&M Manuals per Section 1.3.B shall be
provided prior to training.
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3. The training shall cover the operation, routine maintenance and troubleshooting of the
displays and control equipment.
4. Training shall consist of at least 24 hours (over the course of 3-5 days) of instruction.
5. Contractor will be required to have a control systems operator and LED technician on site
for the first event and continue to be on site for three (3) consecutive problem free
events. “Problem-free” constitutes an event where the video and scoring displays,
control system, and any other components installed by the Contractor are without failure
during an event. Each successful event will need to be signed off until three (3)
consecutive events are achieved.
6. Warranty period will commence at conclusion of the third consecutive successful event.
G. Testing and Acceptance
1. Contractor must demonstrate the full capabilities of the provided systems and prove
performance meets contractual specifications.
2. Confirmation will be required of, but not limited to the following functions: operation of
each system component, including back-up systems, control functionality, integration with
existing systems, diagnostic capabilities, screen brightness, color temperature and
viewing angles.
3. Contractor must provide all necessary testing equipment for acceptance.
4. Upon notice from the Contractor of substantial completion and at a time to be mutually
agreed upon, the Contractor will arrange for the testing of all operations of the systems
comprised in scope of work at the time of substantial completion.
5. The following items must be completed and signed off by an appropriate official before
the system is “Accepted”:
a. LED Screens - Brightness and color uniformity shall be demonstrated and must meet
the specification described. If the demonstration exhibits the display in
noncompliance with the specifications, it will be the responsibility of the Contractor to
make the necessary adjustments or to adjust, repair or replace the components
necessary to meet the specifications. The Project will not be responsible for any
added costs as a result of an unsuccessful acceptance test.
b. Certain LED video displays included in this bid package are required to maintain
minimum parameters over a specified period of time. The project at its sole
discretion may engage an independent testing agency to verify the display’s
specifications, at any time during the specified period of time. Cost for this testing will
borne by the project, if display is in compliance. If the testing exhibits the display in
noncompliance with the specifications, the cost of the testing will be the responsibility
of the Contractor. Contractor will also be responsible to make the necessary
adjustments or repair or replace the components necessary to meet the
specifications. The project will not be responsible for any added costs as a result of
an unsuccessful test.
c.

Functionality of each of the displays and their control systems, as specified, shall be
demonstrated in its entirety.

d. Acceptance of the system includes, but not limited to, the completed installation of all
physical components and the issuance of the Certificate of Approval for code
compliance by the Code Authority having Jurisdiction. Tests of the system shall not
occur until after the system has been installed, and all work completed on the display
systems.
6. Document all acceptance testing, calibration and correction procedures described herein.
Include the following information:
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a. Performance date of the given procedure.
b. Condition of performance of procedure.
c.

Type of procedure, and description.

d. Parameters measured and their values, including values measured prior to
calibration or correction, as applicable.
e. The names of personnel conducting the procedure.
f.

The equipment used to conduct the procedure.

7. Upon completion of initial tests and adjustments, submit written report of tests along with
all documents, diagrams, and recorded drawings required herein.
8. Close out Procedures.
a. Perform any and all “punch-list” work to correct inadequate performance or
unacceptable conditions at no additional expense.
b. Furnish all portable (includes spare parts) equipment along with complete inventory
documentation. All portable equipment shall be presented in the original
manufacturers packing, complete with all included instructions, miscellaneous
manuals, and additional documents.
c.

Provide new acceptance testing in the same format as initial test reports.

d. Check, inspect, and if necessary, adjust all systems, equipment, devices and
components specified approximately thirty (30) days after acceptance.
e. Upon completion of the Work, the Project may elect to verify test data as part of
acceptance procedure. Provide personnel and equipment to reasonably
demonstrate system performance and to assist with such tests without additional
cost.
3.2

AUDIO – GARBER FIELD
A. SCOPE OF WORK
1. The following outlines the turnkey delivery and installation responsibilities that define the
project scope of work. Any and all work outlined in this section is the responsibility of the
Contractor unless otherwise noted. Contractor is required to provide all labor, materials,
tools, supervision and equipment to perform the following:
a. Mount loudspeakers on LED structure.
b. Install amplifier in in rack in control room.
c.

Program amplifier with appropriate DSP module settings for specified loudspeakers.

d. Install and configure additional specified equipment at Owner determined mix
position.
e. Contractor shall be responsible for assembly, secondary modifications and mounting
of all audio components onto new or existing structures.
f.

Provide and install all equipment listed in Part 2.4 – Products, including any and all
equipment not specifically listed but part of this bid that is required to provide a
completely functional system.

g. Provide required signal and data cable. Connect all equipment with power, signal
and control wiring from electrical outlets currently existing or to be provided.
h. Coordinate with Owner regarding placement of new equipment rack(s) if necessary
and placement of electrical components.
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i.

Coordinate with Owner regarding functionality expected with audio DSP system and
provide programming.

j.

Provide all required permits and licenses.

k.

Provide on-site installation supervisor per Section 1.5.E.

l.

Coordinate work with other trades and coordinate scheduling with the construction
supervisor to minimize delays.

m. Deliver all Equipment to site and convey to appropriate locations within site as
directed by Owner.
n. Store all Equipment in a safe and secure manner until installed, or otherwise directed
by Owner. Coordinate onsite storage container or available space in facility.
B. GROUNDING AND SHEILDING
1. Mount and enclose all electrical and electronic equipment in metal enclosures, pedestals
or equipment racks.
2. Use EMT type conduit for all wiring outside of equipment racks except plenum rated
wiring above a lay-in ceiling, and outdoor conduits and raceways, where separate
insulated ground wiring shall be supplied. Underground raceways to be of rigid type.
3. Use flexible conduits and PVC fittings to provide insulated connections of the building
electrical raceways to equipment racks. Mount all equipment racks at the job site in a
manner which provides electrical isolation from the building structure and electrical
raceways.
C. WIRING PRACTICES/INSTALLATION
1. Provide weather rated cable for work to meet NEC codes. Use Belden B9C042T fiber
optic series cable rated for indoor/outdoor use. Use Belden indoor/outdoor rated cabling
for sound system components as recommended by Manufacturer to include Belden 8471,
Belden 9451(WB), Belden 2412 and Belden 1816R (WB) as required.
2. Provide wet rated electrical power cords that connect to the nearest electrical outlet
provided by others if environmental conditions require. Appropriate AC power
connections are to be field verified.
3. Provide Belden 9451WB or 1816WB cabling between for signal connection. These
cables are to be bundled, supported and professionally installed. Provide service and drip
loops.
4. In all instances applicable, use Neutrik, Switchcraft, or other signal connectors that are
gold plated. Use Hubbell or equivalent electrical connectors for power. Use Belden or
Corning fiber connectors using primary ST and for equipment that requires it use LC
terminations. Install a ground buss bar in the environmental rack and connect to a
technical ground provided by the project electrical contractor at equipment rack.
5. Where specific instructions are not given, perform all wiring in strict adherence to
standard audio engineering practices in accordance with the references listed in Section
1.5.
6. Group all wiring into the following classifications by power level or signal type :
a. Microphone Level: less than-20dBm.
b. Line Level Audio and DC Control Circuits: -20dBm.
c.

Speaker Level; greater than +30dBm.

d. Copper Data.
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e. Fiber Data.
f.

AC Power Circuits.

7. Separate wiring of differing classifications by at least six (6) inches, wherever possible.
Wherever lines of differing classification must come closer together than six (6) inches,
cross them perpendicular to each other.
8. Neatly harness wires together within racks by power level classification using horizontal
and vertical wiring supports as required. Rigidly support all wires with fixed connection
points. Leave service loops of sufficient lengths to allow rack hinges or slides to fully
extend to facilitate access to rear panel connectors from the front of each rack. Do not
use self-adhesive ty-wrap pads for support of cables unless fastened with screws.
9. Observe consistent polarity throughout the audio systems as follows:
a. Use only balanced differential inputs throughout the audio system.
b. Use approved transformers where directed to reduce objectionable system noise to
acceptable levels.
10. Exercise care in wiring to avoid damaging the cables and equipment. Use grommets
around cut-outs and knock-outs where conduit or chase nipples are not installed.
11. Cut off unused wire ends approximately one-half inch (1/2 “) past the wire jacket. Fold
them back over the jacket, and secure in place with heat-shrink tubing. In multiconductor cables, preserve all unused conductors for future use. Failure to do so may
result in replacement of cables at the contractor’s expense.
12. Make connections using rosin-core solder or approved mechanical connectors. Connect
microphone, control, and line level wiring through approved connectors. Connect
speaker level wiring using approved terminal barrier strips. Mount all terminal devices on
a non-conductive (electrically) rigid surface. Provide 10% spare terminals at each
location. Label each terminal with a unique number.
13. All fiber splicing shall utilize the fusion splice method. The maximum allowable loss per
fusion splice shall be .5 dB.
14. Pull mandrel one size smaller than the conduit, through entire length of all underground
conduits.
15. Cable pulling lubrication shall be utilized when pulling cable in conduits.
16. A dynamometer shall be used to measure pulling tension during long or difficult runs.
The dynamometer is to be placed between the cable puller and the pull line to monitor
pulling tension. The manufacturer’s pulling tension maximum range shall not be
exceeded.
17. Pulling grips suitable for use with fiber cables shall be applied to the ends of the cable.
Consult cable manufacturer to determine appropriate pulling grip and method of
attachment. Breakaway or fuse links shall be used at the pulling grip. Insure that the
correct fuse pin is installed in the fuse link.
18. The bend radius for all cables shall conform to manufacturer’s specifications.
D. LABELING
1. Label products in a logical, legible, and permanent manner corresponding to the
Drawings. Wording, format, style, color and arrangement of text will be subject to the
Architect’s approval. Submit samples and labeling schedule for approval. Labeling will
be verified at final adjustment and equalization.
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2. Label all wall plates for input, output, and control receptacles as well as connector
mounting plates in all boxes using 1/8” engraved lettering filled with black or contrasting
paint, as approved.
3. Use engraved plastic labels similar to Lamicoid, squarely and permanently attached, to
label the following :
a. Patch panel designation strips.
b. Front and back of all rack mounted equipment including controls.
c.

Barrier strips, terminals, transformers, switches, relays, volume controls and similar
devices.

4. Label pushbutton switches with engraved lettering filled with contrasting color paint.
5. Label all permanently installed wires on both ends with approved permanent clip-on type
or sleeve type markers. Wrap-around adhesive labels will not be accepted unless
completely covered with clear heat shrink tubing.
6. Label all portable equipment with engraved block letters using initials and/or words.
Label all portable cables similarly with printed heat-shrinkable tags located 12 inches
from the male connector end. Verify lettering through the Architect prior to engraving or
printing.
7. Label access panels and backboards with designations corresponding to the drawings.
Where devices are concealed above access ceilings, provide permanent lamicoid labels,
on the ceiling « tees », corresponding to the drawings in finishes and sizes approved by
the Architect.
E. ENGINEERING
1. Contractor is to provide stamped engineered drawings of all loudspeaker mounting
locations. Engineer is to be certified in the state of Massachusetts.
2. Owner must approve all drawings in writing prior to the fabrication and installation of any
equipment.
3. Engineered drawings are to include both structural and electrical.
4. The Contractor is solely responsible for verification the integrity of all engineering
calculations. Contractor is responsible for verification of all information provided or
implied.
F. STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS
1. Contractor is responsible to design, engineer, build, deliver, install, integrate and
commission complete turnkey sound reinforcement system as specified with all required
sub-structure needed to support all speaker components.
2. Install all loudspeakers using the best industry practices and as recommended by the
Manufacturer. The speakers and their accessories and required rigging materials shall be
stainless steel or weather-rated as appropriate. Contractor shall verify all field conditions
and coordination prior to installation.
3. Mount loudspeakers, processors, fiber interfaces, UPS, and other required devices to
make for a complete operating system.
4. Contractor is responsible for design and erection of all mounting
equipment/materials/hardware related to the new equipment.
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5. Mounting equipment/materials/hardware is to be fabricated using structural steel and/or
aluminum (optional). Contractor shall provide necessary protective separation when
connecting dissimilar metals to prevent galvanic corrosion.
6. Bolted and/or field welded connections shall be subject to special inspection by an
independent testing & inspection agency certifying that bolted and/or welded connections
meet the minimum requirements of the engineered structural drawings, the governing
building code, or as required by the building official; whichever is more restrictive.
Inspections shall take place prior to painting any connection.
7. Documentation shall be provided to Owner verifying acceptable results from all special
inspections. All items failing inspection shall be repaired or replaced and re-inspected at
no additional cost to the Owner.
8. All components to be painted and otherwise finished for exterior service conditions shall
be warranted to be free of rust or other defects for a period of ten years.
9. All welders must be certified and certificates must be on site and available for inspection
as requested.
10. To minimize fading or oxidation, all finishes must be primed and coated. All areas of the
secondary support structure must be primed and painted to match.

G. ELECTRICAL AND DATA
1. The electrical design and installation of all branch circuits by the Contractor shall comply
with NEC, state and local codes, as well as Owner regulations and guidelines.
2. The Contractor shall provide signal and data one-line diagrams.
3.

Contractor shall provide six (6) spare strands of fiber in addition to the total amount of fiber that is
required to provide audio signal and/or data communication all audio components installed by
Contractor. All fiber shall be terminated and landed in an appropriate fiber patch panel. All new
fiber supplied by Contractor shall be tested and shall not exceed maximum allowable dB loss per
Section 3.6.K and/or Section 3.6.L.

4.

Multi-mode fiber tested shall not have a signal dB loss greater than 0.1dB per 100 feet (30m) for
850nm fiber or a loss greater than 0.1 dB per 300 feet (100m) for 1300nm fiber.

5.

Single-mode fiber tested shall not have a signal dB loss greater than 0.1dB per 600 feet (200m) for
1310nm fiber or a loss greater than 0.1 dB per 750 feet (250m) for 1550nm fiber.

6.

Contractor to provide all required fiber transmitters and receivers (including amplifiers where
required). Contractor will be responsible to terminate and perform final connection of all cables.
Cables will be routed from the specified control locations to the audio components per Contractor’s
diagram once diagram has been approved by the Owner.

H. AESTHETIC CONSIDERATIONS
1. Contractor shall assume premium finishes on all elements not yet defined.
2. Prior to contract award, the Contractor must provide a comprehensive outline of intended
finish details of all audio equipment that is to be located in public viewing areas for Owner
approval. Failure to submit these details prior to contract award shall make Contractor
responsible for all finishes as required by Owner at no additional cost to Owner.
3. No exposed bolts or unfinished surfaces are permitted on audio equipment that is within
public view. Any part of the secondary steel frame exposed to public view shall be
covered with flashing or structure if so requested by Owner.
4. The Contractor shall not visibly display its trademarks or insignia on any of the Equipment
or structural elements within public view.
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FINAL ADJUSTMENT AND EQUALIZATION
1. Ensure that the system is free from oscillation, noise, hiss, buzzes, or other extraneous
noises. Coordinate with Scoreboard contractor to identify structure rattles so they may be
eliminated during testing phase.

J.

2.

Schedule a time for the Owner to perform the Final Adjustment and Equalization. Notify the Owner
at least seven (7) days in advance.

3.

Furnish a technician who is familiar with the system to assist the Architect during the Final
Adjustment and Equalization.

4.

Record final settings on all equipment and submit with contract closeout documents.

TRAINING
1. The Contractor, at its own expense, will provide designated Owner employees’ operator
and maintenance training.
2. Training will be performed at the site by a qualified technician and shall occur either
during installation of the equipment or immediately thereafter. O&M Manuals per Section
1.3.B shall be provide to Owner prior to training.
3. The training shall cover the operation, routine maintenance and troubleshooting of the
sound system and control equipment.
4. Training shall consist of at least 12 hours (over the course of 1-2 days) of instruction.
5. Contractor will video record all training sessions and submit recorded training sessions to
Owner in DVD format with O&M Manuals.
6. Contractor will be required to have an audio systems operator on site for the first event
and continue to be on site for three (3) consecutive problem free events. “Problem-free”
constitutes an event where the sound system and any other components installed by the
Contractor are without failure during an event. Each successful event will need to be
signed off by the Owner until three (3) consecutive events are achieved.
7. Warranty period will commence at conclusion of the third consecutive successful event.

K. TESTING AND ACCEPTANCE
1. Contractor must demonstrate the full capabilities of the provided systems and prove
performance meets contractual specifications.
2. Confirmation will be required of, but not limited to the following functions: operation of
each system component, including back-up systems, control functionality, integration with
existing systems.
3. Contractor must provide all necessary testing equipment for acceptance.
4. Upon notice from the Contractor of substantial completion and at a time to be mutually
agreed upon, the Contractor will arrange for the testing of all operations of the systems
comprised in scope of work at the time of substantial completion.
5. The following items must be completed and signed off by an appropriate Owner official
before the Owner will deem the system “Accepted”:
a. The Owner will not be responsible for any added costs as a result of an unsuccessful
acceptance test.
b. Acceptance of the system includes, but not limited to, the completed installation of all
physical components and the issuance of the Certificate of Approval for code
compliance by the Code Authority having Jurisdiction. Tests of the system shall not
occur until after the system has been installed, and all work completed.
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6. Document all acceptance testing, calibration and correction procedures described herein.
Include the following information:
a. Performance date of the given procedure.
b. Condition of performance of procedure.
c.

Type of procedure, and description.

d. Parameters measured and their values, including values measured prior to
calibration or correction, as applicable.
e. The names of personnel conducting the procedure.
f.

The equipment used to conduct the procedure.

7. Upon completion of initial tests and adjustments, submit written report of tests to the
Owner along with all documents, diagrams, and recorded drawings required herein.
8. Final Procedures.
a. Perform any and all “punch-list” work to correct inadequate performance or
unacceptable conditions, as determined by the Owner, at no additional expense to
the Owner.
b. Furnish all portable equipment to the Owner along with complete inventory
documentation. All portable equipment shall be presented in the original
manufacturers packing, complete with all included instructions, miscellaneous
manuals, and additional documents.
c.

Provide new acceptance testing in the same format as initial test reports.

d. Check, inspect, and if necessary, adjust all systems, equipment, devices and
components specified, at the Owner’s convenience, approximately thirty (30) days
after the Owners acceptance.
e. Upon completion of the Work, the Owner may elect to verify test data as part of
acceptance procedure. Provide personnel and equipment, at the convenience of the
Owner, to reasonably demonstrate system performance and to assist with such tests
without additional cost to the Owner.

END OF PART 3 EXECUTION
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